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INTRODUCTORY—TO BE READ. 

The business of the Pomaria Nurseries has increased since its 

establishment, regularly, each year, ina most satisfactory man- 

ner, and the proprietor returns his warmest acknowledgments 

to his liberal customers, throughout the Southern States for 

patronage. 

In preparing my new Descriptive Catalogue, great care has 

been observed to make it as complete as the space devoted 

would allow. I have given, first, a descriptive list of each 

variety as have been tested and found adapted to our climate. 

Then follows a brief description of other varieties which have 

been tested here, but not so generally disseminated, which will 

aid the purchaser in his selections. ; 

In the Ornamental Department, the same care has been ob- 

served, and brief descriptions also given. It, has been a con- 

stant desire to have in cultivation all the best varieties of Fruits, ° 

as well as Ornamental Evergrecns, Trees, Shrubs, and Roses, 

which are suited to our climate, and to supply these of a thrifty 

growth and condition to my patrons. As I am “to the 

manor born,’ the proprietor trusts that persons about to plant 

will well give encouragement to their own Nursery at home 

before sending their patronage abroad. 

Great care is taken to ensure correctness of fruits; but, as 

mistakes sometimes occur, they will, invariably, upon notice, be 

rectified at my own expense. — 
If Trees, Plants, &., are ordered, by name, which cannot be 

supplied, I will invariably substitute others, of a better quality or 

higher price, at the same charge, unless specially directed other- 

wise. 

All orders should be regularly and legibly written out in a 
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‘list, and not mixed up in the body of the letter; it avoids con- 

fusion, and prevents mistakes. | | 

All Trees and Plants are carefully taken up, labelled, and. 

packed in the best manner, for which a moderate charge is made. 

Explicit directions for marking, should accompany the order. 

Where the mode of conveyance is left for us to choose, we shall ’ 

exercise our own judgement; but in all cases, articles are at the 

risk of the purchaser after being shipped. Should loss or delay 

occur, the forwarders alone must be held responsible. 

In Fruit, Shrubbery, and Flower stock, I always have on 

hand rare novelties, not embraced in my Catalogue, and from | “ 

these such selections will be made. , 

The Nursery is situated 14 miles south of Pomaria Depot, on 

the Greenville and Columbia Rail-Road; and, upon being pre- 

viously advised by letter, I will always have a carriage awaiting 

the arrival of any visitors, and will entertain them in rural 

style at my house during their stay. | 

| WM. SUMMER. 



INSTRUCTIONS, &C. 

The proprietor, in presenting his new catalogue to the public, 

is induced to offer a few hints to persons commencing to plant 

orchards. In the first place, if they wish to secure healthy, 

well-formed trees, the ground must be jell prepared, by good 

subsoil plowing to the depth of eighteen or twenty inches; and, 

if the soil is poor, a liberal dressing of well-decomposed manure 

will be indispensable. 

‘The ground prepared, next proceed to dig your pits for plant- 

ing, five feet in diameter, and twenty inches deep, then filling 

up half full with good surface mould. In planting the trees, if 

a compost of fresh woods earth, ashes or lime, be added, it will 

greatly aid in giving them a good start. . Be careful to avoid 

deep planting, as nothing ismore injurious. When finished, the 

neck or the tree should be slightly higher than the surrounding 

surface ; the earth raised a little around theedge of the pits, so 

as to form a shallow basin round each tree—to prevent the wa- 

ter running off. In planting, be careful to spread out the roots 

regularly, spreading the soil from fhe stem outwards. When 

planted, fill up your pits, to within two inches of the top, giving 

each tree asmuch water as settles the earth thoroughly. In four 

or five hours, you can finish, by filling up entirely and treading 

moderately, as far as the roots extend. If, to this treatment, is 

added a good mulching of decayed leaves, bark, or saw-dust, 

around the trees, it will assist greatly in retaining the moisture, 

and consequently prevent the necessity of more than one or 

two good waterings. 

Next in importance to careful planting isa proper pruning, to 

secure low, spreading tops, to protect the stems from our scorch- 

ing sun, by which more fruit trees are killed than by any other 

cause, as nearly every orchard in the country will attest ‘To 
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prune a tree up with a long bare stem is an outrage on nature. 

After the first year, the plow should not go close to the trees; a 

light forking over in winter, and the addition of a little fresh 

mulching will be a much better mode of treatment. For the 

first few years, they will require careful pruning every winter, 

shortening in the branches more or less, according to their 

strength ; always cutting to a bud pointing outwards, on pur- 

pose to keep the head open in the centre. 

In sending trees from the nursery, I will always send one or 

two pruned as they ought to be for planting. Forstandard trees, 

I consider two feet, or even less, abundantly high, and will be 

found not only conducive to the health of the trees, but also ren- 

dering them easier to prune and to gather the fruit from. 

Dwarf trees, such as the pear on quince, apple on doucain and 

paradise stocks, the cherry on mahaleb, etc., the stems should 

not be more than fifteen to eighteen inches high. In receiving 

trees from the nursery, it will be necessary to remove the wired 

labels before the trees have grown much, as otherwise they may 

cut into the stems, and often seriously injure them. The names 

may be preserved by numbering and taking them down in a 

book. H Ne 
Ornamental plants will generally succeed well in any ordinary 

garden soil. If poor, enriching with fresh surface soil and rotted 

leaves from the woods, avoiding the use of animal manures, es- 

pecially for all those elegant evergreen trees, termed Conifer, 

such as Pines, Cedars, Cypress, etc. The remarks on planting 

fruit trees is equally applicable to these. For the more delicate 

varities, a screen of Cedar branches on the south-west side, at a 

little distance from the plant, will be found of much advantage 

to them, especially the first season ; it will prevent the evil ef- 

fects of the sun, after a severe frost in winter, and its scorching 

rays in summer. 

The Cryptomeria Japonica and the Deodar, African and Ce- 

dars of Lebanon, have proven to be most valuable and desirable 

Evergreens. The Norway spruce is also beautiful and hardy, 

‘bearing transplanting readily, and with the new Golden Arbor 
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Vite, the Chilian Silver Arbor Vite, and the Nepaul Arbor Vi- 

te, all beautiful and highly ornamental, seem to be perfectly at 

home in our climate. Other new and valuable Evergreens will 

be tested every year, and, as found adapted to our wants, will be 

disseminated. 

The varieties of fruits have been selected with great care, and 

it has been the constant endeavor of the proprietor to cultivate 

only such as are adapted to our climate, and his experience and 

observation has been more extensive than any other private cul- 

tivator in the South. Specimen orchards, now numbering thou- 

sands of trees, including 500 varicties of the Apple, 800 of Pears, 

over 800 of Peaches, 100 of Plums, 70 of Cherries, 15 of Apri- 

cots, and the same of Nectarines, have been planted, and most 

of them fruited here. These, with many hundred foreign va- 

rieties of the Pear have, been procured and, as tested, are pro- 

pagated in the nursery. 

The late Northern varieties of the Apple prove early autumn 

kinds, and to supply this defect, the best native Southern kinds 

have been procured. These can be recommended with confi- 

dence. F 

I have now added to my list of Peaches choice Southern kinds, 

which keep up a good succession, from the ripening of the earli- 

est until frost ; and many new kinds are in bud, and will be for 

sale the next season. ‘ 

The Pear, either as a standard or as dwarfs, is well adapted 

to our climate, and I can, with the greatest confidence, recom- 

mend the culture of this delicious and wholesome fruit. 

Dwarr Prars.—lIn ordering Pear trees, I would observe to 

purchasers that some of the varieties do not succeed on the 

quince ; but as I use no other stock but the Angers Quince, 

which grows more vigorously than where it was produced, I find 

nearly all of the choicest and best varieties do. Dwarf Pears 

should be planted deep enough to cover the point of union two 

or three inches. This will cause roots in time to be thrown out 
from the Pear, and thus secure fruitfulness and vigor. 

I am prepared to send out fine and vigorous trees, which will 
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give entire satisfaction where grown. It will be necessary to 

indicate the number of each kind wanted—dwarfs or stand- 

ards. The Cherry succeeds best in all locations with us, when 

grown upon Mahaleb stock. I have imported this largely, and 

have now all the finest varieties propagated upon it. 

Those unacquainted with the various kinds, will find it to 

their advantage to leave the selection to me, when I shall en- 

-deavor to do them justice. 

All trees will be carefully packed, to insure safe transport. 
For greater certainty and despatch, | have made arrangements, 

with Adams & Co’s Express, to forward packages on all the lines 

where they have agents. Persons wishing their trees sent by 

another conveyance, will please mention it in their orders. 

Messrs Ingraham & Webb, are my Agents in Charleston, 

Dr. C. H. Miot and R. M. Stokes, Columbia, and Messrs. Roux & 

Co., Fernandina, Florida. All orders left with them, or pack- 

ages consigned to their care will meet withprompt attention. 

On despatching packages, receipts will be taken and sent with 

the bill, after which they are at the risk of the purchaser. 

Trees cannot be taken up with safety, for transplanting in our 

climate, until the 20th of November. 

Harly orders are respectfully solicited, and will be promptly 

attended to, by addressing 

WILLIAM SUMMER, Pomaria, S. C. 

—————— 

Norr.—I would inform those who have made the inquiry that 

there is not a root of nut grassin my nursery, neither have any 

person associated with me in the nursery business, either in prop- 

agating or in hawking about trees for sale. | 

All orders are filled at the nursery under my own care. 

Ward: 



CATALOGUE. 

APPLE'S; 

| Descriptive List of Apples fruited at Pomaria, and adapted to the 
Cotton Belt of South Carolina. 

HARLY MAY—Small, ripe 20th May, the earliest variety ; ex- 
cellent for cooking ; tree a slow grower, but productive. — 

RED ASTRACHAN—Medium to large, ripe early in June, 
beautiful and of fair quality ; valuable for market, its crimson 
color and rich bloom, making it very attractive; tree a good 
grower and productive. 

HARLY HARVEST—Above medium, always regular in form, 
ripe early in June, one of the best early varieties; valuable 
for the table and for cooking ; tree spreading and produc- 
tive. 

RED JUNEH—Over medium, ripe the middle of June, a South 
‘Carolina Seedling, now well known in the South ; tree a fair 
grower. 

STRIPED JUNEH—Medium to large, tender and superior for 
table use, an early and abundant bearer ; tree a good grower. 

YELLOW J UNE—Large, ripe from the middle to last of June, 
a Southern seedling of great merit, should be extensively cul- 
tivated for market ; tree vigorous and productive. 

EARLY STRAWBERRY—Medium; roundish; striped with 
red, tender, sub-acid, pleasant and well relished for the table ; 
tree grows ‘moderately, and bears well last of June. 

SWEET BOUGH—Large, oblong, ovate, yellow, with a sweet 
sprightly flavor; superior for the table, ripe first of July ; tree 
a fair grower and productive. 

RHODES’ ORANGH— Large, ripe early in July; popular 
Georgia Seedling; the tree yields successive crops for some 
time. 

2 
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JULIEN—Medium, ripe middle of July; a delicious apple, 
worthy of a place in every orchard ; tree a good grower and 
productive ; a native of Georgia. , 

GREEN HORSE—Large, rich sub-acid ; excellent for all pur- 
poses ; always productive, and well adapted to our climate ; 
tree a fine vigorous grower. The Yellow Horse is better 
known, but the green variety is superior. 

SUMMER PEARMAIN—Medium to large, ripe the last of July 
and continues for weeks ripening; a valuable and beautiful 
Northern variety, well adapted to our climate, unequalled in 
flavor ; tree a-slow grower, but always productive. | 

AROMATIC CAROLINA—Medium to large, ripe in August ; 
a Seedling produced at Pomaria ; extensively disseminated, 
and considered an acquisition wherever grown ; tree spread- 
ing in habit, and a great bearer. | 

GRAVENSTEIN—Large, ripe from Ist to 20th August; a Hu- 
ropean variety, succeeding well here, flesh tender, crispy and 
juicy ; tree very vigorous and productive. 

TAUNTON—Very large, ripe early in September, continuing 
for weeks, a seedling from lower Georgia, one of the best of 
its season; good quality and showy, should be extensively 
erown for market; tree vigorous and productive. 

ROBINSON’S SUPERB—(Farrar’s Summer.)—Very lage, ripe 
from 20th September to 20th October, flesh crisp, rich and 
juicy ; tree a fine upright grower and productive. 

HAMILTON—Large, ripe in September, a Seedling from Cass 
County, Georgia ; tree a fine grower and very productive. 

AUGUSTINEH—Large, red, flesh exceedingly rich and pleasant, 
ripe early in October; a8. C. Seedling of great promise ; tree 
vigorous and productive. | 

BUNCOMBE—(Meigs & Rid fall pippen.)—Medium to large, 
beautiful red color, ripe early in October, and will keep till 
January ; a truly beautiful and valuable apple; tree vigorous 
and very productive. 

ENGLISH RED STREAK—LUarge, streaked with red, ripe 
in September, and continues for six weeks in ripening ; a 
valuable apple for all purposes, and indispensable in every 
good collection ; tree remarkably vigorous, and an immense 
bearer. 

BYAR’S RED—Large, excellent and productive ; a seedling 
from North Carolina, ripe in October; tree vigorous and 
productive. | 

BUCKINGHAM—Very large, ripe in September and October, 
excellent for table and cooking ; good flavor and beautiful ap- 
pearance ; tree vigorous and a great bearer. 
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MANGUM—(Car ter of Alabama—Gully & Macksfield of 8. C.) 
Ripe in October, and in fine eating until December, flesh ten- 
der, crisp, juicy and delicious ; tree a good grower and a steady 
annual beaver. 

PERKINS—lIarge, red, flesh juicy and excellent; a seedling 
from Georgia, and worthy of extensive cultivation, ripe in: 
November, and will keep until January; tree vigorous and 
productive. 

OCONEE GREENING—Medium to large, ripe in October ; 
keeps until February, one of the best of this excellent class ; 
a seedling from Oconee, Georgia, flesh crisp and of a rich 
aromatic flavor; tree vigorous and a great bearer. 

SOUTHERN GREENING—(Green Crank of Georgia and 
,Pennessee—Green skin of North Carolina.) One of the 
‘best of the tender apples ; ripe Ist November, and will keep 
till February ; flesh crisp, juicy, rich, vinous, honeyed fla- 
vor ; tree spreading, producing abundant crops every other 
year. 

POMARIA GREENING — Large, flesh juicy, with a rich 
sprightly flavor, retaining its flavor, ripe in November, and 
will keep till March ; a seedling produced at Pomaria, S. G2, 
and one of the best of this popular variety ; tree vigorous and 
productive. 

HAMMOND—Medium to large, color green; flesh juicy and 
equal to the best Newton Pippin; ripe in November, keeps in 
great perfection till March ; a seedling of Spar tanbur @,.5..C,, 
and worthy of extensive cultivation ; “tree vigorous and very 
productive. 

BRADFORD’S BEST—Large, ripe in November, keeps until 
March ; of excellent flavor and handsome form ; tree vigor- 
ous and a constant yearly bearer. 

FERDINAND—Fruit large, pale greenish yellow, flesh tender 
and best flavor; ripe in November and keeps till March ; tree 
vigorous and upright, a regular bearer ; a seedling of, Poma- 
ria, S. C.; and worthy of extensive cultivation. 

FOUST—Medium, round, bright yellow; flesh yellow, sub-acid; 
November to March, continues fresh to the last ; tree vigor- 
ous, upright and productive. 

STEVENSON’S WINTER—Large, Neuaniher to March; a 
seedling from Holly Springs Mississippi ; beautiful red color, 
a valuable variety ; tree moderate in srowth, but a ood 
bearer. 

YELLOW CRAB — Medium, ripe in November, keeps til 
March; a Southern Seedling, worthy of extensive propaga- 
tion ; tree vigorous and a yearly bearer. 



DAVIS lAnove Medium, gregn, rather sweet, but retains its 
flavor and keeps till March ; a seedling from Miss. ; tree yi 

right, vigorous and a good bearer. 

LORICK’S CLUSTER—(Smith’s Cluster.) Small, yellow, ripe 
November and keeps till April ; tree vigorous, until it com- 
mences bearing ; uncommonly productive, producing its fruit 
in strings or clusters; worthy of extensive cultivation. 

EPTING’S RED WINTER—Large, beautiful red, resembling ~ 
~ Red June; flesh yellow, with a rich pine apple flavor : ripe in 

+ « October, and keeps well until Christmas. 
EPTING g PREMIUM—tLarge, greenish, with red stripes ;_ 

flesh juicy and excellent, retaining its flavor well; ripe in No- 
vember and keeps till March ; this variety received a premium 
of $10 from ‘the So. Ca. State Agricultural Society, as the 
best late seedling, a seedling pr oduced at Pomaria, $.C.; tree 
vigorous and productive. 

RAWLS J ANET—Medium to large, ripe in October, will keep 
until January, blooms late ; fruit of good flavor ; tree vigor- 
ous and a regular bearer. 

~LIMBER TWIG—(Neverfail of Tennessee.) Medium, ripe in 
November, keeps till March ; a Southern seedling worthy of 
general culture, flesh very firm, valuable as a keeper; there 
are several varieties of this apple, as yellow, green, ‘but all « 
having the same qualities and flavor. 

LEVER—Medium, ripe in November, keeps until April; a 
seedling produced near Pomaria, 8. C.; a handsome red ap- 
ple of best quality ; tree remarkably vigorous and capital 
bearer. 

HUGHS’ CRAB—Small, ripe in November, and will hang upon 
the trees until Christmas, keeps till March ; ; excellent for pro- 
ducing cider of ae ior quality ; ; tree vigorous and an enor- 
mous bearer. 

YATES—Small, ripe in November, keeps until April; a seed- 
ling from Georgia, of pleasant aromatic flavor ; tree a fine 
grower and a great bearer. 

| NICKAJ ACK —Iarge, ripe in November, keeps till March ; 
Southern seedling of great reputation; it is known as Su. 
merour, Berry, Wall, Gowdie ; tree vigorous, and a regular 
bearer. 

SHOCKLY—Medium, ripe in November and keeps till May; a 
seedling of Georgia, the best late keeper, particularly adapted 
to the cotton belt ; this variety makes a collection which will 
keep until the Early May ripens; tree vigorous and bearing © 
heavy yearly crops. 

HOOVER—Large, flesh juicy and sprightly, ripe in November 

\ 



and keeping well until April, a seedling from Kdisto, 8. C. ; 
the true variety is of a beautiful red, rather oblong, and 
tapering to the eye; the variety which has been extensively 
disseminated under this name, is the Baltimore Red, North 
Carolina; tree vigorous and healthy, and a good bearer. 

COOK’S RED WINTER—Medium to large, quality best ; 
ripe in October and in keeping until March, retaining its fla- 
vor well, a seedling of Newberry District, superior to the 
Limber Twig ; tree “vigorous and a regular bearer. 

ALLEN PIPPIN—Iarge, oblong, greenish yellow, with pale - 
read streaks, of good flavor ; ripe October, and keeps till 
February ; tree vigorous and productive. 

MAVERICK’S SWEET—LNarge, ripe November and keeps well 
till March ; a seedling grown by the lateSamuel Maverick of 
Pendleton, 8. C., and worthy of extensive cultivation ; tree 
vigorous and productive. 

CAMACK’S SWEET—Large, yellow, sweet and well flavored ; 
tree vigorous and productive. 

MATTA “MUSK AT—Lar ge, ripe in November, keeps until 
March; skin rusty red, “with ist dots, flesh tender, yellow, 
pleasant sub-acid, a wood keeper ; a seedling from North Car- 
_olina ; tree upright, vigorous and productive. 

SUSANNAH—Harge, oblong, oval, greenish yellow ; flesh yel- 
low, tender, crisp, with a rich aromatic flavor ; ; Tipens from 
January to April. Premium apple of the State Agricultural 
Society, 1859. Produced at cee tree vigorous and pro- 
ductive, 

te ee 



DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF APPLES. 

25 Cents Eacu, AND $20 pER 100.— Extra Sized, STANDARDS AND 

Dwarrs, 50 CEntTs. 

NAME. ORIGIN. 

ASDPMay. 3. oie, sce cee eee S.C. 
Mgidayes “Wamters con, .:cactae 8. C. 
ALEX GWOT shee ence cts ees oe Foreign. 
Autumnal-Swartsccc. sores Northern 

American Golden Ruset..| Northern 
AVOUT Oe aon ees Northern 
AN GErsoO Ws ds wes tee eaee S.C. 
Aromatic Carolina.........} S.C. 
Baldwin Litcwee ss Northern 
(Bathe tield ees sons eau ee NYC 
Bellflower, Southern...... S.C. 

“i Summevr....... Northern’ 
ee Yellow ........./ Northern 
wie Stripediss.c.. |e C. 

Bevan’s Favorite..... ..-.. Northern 
Bosnraneyicccsesvate eae 
BONWMH SE Let sonees N.C. 
Bedfordshire Foundling..| Foreign. 
Byars ued. peesece cee sveeele N.C. 
Baltimore Red or Black 

Of Box bat eae Northern 
Broadwell... ...csc0..ccecsees Foreign. 
Boatman’s Large......... ae oA 
Boland’s Red Winter.....| S.C. 
IB at aks, Paesie ate caceene comee es N.C. 
Burrknott eee neces Northern 
Buncombe or Meigs...... N.C. 
Buckingham ...:....0...0+ Nie; 
Beauty of Kent............ Foreign. 
Berry’s Winter Sweet....| N.C. 
Barres’ Seedling.......... Va. 
Blackshear w.tee. iat. etcees Ga. 
Bruce’s Summer.........06+ Ga. 
Brandy ..ccaceeerccdes cn vees N.C. 
Crab Be eee aes ie Northern 

Whites ssa ier a8 S.C: 
+ Champagne ......... Sviee 
(oO Blackeye eeeeeswcak ees Northern 
SURG UNE Sate ae a aaeees Ga. 

Si Gore AO VE cveeve cove , 8. (6h 

66) AU ghes..isaeves ov ows Vas 
ty (Blood! verte. Pitt ive Ga. 

Cornelian arc wea SiG: 
Crofton Scarlet eA ea Northern 

| 

RIPENS. REMARKS. 

Nov. 
Nov. 
Aug. 
Jodhaa 
Sept. 
Oot. 
Oct. 
J uby. 
Sept. 
Oct. 
Sept. 
Aug. 

June. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
Sept. 
Sept. 

Sept. 
Sept. 
Nov. 
Jan. 
Sept. 
Sept. 
Nov. 
Sept. 
Sept. 
Oct. 
Oct. 
Feb. 
Aug. 
Novy. 
Sept. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
Oct. 
Nov. 
Aug. 
Dec. 
Dec. 
Dee. 
July. 

Medium, greenish yellow, keeps well. 
Medium, green, keeps till April. 
Very large and good. 
Medium, yellow, very good. 
Medium, rich, sprightly flavor. 
Productive and fine flavored. 
Medium, red, beautiful and good. 
Large, abundant bearer, best quality. 
Medium, red, productive. 
Medium, dark red, keeps well. 
Yellow, large, rich, spicy flavor. 
Large and good. 
Large and beautiful. 
Red striped, excellent. 
Striped, fine flavored. 
Large, productive and good. 
Medium, rich and productive. 
Large and productive. 
Productive, large and good. 

Large, beautiful and excellent. 
Large, good quality. 
Large, excellent. 
Medium, deep red, juicy, excellent. 
Very large, good. 
Very productive, good. 
Large, exéellent—fine flavor. 
Large and excellent. 
Large, very good. 
Large and good. 
Medium, excellent. 
Striped, a fine kéeper. 
Large and of excellent quality. 

Productive and good for Cider. 
Rich, high aromatic flavor. 
Superior for Cider. 
Dark red—productive. 
Productive, good for cider. 
Medium size, fine flavored. 
Best Cider, late and great bearer. 
Superior for Cider and Preserves. 
Medium, green, keeps till April. 
Medium, beautiful, excellent. 



NAME ORIGIN 

Gielen... cecvco'se. ay | Md. | 
reer calles wiwieshamevdons Ala. 

CalaSA a... Casees sancsasecions Nee: 
0) 1 eee a oie Pe 1 Se 

Corley’s Sweett........ee0e: Ma 
Cider... Janta Psutee Eccacsilh-s MEEbs 
Carolina WinteF...s.i...0-|) ON. Ge | 
Cannon -White-......c...s08 ee) Sate / 
Chapman’s Late.........0.0| “ | 
Chapman’s Large Flat 

EL QTSGs snakes seeeeeenee | * 

Gook’s- Reds ik .tacnec: | ‘6 

Cindy. 3 hiwckibgshcmans eos twecat as | 

GHestod..csccccdacts coos set Ga 
Cherokee * Red..2.2..<.dc.<0- é 

Centers Seedling.......... 8. C. 
ChanGler.s.k..csss oe seoeeceed NOFthern | 
Carolina Russet ..... ete Sule .| 
Cluster Loricks ........+0.. | “= 

COGPERS io. cal ys cs eetesekand Ohio 
Cole or Scarlet............| Northern 
Cablaveh ees) cc.5 cadecsssacce Ga. | 
Coles’ Quince, .............|Northern| 
Crofton Scarlet............ Foreign. 
Carthouse.... ... A Oa eee Md. 
CEA ytOR, cect cts cvcehesiccias 8. C. 
Castner, oci.eekis tateu hac «| N.C. 
Catawha........... Kai Sure tek se | 
Ohronical, -<Gcucen deo. | Ind. | 
PRAMS ace Reta coeehe wrk | Miss. | 
Danvers’ Winter............ Northern’ 
Dutch Mignone............ Foreign. 
Duchesse Oldenburg...... lie ies 
DoGier 62. eas ‘6 | 
rap 0 Oreos ch. pessoa | 
Harly. ‘May six ncaa ol 

a CaN Aen Sp os er ‘Northern 
BS tS. HAGE Wash. oy cd eta * 
£S § (AMBIEG, © ceiecdss wakerk . 
BS Moor sti... 28 | @,. | 
“«  Tatems ; ..| Northern 
pe: Widiwatrds;::...deacees N. J. 
3.) deipmeots:... gages Pa. 
Soe” Gide cs... ie fay ae 
Se > Bow ely 73.0. seen .| Northern 
po) A BALG ES 34. s0ve mena = 
< _ Strawhberry ..i..s.3 3 
Sloe * RORY: | scecodelsie Ky. 
‘«  Heath’s Nonsuch..| Northern 
> Midmmtimebics deh aot rt 

pling’ s\ Prizeid.chcxsasass S. C. | 
“> Red ‘Winter...22. % | 

LOT op Rae Sno a aa Miss. | 
Waal y 1octcettis wae a Ky. | 
Hallowater’ 2:itwess $o.2eeace Northern 
ianmiOUse os acets weaves 206 See ss 
Fall Carolina........... cvaalNg € 
Farrens Summer.......... |i res 
Rerdinandy issn aot S.C. 

Dec. 

Novy. 

| Sept. 
| Sept. 
| Aug. 
Nov. 
Oct. 
‘Novy. 

Aug. Aug 

Nov: 

Nov. 

Jan. 
Nov. 

| July. 
Aug. 
Novy. 
Dec. 
Sept. 
Aug. 
Aug. 
Aug. 
Aug. 
Nov. 
Dee. 
Novy. 
Nov. 
Jan. 
Dee 
Oct. 
Sept. 

. |RIPENS. 

; Aug. 

June. 

REMARKS. 

Very productive, excellent quality. 
Medium, red, good keeper. 
Large, good—keeps well. 
Large—excellent quality. 
Medium, very productive. 
Medium, exquisite flavor. 
Large, excellent—keeps well. 
‘Large, beautiful, excellent. 
\Large—fine flavored, productive. 

|Large—excellent, productive. 
‘Medium and productive. 
Medium—excellent quality. 
|Medium—excellent keeper. 
Large, beautiful, best. 
|Productive and good. 
Good. 
Medium to large, vinous flavor. 
Very productive—keeps late. 
Large, red, productive. 
Beautiful and excellent. 
Size very large—good, 
Medium, excellent quality. 
Medium, beautiful, fine flavored. 
Rich, fine flavored. 
Medium—best quality, keeps till April. 
Medium, good quality. 

‘Medium size—keeps one year. 
Greenishkeeps well. 
Sweet—fine flavored. 
Good, very productive, large. 
Fine flavored, very productive. 
Productive—exceHent flavor. 
Beautiful and productive—good. 
Small, yellow, productive and good. 

. |Medium, yellow, sprightly flavor, good. 
‘Medium, yellow, excellent. 
Medium—very productive. 
Medium—promises good. 
‘Medium, rich, excellent. 
Medium, striped, beautiful and good. 
Medium, striped, beautiful and good. 
Very productive and good. 
|Large, rich—excellent flavor. 
Medium, rich, superior flavor. 
'Medium, beautiful, fine quality. 
|Medium, very productive, excellent. 

. |Large, fine flavored, excellent. 
‘Small, beautiful, fine flavor. 
\Large, green and red, superior quality. 
Large, rich col’d, with exquisite flavor. 
| Large, yellow, excellent. 
Medium, excellent—very productive. 
Large, good flavored and productive. 
Large, beautiful, and of good quality. 
Large, productive and good. 
Large, beautiful, superb variety. 
Large, yellow, excellent flavor. 



NAMI. 

Ema ee vials Me reae dann ious 

TOUS Cadeutewer veruaes cewhaleainah 
Garden Royalerccesoescne 
GHONG “is seeder sieve @canihiaeainats 
Golden , Balliiiitincanaeuns 

Golden Sweet...... sececceee 
GYAVONSTCIN viksinccs vevcceaes 
Gilliflower Black........... 
Gilliflowor Reod,........605 
HON OUG  ncdaic eva rica ie sia ne 

Gy ied ckavesd oahiea sweat 
Greening Honey.........+. 

a POMALID os teevus 
6 Southern.......+ 

ft Caroling.) aia 
46 WYO OCS eave waistewnts 

66 Rhode Island. 

i LUAU Sys heidi 
ee OCONCE ..ecccece 

Green ELOrse..rccoceveceeune 
Gly mph visrorcecerenssirnewts 
Green Cheese.......02cerees 
Green Winter Sweet,..... 
PIO UE NLUMIY ss ownees acne dine 

Gills Banannarn...ccssesees 

Gladnoy’s Red....eciseee 
ET De ier akettate he wialatie bietnaldiacg dh 
TLawley oscovesececvevesssenes 
TAVIS OMsus ccicveaaknenseninins 

EMT Th Chit) Raigatwe sare aries 

Hanner’s Favorite......... 

Hametor’s Red Winter... 
“ Late Green,.. 

Halfacre’s Wintor.......- 
Hoyles’ Bridge... sce 

6) Dimperialrvidiasess 
Tolladay’s Seedling,..... 
Herr’ s | VV Iter as siduicsaian 
Hoover’s  JUm@i..sccersevees 
LOMO Y so cn0c cvccesse oveseeess 
Howell’s Laterscceryerceres 
Hopkins’ Late Green..... 
FL OMY Lariat cates aiaavinvicarcs 
DTA sas Man neshteans cane iniaenntg asi 
Ty ist Oa Ghod snssadscnericieg 
JiGLENLGS Lavy Gaahakiwninieneeclaia’s 
JOrsey Sweebrederececsecces 
NIUE HS Chow ta cintaraias nels «.sinccw ning 

St (SPLUO OOM anuadine seuanes 
Juneating White ....,.... 

a eG Glick a vivre, 
Jones’ Harly Harvest..... 

oP ayvorite victanlaiese 
SELLE wish sucnicntaxinonaimio’eh Amur 
JUNG RSMOG rer ecgecckeanetar 
POMEVEEAM since auevehictdenaiuee 

ORIGIN. 

0. 

Ns a, 
Foreign. 

S.C. 
Foreign. 
Foreign. 
Foreign. 
Foreign, 
loreign. 

Ala. 

Se OE 
Northern 

S.C. 
é 

Nee 
North. 

North. 
HO 
Ga. 

Sp: 
6é 

N.C. 
North. 
North, 
8. C. 
Miss. 
N.C. 

North. 
Pa, 

S.C. 

(Ga. 
Sic, 

“e ‘ 

bc 

N.@. 
ce 

Va. 
Foreign. 

N.C. 
Ga. 

North. 
Mad. 
Sw, 

“cc 

Foreign. 
North. 
North. 
By Ge 

“ 

North. 
North. 

Ga. 
sc 

S.C. 
Ga. 

North. 

; 
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RIPENS. 

Sept. 

Feb. 
Aug. 
July. 
Aug. 
Aug. 
Aug. 
Sept. 
Sept. 
Nov. 

Dec, 

Noy. 
Jan. 

Jan, 

Dec. 

Nov. 
Oct, 

Dec. 

Jan, 

Aug, 
Dec. 

Aug. 
Nov. 
Aug. 
Nov. 
Jan. 

Nov. 
Sept. 
Sept. 

Dee. 

Aug. 
Jan. 

Dee. 
Dee. 
Noy. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
June, 
Noy. 
Nov. 
Novy. 
Noy. 
June, 
June, 
Aug. 
Aug. 
June, 

May. 
June, 
June, 
June, 
July. 
Nov. 
Sept. 

REMARKS. 

Large, very productive, good—a variety 
[of Calvillle. 

Large — sprightly flavor — fine keeper. 
Small—exquisite desert apple. 
Small, very productive, first quality. 
Vory large, beautiful, fine flavor. 
Large—excellent quality. 
Large, beautiful, sprightly, excellent. 
Very large—showy—good. 

66 66 66 66 

Similar to Niekajack. 
Similar to Mangum and Carter. 
Medium, rich, exquisite flavor. 
Large, rich, sprightly. 
Medium, rich, high flavor—hest. 
Large, excellent—-flavor good, 
Large, rich—fine flavor. 
Good—well flavored. 
Large, excellent quality—late keeper. 
Medium, rich, high flavored, keeps well. 
Large, very productive, excellent. 
Large, very productive,excellent, keeps. 
Very productive and fine. [ well, 
Vory productive, rich flavor. 
Very large—bear good. 
Medium, exquisite flavor, rich, excellent 
Medium, rich, excellent quality. 
Small, very productive—keeps well. 
Large—good for cooking. 
Medium, very productive, rich flavor 

[superior for cider. 
Medium to large, excellent quality and 

[a fine keeper. 
Large, rich, excellent quality. 
Small to medium, good—keeps late. 
Large, excellent-~good keeper. 
Medium, good and productive. 
Large, good, very productive. 
Medium, rich, productive. 
Large,*excellent and productive. 
Large, fine flavor, keeps well. 
Large Pea very productive. 
Large and of excellent flavor, 
Large, rich, high flavor. 
Kxcellent and productive. 
Vory large, sprightly flavor. : 
Medium and very productive. 
Rich, high flavored—best. 
Red, medium, excellent. 
Rich, very productive. 
Medium, often large, juicy, excellent 

[ quality. 
rich, high flavor, best quality. 
»xcellent, very durable. 
high flavor. 

Medium, a new variety of fine quality. 
Medium, a rich, high flavored apple.. 
Medium, red, rich, sprightly flavor. 
Yellow, very large and fine. 
Medium, rich, red, beautiful. 

Medium, 
Medium, 
Medium, 

“ 



ORIGIN. 

TEU. oe cee sacdednevnccesens Bie,” 
MTT OLE A ba chesin vs vevense “ 
Kentucky Queen........... Ky. 
Keep Forever ......5...+++ Ten. 
Leaphart’s Seedling...... 8. C. 
Leaphart’s Roseé........+0+. “ 
Lady Apple ...2cdscess008 Foreign 
Lindley’s Nonpariel...... N.C. 
LGVED. co scsepnmacateines sanehe 8. ©. 
LeXIN ETON 2... ceccen co neoeste o 
Leland,s Spice ....is.s00 North. 
Lyman’s Summer.,........ North. 
Lintber Twig, Red........ Ten. 

ag Green.. Ten. 
bby S Yellow... Ten. 

Love’s Large Red......... N. C. 
May Harly.....éise diveecds. SC. 

és Striped. ......seveswes ‘6 
Maybin .i....... bitin 490 “ 
Matamuskeet ........ sseeee Ne 
Marsten’s Red ........000 North. 
Magnum Bonum ......... N. C. 
Maverick’s Sweet......... ae O 
Male Garlewic i000... Foreign. 
MYCOPS 1. soccocsceddecsseverves Va. 
Mary” Moyer’..i... devecsee ; Ga. 
Menegare: ..ts...ccsecceonee Foreign. 
Meads’s Keeper.........00. Va. 
MecDowell’s Winter ...... N. C. 
MANS i.e ssccteds Gevedere} 80) 
Meadow Woods.......0.00+ “ 
Min ister siigiivs teivisacered. ! Worth 

Mother ...tdsc debe VA sevee's North 

McDonald’s Red ......... Ga. 
Miruanich. nut lgowstertatt nad een S. a. 
Nantabalee....: 1.02 seccconee "Ga. 
Neveriailereedas ss decducicecchi Ten. 

Newark King..........000 North. 
Nonpariel.% lessssiee-cousé _ 
Norton’s Melon.......+0.. North 
Northern Spy .......cssse North. 
Nickajack .....000+ sesersses Ga. 

\ OgilDy.. .ccvebnvloserelsbnencmits Va 
Paradise Sweet...... sss» Foreign. 
Poerkine sot ss Anncedet . @ 
Pearmain Federal......... Foreign. 

Clark y. cytes. Va. 

ROE CRENOW sinsebeed Va. 
” Carolina. ...+.. S. C. 

ve Scarlet .....c... North. 
s Herefordshire Foreign. 
ae Winter si. ii. Foreign. 

Pippin Albemarle.........| Wa. 
66 PT ad bes csacas |e Vg! 

&6 Bullock..... waumer -| North 

Carolina .........) N.© 

[RIPE NS. 

“Nov. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
Jan. 
Dec. 

Sept. 
Nov. 
Jan, 
Jan. 
Aug. 
Aug. 
Dec. 

REMARKS. 

Large, red, very productive—good. 
Large, very productive—fine quality. 
Large, high flavored, excellent. 
A fine variety of Limber Twig. 
Excellent and fine keeper. 
Beautiful—fine flavor. 
Small, beautiful desert fruit. 
Medium, rich, high flavored, good. 

*|Medium, rich, red, excellent, keeps late. 
A new high flavored variety, keeps fine. 
Large, good cooking variety. 
Large—excellent for cooking. 
Medium, very productive, creat favorite 

“popular apple; keeps well 
A variety of the above—keeps late. 
Very large, resembles Buff; excellent. 
Small, yellow, very productive—good. 

i red streaked Fe "5 
Large, red,‘productive—good. 
Large, red—fine keeper. 
Large—good for the season. 
Medium—with high flavor. 
Large, rich flavor—excellent. 
Medium, rich, exquisite flavor. 
Large—excellent. 
Large, rich, high flavor—fine Kolin ait 
Very large, often 2 lbs.—fine cooking. 
Medium, excellent—fine keeper. 
Large, red—excellent variety. 
Large, fine flavored—keeps well. . 
Medium, rich flavored—valuable. 
Large, good flavor—excellent for the 

[season. 
Large, good flavor—excellent for the 

[season. 
Large—a good variety. 
Large, excellent, and productive. 
Large, beautiful and good. 
Mediumg very productive—keeps well. 
Large—good for the season. 
Medium, rich, high flavor. 
Large, tender—good for the season. 
Large—good for the season. 
Very large, good, productive. 
Large, rich flavor—excellent, 
Very productive, good in season. 
Very large, productive—keeps late. 
Medium,rich flavor, good for the season. 
Medium, very productive, keeps well, 

[one of the best. 
Medium, very productive, keeps well. 
Small, very productive, a seedling of 

[Clark’s Pearmain. 
Medium, beautiful, fine flavor. 
Medium, productive, good. 
Medium, productive, excellent. 
Large, juicy, productive, excellent. 
Large, juicy, productive, fine keeper. 
Large, rich, juicy, high flavor. 
Large, juicy, high flavor. 
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NAME. 

Pippin; ADLAMS....0. e008 
ANAC aigics castorate 

“c RAM cele ns wetcalecees 

« IBLOCK SB) caseaseauae 
Ortley - - 

“fn London - 2 

9 Buncombe 4 
Peak’s Fall is i 

Ke Red - - - 
“ Yellow ”- s 

Pound - e e ~ 
Piree - 2 2 . 
Priors’ Red - be 
President. = - ~ eZ 

Pickard’s Preserve - 
Quince, Cole’s - - 
Rawl’s Jannete = = 

Red Streak - - - 

AEudeHee - 

Rhyne - - = 

Rawl’s Seedling - - 
Rawl’s No. 2 - - 
Robertson’s Jacob | z 

Rhodes’ Orange - th 
Salem -~ - - - 
Skidmore - - - 
Shockley’ - - - 

Strawberry Early -~— - 
bd Late - “ 

Swaar Autumnal - 2 
Summer Rose < “ 
Summer’s Late Green = 
Sweeting Tefts - - 

it Budds_ - = 
Spitzenburg Esopus - 
Sheep Nose - - - 
Shepperd’s Newington - 
Sine qua non - - 
Shaw’s Seedling - _ 
Sweet Mary -  - f 
ummer Cheese - : 

Summer Harvey - - 
Sims’ Seedling - =| 
Strother - - - 
St. Laurence - - 3 
Sugar Cane - 2 
Stevenson’s Winter - 
Susannah Prize - ” 
Taunton - - - 
Turn-off Lane - 2 
Twenty Ounce - - 
Tender Skin - - e 
Tryon + eae 

ORIGIN. |RIPENS. 

Maen 
Ohio. 

North’n 
North’n 

eek 

Ga. 
N.C. 
Md. 
Ga. 

North’n 
North’n 

North’n 
North’n 

8. C. 

REMARKS. 

Large, productive. 
Large, productive, good. 
Large, one of the best of the season. 
Large, juicy, excellent. 
Large, handsome and good. 
Large, juicy, excellent, very. 
Large, excellent and productive. 
Medium, rich, high flavor, excellent. 
Medium, high flavored, one of the best. 
Medium, rich fiavor, excellent. 
Large, juicy, excellent flavor. 

. ,|Medium, green, best keeper. . 
Large, excellent flavor, good. 
Large, beautiful, very good. 
Large, one of the best winter varieties. 
Large, very productive, good baking. 
Medium, rich, very productive and keeps 

[ well. 
Large, very productive, the best apple 

[in its season. 
Large and a popular variety. 
Large, red striped, very productive, ex- 

[cellent. 
Large, red, streaked, beautiful, excel- 

[lent. 
Large, fine flavored, new. 
Large, fine flavored, new. 
Large and of superior quality, keeps 

[ well. 
Medium, rich, high flavored, excellent. 
Large, fine, productive variety. 
Large, red, handsome, excellent. 
Medium, red, one of the best late va- 

[rieties 
Medium, beautiful and productive. 
Medium, rich and productive. 
Good, not very productive here. 
Medium, rich and a great favorite. 
Large, fine flavored, productive. 
|Good, productive. . 
Very productive, blooms late. 
A poor bearer, good. 
Very good, excellent for cooking. 
Large, poor bearer, good. 
Large, said to be excellent. 
Large, beautiful, said to be fine. 

Yellow, very productive and best quality 
Yellow, rich, fine flavor, best. 

eo 

S.C. State Fair prize apple, 1859, 50c. 
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NAME. ORIGIN. |RIPENS. REMARKS. 

Victuals and Drink ~|Foreign. | Aug. 
Washington Prize - “| NOY. >) Sept. 
Waltham Abby - ~|Foreign. | Nov. 
Wateree - .- alesis Novy. 
Wander - . <| Sg. G. Nov. 
Wonder - - -| Ga. Oct. 
Wilfong’s Red - 4) 1 CN. C, Nov 
Wilford - - a ele 5 Nov. 
Willow Twig - -| Ohio. | Nov , 
White: - - - - Oct. 
Whig ree Fae ea ee nae > 
Winter Queen = - = 
William’s Favorite -| §.C. June. 
Yahoolee’— - - -| N.C. | June../A fine new variety. [ductive. 
Yellow Horse - -| 8. C. | Aug’ ‘Large, sprightly, excellent and very pro- 

SIBERIAN CRABS, ORNAMENTAL AND DOUBLE FLOWERING, 50 CTS. 

; EACH. 

- -|The Siberian Crabs are ornamental in fruit 
- -|and flower, great bearers, and are valuable 
- -|for preserving ; a few trees will be found 

-|desirable in every collection. 

Small Red Crab~ - - 
Yellow Crab - 
White Crab - 

Malus Baccata, Striped 
sh a Rose - - - 
“ S Red - = 3 
“ it Large = = 

be “ White - - 
nd “| Purple ~ - 



PEACHES 

Select List of Peaches tested and found adapted to the Latitude of 

South Carolina. 

HARLY TILLOTSON—Ripe June 18th to 30th, medium, free- 
stone, flesh-white ; popular for early market and table use ; 
handsome and productive, succeeds well at the South, mildews 
at the North. 

FAYS EARLY ANN—Ripe 20th June, skin white with a 
blush next the sun, flesh white to the stone ; sweet, juicy 
and delicious. 

PHARCH’S SHEDLING—Ripe 20th June, or a few days before 
Harly York ; medium to large, with a fine blush ; flesh white, 
and of best flavor ; promises i be one of the very best early 
market varieties. 

HARLY YORK—Ripe 20th to 25th June, medium ; a deli- 
cious peach ; but like the Tillotson, rather too delicate for 
market. 

COLE’S HARLY—Ripe 22d to 25th June, medium; free-stone, 
flesh white, excellent, handsome. 

TROTH’S EARLY RED—Ripe July ist to 6th, medium ; flesh 
white and firm, well suited for market. 

SUMMER’S EARLY—Ripe Ist to 4th July, medium to large ; 
flesh white and firm, skin a beautiful blush ; the handsomest 

early market peach ; bears transportation well. 

HARLY ADMIRABLE—Ripe July Ist to 10th, large ; flesh 
gwhite ; one of the best of its season; firm, and of good 
quality. | 

AMELIA—(Orangeburg June, Stroman’s Harly.) Ripe 6th to 
12th, large ; flesh,juicy, and of the highest flavor, color fine 
red, showy, ‘and a fine market peach ; can be picked for mar- . 
ket several days before fully ripe. | 

SUMMER’S LARGE RARERIPE—(Summer’s Extra Harly, to 
distinguish it from Summer’s Early.) Ripe 6th to 12th July, 
large, flesh white and delicious, the best peach of its season ; 
produced at Pomaria from seed of Summer’s Harly. 
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ELIZA—Ripe July 6th to 10th, large, flesh yellow, of best fla- 
vor ; productive and desirable. 

HONEST J Se s Karly, Large Early York.) Ripe 
6th to 10th July, large, with a fine blush or deep red cheek ; 
flesh very juicy, rich, excellent flavor. 

GEORGE IV.—Ripe July 8th to 18th, large, flesh white; con- 
sidered the best flavored of all peaches. 

GROSSE MIGNONE—Ripe July 10th to 15th, large ; flesh 
white, and like the preceding, considered one of the very 
best. 

EARLY NEWINGTON—Ripe July 15th to 25th, medium to 
large, flesh white; a truly delicious peach, worthy of general 
cultivation. 

CRAWFORD’S EARLY—Ripe July 10th to 25th, very large, 
flesh yellow, delicious ; popular and excellent for market. 

CHINESE CLING—Ripe July 12th to 25th, very large, flesh 
white and juicy and well flavored; a'ngw variety introduced 
from China, and first fruited and disseminated by the late 
Henry Lyons of Columbia, S. C.;* worthy of a place in any 
collection. 

GEORGIA CLING—Ripe July 18th to 25th, medium to large, 
flesh white ; a Georgia seedling of great merit ; one of the 
earliest and best clings. 

VANDZANT’S SUPERB—Ripe July 20th to 30th, medium to 
large, flesh white ; a beautiful peach of fine flavor. 

CROCKET—Ripe July 20th to 50th, large, flesh white to the 
stone; superior for the table and preserving. 

HOOPE’S WHITE PRIZE—Ripe July 22d to 30th, large, flesh 
white to the stone, and of unequaled flavor. 

STILLWELL’S WHITE—Ripe 28th July, large, white like the 
preceding ; unequaled in flavor, and beautiful for dessert. 

LEMON CLING—(Kenedy’s Carolina.) July 18th to 25th, 
flesh yellow ; a beautiful lemon shaped variety ; excellent for 

_ market and preserving ; a general favorite every where. 
There are numerous seedlings from this variety scattered over 
the Southern States. 

BUVOORT’S MORRIS—Ripe 25th July, large, flesh white, and 
of the highest flavor; one of the best. 

_ OLD MIXON CLIN Ek cainies to 12th, large, flesh white ; 
delicious, rich and excellent. 

SUSQUEHANNA—Ripe August 6th to 12th, very large, flesh 
yellow ; a seedling from ee showy, and a capital 
market variety. 

FLEWILLEN CLIN G—Ripe brnsarsen oth to 15th, medium, 
flesh red ; a handsome new seedling from Georgia. 
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CRAWFORD’S LATE—Ripe 10th to 15th August, large, flesh 
yellow ;,a superb end valuable peach. 

BUCKNER’S RED—Ripe August Ist to 20th, very large, semi- 
clingstone, flesh yellow ; a seedling of great merit from Geor- 
gia; bears carriage well. : 

CAMAK’S NEWINGTON—Ripe August 6th to 20th, medium, 
flesh white ; one of the best of the August Clings ; produc- 
tive. ; / 

OLD.MIXON FREE—Ripe August 10th to 20th flesh whité 
and of excellent flavor ; very large, and always fair. 

DELAW ARE—Ripe 12th to 20th August, large, white and ex- 
cellent for the dessert ; one of the best. 

MARYS CHOICK—Ripe 10th to 15th August, large and fair ; 
flesh of the best quality ; originated with the Friends of West 
Chester, Pa. ‘ 

STUMP THE WORLD—Ripe 15th to 20th August, very large, 
flesh white and deljcious ; valuable for table and market. 

PA'CH OR TINSLEHY—Ripe August 12th to 15th, very large ; 
flesh yellow, marked with red; a well known Southern seed- 
ling, by many persons highly prized. 

POINSETT CLING—Ripe August 10th to 20th, large, round, 
rich, yellow, with a ruddy cheek ; flesh fine and of best fla- 
vor ; a seedling of Pomaria. . ns 

COUNT’S CLING—Ripe August 10th to 20th, large, ski 
white, with a red cheek ; flesh white, rich and juicy ; a su- 
perior seedling produced by H. H. Counts, Esq., of Lylesford, 
SC, ' 

TIPPECANOEHK CLING—Ripe 20th August, large to very large, 
juicy and excellent flavor ; one of the largest and best. 

PAVIE POMPONE—Ripe 15th to 20th August, very large ; 
. flesh rather coarse, but when well grown and fully ripe, ex- 

cellent. 

TINSLEY’S SUPHRB—A seedling of the Pace; ripe a few 
days later, flesh a bright orange ; an excellent variety. 

DRUID HILL—Ripe August 10th to 20th, large, flesh white, 
and of good flavor. 

BROWN’S FREE—Ripe August 10th to 20th, large, flesh white’; 
a showy and valuable market variety. 

HEATH CLING—Ripe 20th August, large, flesh firm and 
white ; valuable for preserving, and by many relished as very 
superior. 

WHITE ENGLISH—Ripe with the Heath, and a seedling from 
the same, to which it bears a great resemblance ; seedlings of 
this variety abound in the South. 
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ABBOT’S LATE—Ripe August 20th to oat large, flesh pink ; 
fine and fine flavored. 

WARD’S LATE—Ripe August 20th to 30th, eatin to large; 
flesh white ; excellent in some localities, but often poor south 
of Columbia. 

CLARK'S SEPTEMBER—Ripe September 4th to 10th, large ; 
cling-stone, flesh white ; a beautiful seedling from De Kalb 
County, Geor ein. | 

LAGRANGE—Ripe September 5th to 20th, medium to large ; 
freestone, flesh white ; excellent. 

SEPTEMBER FREE—Large, flesh white and of best flavor; a 
seedling of Pomaria ; continues through September, and often 
to near the close of October. 

GLENNORE—Ripe 15th to 30th September, large, beautiful 
and showy, sweet and fine flavored, the best clingstone of its 
season ; a seedling produced by Dr. Gad Be W. Glenn. of 
Newberry. 

EPTING’S CLING—Ripe a few days after Glennore, medium 
to large ; flesh sweet and well flavored ; a seedling produced 
near Pomaria, and a valuable acquisition. 

ELIZA THOMAS—Ripe 25th September to 5th October, very 
large ; cling-stone, flesh white ; a npeding of Atlanta, ‘Geor- 
gia, of great promise. 

- CHAPLIN’S LATE GREEN—Ripe 10th Oatands, continuing 
until frost, very large ; flesh juicy and fine onde se con- 
sidered equal to any cling in mid-summer ; a seedling pro- 
duced by Mr. George Chaplin, Newberry. 

CHAPLIN’S LATE RED—Ripe a week later than the pre- 
ceding, large cling; a seedling also produced by Mr. Chap- 
lin, of the best flavor. 

ATWOOD’S LATE—Ripe 15th October, large, cling, quality 
excellent and of delicious flavor; a seedling produced by 
Rocius Atwood, of Newberry. 

NIX LATE—Ripe October 1st to 15th, large, cling-stone, flesh 
white ; a productive Georgia seedling of great promise. 

CALOWAY CLING—Ripe etate: 10th to 20th, medium, flesh 
- white ; of good flavor and fine appearance. 
BALDWIN’S LATE—Ripe October 25th to November 10th, 

medium to large, flesh white ; a most desirable late variety, 
and a seedling of Alabama. 

SCOTT'S OCTOBER—Ripe 25th October to November 10th, 
medium to large, cling-stone ; pale, dingy lemon color, with 
yellow fine flesh and fine flavor. A seedling produced in the 
garden of J acob, C. Lyons, Columbia, and disseminated by 
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Edwin J. Scott, Hsq.; should be in every collection in the 
South. 

COWAN'S LATE—Ripe October 20th to November 10th ; a 
seedting of Lower Georgia, flesh white, and one of the best 
late lings ; will keep until December. 

OCTOBER FREE—Ripe 20th October, large, flesh white and 
excellent ; fine for deserts, and a most productive variety. 

UNION NONPARIEL—(Gregory’ s Late.) Large, cling, fla- 
vor best, equal to the best mid-summer clings, ripe 10th Octo- 
ben 5. seedling from Union, 8. C., and disseminated by Col. 
Rd Gage and Col. David Johnson ; a superior variety. 

EHATON’S GOLDEN CLING—Ripe October 10th, large, round, 
deep orange, flesh firm and of unsurpassed flavor ; ; a seedling 
of Greenville, N. C. The State Society awarded a premium 
of #10. to Wm. A. Haton, Hsq., for this superb variety. 



DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF PEACHES. 

25 Cunts Eacu, anp 

\ 

$20 per 100. — Extra SIZED, STANDARDS AND 

Dwarrs, 50 CENTs. 
hae 

NAME. | ORIGIN: |RIPENS | REMARKS. 

Acton Scot.....; eect eek North’n | June |Medium, red, excellent. 

Fem GE aN co camo dean eae tae SC ean Large, red—best quality: 

ABUOES Bi. acdc tkaide eaaea satan North’n | July |Medium to large—quality best. 
AWGBARGI Ae. Sonasen.asonncous SC July |Red, handsome—fine market variety. 
ArT erates. cae co's sto 08 North’n | Aug jLarge, excellent fiavor and productive. 
Baldwin’s Late............ Ga Oct j|Large, greenish white, juicy, well flav. 
Baltimore Rose.......:.... Md July j|Large, beautiful and fine flavor. 
Belle Beaucaire............ Ga July (Large, beautiful, one of the best. 
Belkalet Vitry cc. ss. ede Foreign Medium to large, flesh red, juicy & rich 
Beer's Smock. ..... -.<.-0s. .| NJ | Aug |Large, high flavored—excellent. 
Beerng’s Yellow........... North’n | July | Large, round, juicy and high flavor. 
Burden’s Rareripe......... | North’n | July |Large, good flavor very productive. 
Blood Cling. 5205 2 oe. dans be Aug  |Large, juicy, rich, deep red flesh 
Bloodstone ©....5.....0c00 £3 Aug |Large, juicy, exquisite flavor 
Bordeanm © i005. ae | July |Large, white flesh, rich, juicy, well fla- 
Fiquadineics. 22. ies. «22500 North’n | July /|Large 
CA(METINGe Cire cl~ econ ences Foreign | Aug Large, round, fiesh firm, juicy 
Chaplin’s Green C......... s C Oct Liaree, juicy; rieh, = flavor, best 
Chaplin’s. Red C-...:.... & Oct «excellent 
Chevreuse Hatif........... Foreign | June | Medium, rich, bier he very productive 
Chevreuse Tardif.........| | Foreign | Aug (Large, excellent flavor, very fine 
Clarks White C......:...:. a “Oct |Large, juicy, white fleshed, best 
CHEISEIIMS,, cata cohac ven certues SC | Oct  /|Very sxperior, late kind 
Chinese Cling............20 Medium—delicious, an abundant bearer 
Cole’s Early White...... June “< well flavored, very productive 

66 - Reeds ..<2e0 North’n | June (Large, high flavored and best quality 
Cy BELOW cnsesg sous) -« chase sc Sept | Large, hich flavored, best quality 
NT Tr ee Baie bee ae ee Ra cH | Aug ‘Flesh white, superior desert peach 
Conover’s White........... |Nortn’n | Aug | White flesh, juicy, excellent desert 
Crocket White.............. : Aug Large, yellow fileshed—good 
Columbia or Pace......... Sc Aug /|Very large, best market, yellow 
Crawford’s Early ......... North’n ; July (Largest size, one of the best 
Crawford’s Late.........0+ North’n | Aug Large, creamy white, tinged red 
Congress C......seeeeeeneees North’n | July (Juicy and fine flavor 
De Barral Gros..........+. Foreign | Aug /|Large, high flavored, rich and juicy 
De Jalangier Cling........ | Foreign | July |Large, rich, high flavor, superior 
Double Montangue........ Foreign | July |Medium, flesh white and fine flavored 
Double Swalsh............ North’n Large, very productive, excellent 
Davis’ Mexican C......... fe Aug Large, juicy, very superior variety 
Deleware White............ North’n | July |White—delicious desert peach 
L130), Cleat piece de a aS. sc Aug |Large, white, superior quality 
Early Tilotson.............. North’n | June | Productive, juicy, rich, excellent 

SS Beet PWS was, aw «dda oe North’n | July | Red, fine flavored, fine market 
BED AENS « wonartnasscannae North’n | July |Medium, juicy, fine flavor 

[vored 

i 
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NAME, ORIGIN. |RIPENS. REMARKS. \ 

Hiatly. Newington ......... North’n | July |Medium, juicy, rich flavor, excellent 
Admirable ......... North’n | July /|Large, melting, rich, high flavor 

me veti UNI PIe Osuna. lae eh ole North’n | 1st june|Small, red,valuable for its earliness 
£6 DPPC gc sl ie's aes North’n | June |Medium, very fine, excellent 
(p>) Ann thay’. aikecwe North’n | June |Medium, the best early peach 
CON CSUN eT aaa mae s Cc June |Large, fine, high flavor, best 

Harly White Free......... eh? Se, July |Large, and of delicious flavor 
UROL ZG: «ins ooeacia carehi's eke «aes ate Pa July | Large, juicy, rich, excellent flavor . 
Epting’s Late C......... we SC Sept |Large and fine flavored, best quality 
Pimshing iin cess. dablladlaen North’n | Aug | Large, well flavored, productive 
Flewellen C........... whith iy Gal Aug |Very large, skin deep red, flesh red 

Fox’s Seedling..............| North’n | Aug j|Large, good and productive 
Ge Orem Vir. c t/t iewaenees North’n | July |Above medium, juicy, rich flavor 
General Scotts. ....0ssicisce North’n | July |Medium to large, rich high flavor 
Glemoreyx Cre? .ccore.e/eseaen SC Sept |Large, round, rich, superior flavor 
Golden Rareripe .......... Ga | June Large, well flavored, good 
Harker’s Seedling......... NJ Aug |lLarge, red cheek, high flavored 
Haine’s Harly Red...... NJ July |Medium, red, fine flavored, very pro- 

Hardy Galan ero) cn Foreign; July |Medium to large, rich, high flayor 
Hatif de Ferriers......... Foreign | July |Best quality, productive 
‘Heath: Olingas “ahi. North’n| Aug |Large, white flesh, fine and sweet 
Plea thine i acesteatstnspeee North’n | Aug oh “ flesh white and excellent 
Hooper's: Prize .....0s..00. Pa Aug /|Very large, flesh white, delicious desert 
HOC Y cee a eee ot sc June |Sweet, wanting flavor 
Honest'/Johmniss sacs oe North’n| July Large, juicy, rich, excellent flavor 
Jaques Rareripe ........... North’n | July |Large, flesh deep yellow, good flavor 
Kitchell’s Favorite ...... NJ Aug |Large and of best quality 
amab:.4 Clin eae) ee ieee SC Sept |Large and superior quality 
Pavingstoni©@ 2. oe see seas s Aug |Large, fine flavored, best 
hemoniGiecd tease sunees Aug | Quality best, large 
ate White: Bree sii. 4 SC Sept | Large, white fleshed, superior deren va- 

hagran ge. ou sacb.. ieee e | North’n} Aug |Very large, excellent 
Juate Rareripe <h..0.cs0e sc Aug | Very large and beautiful variety 
IM alta anne ae Seah cnks'ceueetents Foreign | July | Rich, high flavored, beautiful 
Mal boro: wae 2s sett iatecks sc Sept | Large, beautiful, excellent quality 
Mary's Choice) iie.s seek: Pa Aug {Most desirable high flavored peach 
Madeline de Courson...| Foreign! July |Medium, round, flesh white, juicy, rich 
Melacaton Monmouth...; NJ Aug | Very large, high flavored, excellent * 

oy IBECES fsetcts eck NJ Aug se s 
« Crawford’s.... NJ | Aug an Sas “i re 

Mol oo mabe rtaen sess vieeeens eed SC July |New, high flavored, most excellent 
MOOR SRieseenah \vaseeeN ences Ga Oct |Good, late 
INoblessenirees scan bese Foreign | Aug Large, melting, high flavored, best 

i CHa yee eee Foreign) Aug j|Large, juicy, rich, superior flavor 
November’ Free...c.c...c0 s Cc Nov |Medium, very good, late 
Dellrb git O) yt alors Mae aa ee pa eee aes Ga Oct |Large, pure white, excellent for preserv- 
New Morris’ White...... NJ Aug 
Womesticluaies.t unisske ss ccac NJ July 
Newington: )C)s..6e00 i.e Aug | Very large, oblong, flesh firm, very juicy - 

OChOROTA a Wintisnestianaenaidses sc Oct |Excellent, well flavored variety 
EAD TNE aisle ebb istesisncasae st Oct |Medium to large, juicy, rich and vi- 

Oldmixion Free............ Foreign} Aug |Very large, flesh juicy and superior 
Ge COTh an ks een ae Foreign | Aug /|Large, rich, juicy variety 

Pavie Pompone...a......+. Foreign! Aug |Very large, juicy, excellent when fully 

[ juicy, rich yipous 

[ductive 

[riety 

superior 

[ing 

[high flavored 

[nous 

[ripe 



NAME. 

Pearce Seedling..........:. 
President eee eee eee eeeereeeeee 

PiGeoHontas. ce ccus nates wee 
Piuhlen’s., Nooul snc at's 
Pucella de Malines........ 
Precoce de Savry 
Pitt’s Lemon Cling 

Pool’s Yellows occ. cee oce 
Ravenels Favorite 
Raymond’s Cling......... 
Rodman’s Cling........... 

ereeerses 

Roger's Climo ci. g.imaveras: | 
Robinson Crusoe......... 
Robinson’s Cling 
‘Royal 
Reine des Verges 
‘Red October 
Ravencroft Cling 
Scarlet Admirable 
September Free...... 
Scott’s Nonpariel 

sf October C 

eee vesecs 

Fee ee eee tere see sesees eee 

| 

ee ecoseseees | 

se eore eae eesees 

eeececcere 

eeeecccce 

ce Early Red......... 
os Carolina 

feces sessessaceesens 

Stillwell’s White 
Lips CM. sda eteirce 
Stump the World......... 
ROTO sloa arte atrazine tee elt 22 
Summers Chine... cc... 

« ‘Harge Warly.<.: 
Thompson’s Late........... 
Tippecanve C 

, Lartary 
Teton de Venus 
Tenniers 

eeececsrae 

eeeeresee seonece 

eerecoees ase 

Peeereeee secsreseeses 

deigers: Ba rly.o.)...cscdee ene 
Yellow Rare Ripe 
Van Zandt’s Superb 
Yellow Alberge 
Union Nonpariel C........ 
White: ‘imperial: 00.05. 
ard s Bree: 6. cccle8 

Ce er 

~I 

REMARKS. 

[on Cling 

[on Cling 

[best 

[until Ist Nov 

ORIGIN. |RIPENS.| 

Pa | June |Superior to Early York, best 
North’n | July (Large, juicy and melting 
SC Aug |Large, deep yellow flesh, flavor of Lem- 

Ga July |New, most durable variety 
Ned Aug |Large, white fleshed, excellent 

Foreign | July |A most delicious variety 
Foreign | July | Well flavored, juicy, excellent 
NJ Aug |Large, a desirable new variety of Lem- 

NJ Aug |Very large, excellent. 
SC July /|Large and of a superior quality 
Ga Sept |Large, juicy, high flavored 
NJ Aug /|Large, rich, high flavored, one of the 

Sc Sept Large} best quality and flavor 
NJ Aug |lLarge, fine, beautiful variety 
SC .|| Aug /Seedling of Heath, white and good 

Foreign | July | Excellent, one of the best 
_ Foreign! July /|One of the best, high flavored 

sc Oct | Fine, excellent flavor, good 
2 Sept |Large, best flavored 

North | Aug /|Medium to large, fine flavored 
Medium to large, a desirable variety 
Medium to large fine flavored 

SC Oct |Above medium, well flavored, continues 

Se July 
NC Sept |A new N C Seedling of good quality 
5 C Aug |New, fine Seedling, excellent 
Italy July Superior flavour, one of the best 
NJ July | White flesh, delicious desert peach 
SC Oct White, excellent flavor 
NJ Aug | Very large, juicy, high flavored 
NJ Aug /|White fleshed, good desert 
SC Aug  |Large, white fleshed, juicy, rich 
SC §(Jn&Jly|Most excellent and well flavored 
Miss Oct |Medium, fine late variety 

| Aug |Medium, late and good 
Aug /|Largest size, well flavored, one the best 

Foreign Large, yellow, fine variety 
| Excellent, well flavored 

NJ June |Beautiful, excellent, early variety 
July | Fine, large, excellent variety 

NY July |Medium, juicy, well flavored 
July |Large, excellent market variety 

sc Oct |A fine large Cling, rich, well flavored 
North’n | July /|Beautiful, superior flavor 
North’n| Aug |Good, Large ~ 
North’n| July |Sweet, juicy, rich, high flavored 

ORNAMENTAL VARIETY—50 OTS. 

Drooping branches, ornamental Weeping .....: Bee. aceuatnta 
White Blossom ............ 
Fortune’s double flower- 

grrr \OSGee enone s cated 
Fortune’s double flower- 

ime Crimson. /Raks wee 
Fortune’s double flower- 

BTW HIE. Ro vceenene cee 

July 

Very large variety, double rose colored 

Flowers white, excellent, well flavored 

\ 

Very large, deep crimson flowers 

Very large, double white flowers 



REARS. 

Select List of Pears fruited at Pomari ia, and recommended as worthy 
of Cultivation. 

MADELINE—Two varieties—green and striped; medium; flesh 
white ; juicy, melting, when fully ripe ; last of May. — 

J ARGONELLE—Fruit rather large, long, pyriform ; juicy, 
pleasant flavor ; June. 

UPPER CRUST —Fruit dull epee medium, melting and 
delicious ; ripe 15th to 20th June ; a seedling grown at Po- 
maria, 8. C. 

J ULIENNEH—A handsome and early productive pear, of melt- 
ing delicious flavor ; ripe 15th to 20th June. | 

DEARBON’S SHEEDLING—Small, yellow, flesh white, juicy, 
an early and abundant bearer ; ripe 4th July. 

BLOODGOOD—Medium, yellow russet ; melting, buttery, with 
a sweet rich, aromatic flavor ; 10th July. 

ST. ANDREWS—Medium, flesh melting and sugary, exquisite: 
flavor ; ripe 4th to 6th July. 

SUMMER BONCRETEIN—LHarge, flesh tender, sugary, ex- 
tremely buttery ; a constant and early bearer ; ripe 4th to 
10th July. 

STEVENS’ GENESSHE—Above medium, yellow, beautiful ; 
ae white and buttery, and best quality; ripe 15th to 20th 
uly 

OSBAND’S SUMMER—Medium, half melting, excellent; ripe 
16th July. 

MOORE’S—Large, yellow, uniformly beautiful, tender and best 
flavor ; ripe 20th July ; may prove Synonymous with Phila- 
delphia. 

ROSTEZIER—Medium, yellowish green, melting, very juley ; P 
rich, sweet aromatic flavor ; ; ripe 15th to 30th July. 
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DOYENNE DE ETE—Small, melting, beautiful pear; 12th 
July. 

OT'F—Small, yellow, delicious, high flavored ; 12th to 20th 
July. 

SUMMER FRANC REAL—Medium,rich and melting; a great 
bearer, and a beautiful pyramid ; ripe 15th to 20th July. 

TYSON—Above medium, melting, juicy, sweet, fine flavored ; 
tree vigorous and productive ; ripe 20th July. 

BARTLETT—Fruit large and fair ; smooth clear yellow, with 
a blush ; flesh white, fine grained and exceedingly buttery ; 
ripe Ist to 10th August. ~ 

SECKEL—Medium, green, with a dark red cheek; flesh sweet, 
juicy sweet, and considered the perfection of pear flavor ; ripe 
10th to 20th August. 

BLEEKER’S MEADON—Medium, round, half melting, flesh 
juicy and good ; tree very productive ; ripe 10th August. 

BUFFUM—Medium, buttery, sweet and fine flavored ; tree up- 
right, and a heavy bearer; ripe 20th August to 10th Septem- 
ber. 

WHITE DOYENNE—Medium to large, flesh white, buttery, 
and of finest flavor ; very productive ; ripe 10th August. 

DOYENNE GRAY—Similar in quality to the preceding, fruit 
of a reddish variety ; tree productive, and an early bearer. 

FLEMISH BEAUTY—A large, beautiful, melting, rich pear ; 
tree vigorous and fruitful ; ripe loth August. 

FULTON—Medium, round and russety, melting, rich and ex- 
cellent ; tree vigorous and productive ; ripe lO0th to 20th 
August. 

FORELLE, OR TROUT PEAR—Medium, fine speckled, but- 
' tery, melting and rich, bears early and abundantly ; ripe 10th 

to 15th August. 

HENRY IV —Medium to large, round, greenish, a good bear- 
er, and with us decidedly first rate ; ripe 20th August. 

HACONS INCOMPARABULE— Large, round, melting, and 
rich ; tree spreading, and very productive ; ripe August doth 
to 15th. 

PARADISE De AUTOME—A large, fine, melting Pear, of 
first quality ; ripe 20th August to lst September. 

DR. BACHMAN—New seedling pear, produced at Pomaria, 
and named in compliment to our friend Rey. John Bachman; 
a premium awarded by the South Carolina State Agricul- 
tural Society; size medium, round, green, with a dull red 
cheek ; flesh juicy, vinous and refreshing; ripe 15th to 20th 
August. 
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PETRE—Obovate, pale yellow, re melting and rich; ripe 
20th to 30th Aug ust. 

PRATT—Medium size, melting, buttery, rich and good; Ist 
September. : 

BELLE LUCRATIVE, (Fondante,de Autume)—Medium size; 
melting and delicious ; ; bears ete and abundantly ; avon. 
ber. 

DUCHESSE D’ ANGOULEME—Very large, flesh mee melt- 
ing and delicious; tree an early and abundant bearer on the 
quince ; September 10th. A variegated variety similar to 

- the above fruit ; not quite so large, but of best flavor. | 

DOYENNE BOUSSOCK—Large Honea: pear; ripens Sep- 
tember; a good grower, and productive. 

DOYENNE DOWNING—New French pear of the highest eX- 
cellence; flesh white, melting, and best quality ; ripe Sep- 
tember ; ‘tree vigorous and productive. 

TONGRES—A new Belgian pear of a beautiful red color, of 
fine large size, and best quality; ripe September; tree vigor- 
ous and productive. 

OMAR PASHA—A new French pear, large, evenly formed ; 
flesh white, melting, excellent; September, | 

FONDANTE CHARNEUSE—A new pear of large size, almost 
rivaling the Duchesse de Angouleme; flesh white, exceeding- 
ly melting and delicious ; hae eRe an sce ee and pro- 
ductive. 

BELLE ET BONNE, (of Bers ew ery large, route flesh 
buttery, and melting, best quality ; tree vigorous and produc- 
tive ; September. 

LOUISE BONNE Dr JERSEY—One of the finest of all pears, 
large, beautiful and delicious. 

COLMAR Dr LOTT—Medium, flesh white and excellent, very 
productive ; September. 

URBANISTE—Large melting bea productive on the quince ; 
September. 

ST. GHESLAIN—Medium sized pear, of exquisite flavor, but 
ripened in the house ; 20th August to lst September. 

SWAN’S ORANGE, (Odendasay "yar large, melting, high- 
flavored pear; vigorous and productive; September. 

GOLDEN BEURRE OF BILBOA—Size aie medium ; beau- 
tiful, flesh white and fine flavored; tree productive, August 
and ‘September. 

BRANDY WIN E—Medium, and of excellent quality ; tree vig- 
orous and productive ; 20th August. 

SURPASSE VIRGALIEU—Medium, flesh fine grained, juicy, 
aromatic ; ripe 20th Augustto Ist September. 
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BEURRE GIFFARD—Medium size, melting, tree thrifty and 
productive; one of the best new varieties; ripe 6th to 10th 
July. 

BEURRE CLAIRGEAU—New French variety, quite large, of 
excellent quality. September. 

BEURRE DIEL—Large, buttery, rich, and fine. September. 
MARIE LOUISE Large, melting, of first quality; the tree 

is a poor grower, and should be ovafted only on the pear. 
GRASLIN—Large, flesh coarse, ‘buttery, juicy, and melting, 

with a rich, vinous flavor ; promises well. September. 

HENRIE BIVORT—Large and beautiful, flesh yellow, melt- 
ing, sweet, and deliciously perfumed; ripe August; tree pro- 
ductive. 

BEURRE ST. NICHOLAS, (Duchesse d’Orleans)—Fruit large, 
obovate, pyriform, juicy, aromatic flavor; ripens September, 
and keeps for some time; a pear of great promise. 

PIUS IX—Fruit large, yellow, flesh rather coarse; rich and 
good. August. 

PHILIP GOES—Medium, flesh fine and melting, sweet and 
perfumed. 

PHILADELPHIA—Fruit large, flesh rather coarse, melting, 
sugary, and perfumed. September. 

NOVEAU POITEAU—Fruit large, melting, sugary, vinous, 
and refreshing ; a pear of great promise. 

EASTER BEURRE—Large, melting, ripe November, keeps 
till January ; worthy of a place in every collection. 

BEURRE GRIS DE HIVER—A large, melting, butter pear ; 
ripe November. ! 

DOYENNE DE HIVER, OR ALENCON—A large late keep- 
ing variety, one of the best. 

GLOUT MORCHAU—A large, melting, buttery, sweet pear ; 
tree vigorous and productive. 

JOSEPHINE DE MALINES—A fine Flemish winter pear ; 
medium, rich and melting. 

LAWRENCE — Large, melting, rich flavored; tree a good 
grower ; regular and abundant bearer ; October to Novem: 
ber. 

PRINCESS ST. GERMAINS—Medium to tee, juicy, fine fla- 
yored ; November, and continues to ripen and keep well. 

VICAR OF WINKFIED, OR MONSIEUR LE CURE— 
Large, long, good, when ‘perfectly ripe ; superior for baking, 
a great bearer ; November, keeps long.. 

WINTER NELIS—One of the best early winter pears, me- 
dium, rich, melting, and exquisite flavor ; October, and keeps 
a month or six weeks. 
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JAMINETTE—Medium, of a rich almond net one of the 
best of the late varieties. | 

COLUMBIA—A large, melting, rich pear ; ; tree vigorous and 
productive. < 

BHURRE LANGLIER—Large, greenish, melting, juicy and 
vinous; a pear of great promise for the South. | 
LIEUTENANT POTOVIN—Large, yellow, flesh juicy ; No- 

vember, and promises to be a valuable late keeper. 
MADAME MILLET—Medium to large, flesh white, sugary, 
and agreeably perfumed ; November. 
VINCENT ST. PAUL—Fruit small, russet, ripening late ; 

keeps well. 

MARTIN SEE—Fruit small, but a most Abin Wee late 
ripening, and keeps well—impr oving in flavor. 

UVEDALES ST. GERMAINS—(Angoraand Belle Angevine.) 
A large, late baking pear, often weighing two pounds, pro- 
ductive ; ; ripens November, and keeps till March. 

WIN TER BON CRETEIN—Large, ripening in November; a 
good keeper, and one of the best winter pears. 

LEWIS—Fruit small to medium ; pale green. with russetty 
specks ; flesh melting and rich flavored ; ripe Ootober, and 
keeps some weeks. 
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DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF PEARS. 

50 cents EAcH, $40 per 100. EXTRA SIZED, 70 OTS. To $1.00. 

“NAME. “/RIPENS. 

PRGA G 28 o, BER ould. ak ate Sept 
Abbot... Sept 
ADDO. Rieveiees lava ees Oct. 
Abbe Edward............... Oct 
Adelaide de Reives........) Oct 

“ 
Alexan( iat. foie rch Out 
AMi¥e-POAMOL.. a. sce hans June 
Arabrette S023 Se ee Nov 
AmandeBivort .03020 02.0. Oct 
Ananas de Kte... Os Sane 

Ave@raiwAlardty.cctiwsiges, Nov 

ARE WAL ideP ore lie du conf) Sept 

Bartlett o.. cecie:. Abe a Aug 

Pavey cies y. aren a mo Sept 
Baron de Ingleminster.. Oct. 
Belle et Bonne:.. 2.35500... Sept 

* Hlewitre. eo. 7: | Sept 
6 Puerative.Ah5 Oct. 

‘“ dé Noel c.7... | 
a de T2Orient »....| 

Bergamotte de Bernard) Aug 

“ de Hite se. | p Aug 

i Hampden.. - Aug 
‘ de Bored Aug. 

66 Gansels... a Sept. 

if de Ete Paw! 
ache...... 

if, de Parthenay 
_ Beurre de Aremberg...... | Nov. 

ne de Anjou.......... | Sept. 

. |Medium, first quality. 

. |Medium, very fine flavor. 

. |Large, juicy, melting, 

REMARKS. v 

A-new pear of fine flavor 
Medium, rich, high flavor, best 

. |Medium, rich, melting, first 
[quality 

. |Large, fine flavor, excellent 
.{Small, fine flavor, productive 

. |Large, beautiful, fine flavor 
‘Medium, rich, fine flavor, best 

. ‘Small, rich, fine, very produc- 
| [tive 

. |\Medium, promising to be one 
{of the best 

first 
[ quality 

: pre yellow, fine fleshed, very 
[productive 

. |Medium, rich, high flavor,new 
Large, fine fiavored—good 

. |Liarge, rich, sprightly flavor, 
[productive 

. |Liarge, good, productive 
Large, rich, melting, produc- 

[tive 
‘Large, good, productiue 
New, promising well 

. |Liarge, very productive, rich, 
[zood 

r, | Large, melting, fine flavor, ex- 
[cellent 

Large, rich, melting, excellent 
Large, good, high flavor, ex- 

[cellent 
‘Large, beautiful, melting and ~ 
| [high flavor 

Large, very handsome, rich, 
[melting 

cone fe buttery, melting, high 
[flavor, excellent 

Large, rich, melting, excellent 



NAME... (REPENS. 

Beurre Burnicq 

Bezi Chamountel 
de La Motte 6¢ 

4 

Giffard 

de Henry 

ecoeoerseeoaesn 

Bose 

eeeeVeeees 

e@eevceseve 

ee seeeeees 

BROWN. 2 deletes 
Blane de Nantes 
Capiamont 
Charneuse 
Clairceaus 0... 
Curtet 

eoseeneve 

eevreeeee eeeees 

eee. see est eo rese 

evcereeeeoee ve ees 

ecoeeee ret soe 

Og Pr hee es 

Golden of Bilboa 
Gregoire 

eorveseeoeees ee 

Gris the Old...... 
Gris de hiver novo 
de Haes 
Helmberger 
Homberg 
Koning . 
Knights 
Lombard 
Langlier 

seed eet ose ee 

eovcece 

eoeseoeecns 

eoewreresoce 

pecenereceen 

ete eeceose 

eoroseerece 

Millet. eevee teeeseeese 

e@eeeeseeorteoee 

OSWeoO nc. 
de Paimpel 18: 
de Printems....... 
Preble 

Rouge Tardif... 

seoee eee 

eeeeeerereaenen 
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Ve 

June. 
Nov. 
Dee. 

Sept. 
Sept. 
Oct. 
Noy. 

Oct. 

Sept. 

Sept. 
Oct. 
Nov. 
Sept. 

Oct. 
Nov. 

Aug. 

Nov. 

REMARKS. 

: Medium size, juicy, sugary per- 
[fumed 

Large, sweet, excellent quality 
Medium, with a rich flavor 
Large, juicy, good productive 
Large, rich, one of the best’ 
Medium, juicy, rich flavor 
Large, rich, high flavor © 

. |Large, juicy sweet,first quality. 

. |Very productive, good quality 

. |\Large, rich, fine vinous flavor 

. |Very large, rich vinous flavor 
Large, rich, melting. 

. |Medium, fine rich flavor. 
. | Very large, rich, fine flavor 
*¢Larze, fine, rich flavor, best 

Medium, sugary perfumed 
. |Medium, rich flavor, excellent 

Small, productive, rich, early 
Medium, rich, juicy, fine flavor 
Medium, rich, melting, very 
New, productive. [valuable 

[vinous flavor 
Medium, melting, fine rich 
Large, melting, rich, good 
Large, rich, melting excellent 
Medium, juicy, rich, vinous fla- 

[vor, excellent 
Medium, melting, juicy, rich, 

[ vinous flavor 
Large, melting, highly per- 

[fumed, excellent 
Large melting, rich, excellent 
Large,fine flavor,rich,excellent 
Large, juicy, high flavor 
Large,melting,rich high flavor 

Large, rich, melting, excellent 
Large, rich, sugary, perfumed 
Medium to large, fine, grand, 

[ juicy, “sweet 
iMedium, with anise flavor 



NAME. 
Bezi de Hsperin ..........+. | 

- des Veterans...... | 
| 

i Vaet. .. 2... .eeees 

. de Montigny...... | 
) 

66 de Printems....... 
Fs de Sanspareul.... 

Bon Cretein de hiver.. 
«“* OCretein, variegated 
ne of de Such. 

Rushmore) 
BEJLT UT) L00 y col 

Brandywine 
Bois Napoleon 
Bon Charlotte:........2.... | 

ees eeseeereteeeese | 

Butftum @eeeet eres ere esses ee 5802) 

Catherine Gardette ....... 

Calhoun 

Canandaiga ............. : 
Cape May 
Calabasse Monstre......... 

“ 

Catinka 

Cent Couronnes...... dats 
Chancellor 

Ohanmonpel 5. otek I 

Charles of Austria......... | 
Christmas / 
Chinese Sand 

~ Comstock 
Columbia 
Coffin’s Vergalieu......... 
Colmar de Aremberg... 

“6 de Lott 

peeeceeere rere rsesensn 
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~|RIPENS. 7 

Sept. 
Dee. 

Nov. 

Sept. 

Dee. 
Sept. 

Dee. 

e ahr 

Medium, juicy, oe pro- 

Large, melting. 

REMARKS. 

Large, juicy, vinous flavor 
Large, flesh firm, keeps late 

[and improves in flavor 
Medium, melting, juicy, sweet, 

[perfumed flavor 
Medium, melting, sweet, pe- 

[euliar flavor . 
Medium, rich, keeps late. 
Large, j juicy, melting, with vi- 

[nous flavor 
Large,rich,fine flavor,excellent 

Large, beautiful, rich and good 
Large, rich and productive. 
Large, productive, good 

. Medium, fine, rich, aromatic 
| [favor, best 

. Medium, melting, rich flavor 
Medium, rich, high flavor 

: ‘Medium, aes flavor, Bead 
ce ce 74 

[ductive 
Medium, rich, high flavor, ex- 

| [cellent 
. Medium, juicy, fine fiavor, ex- 

[e ellent 
ee beautiful, excellent 

. Medium, good flavor, excellent 
. Medium, rich flavor, good 

Large, excellent, late 
Medium, juicy, vinous flavor, 

[ good 
Medium, best quality 
Large, melting wrich,perfumed, 

[best 
, Sugary flavor, 

[éxcellent 
‘Medium, rich, and productive. 
‘Large, good, keeps late 
Large, fine for preserving 
‘Medium, crisp,excellent flavor 
Large, flesh white, juicy, rich 

[flavor 
‘Large, good baking pear 

Large, melting 

. ‘Large, rich, fine flavor 
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REMARKS. RIPENS.!  ~ REMARKS. 

Compte de Flanders...... 

Chureh aeRO a Fe ee 

Delices de Jodoigne...... 
De Bamartine 20 cake. 

De Rouen. 27.0.0 5° Lae 

Dre tBachman 21k. 

Diy tanec ese, 

Downtoner yee eee Ap 

Pains ee ae 

Duchesse @ Angouleme.. 

of a -vari- 

NEO ALOU eas ok 
Duchesse de Orleans...... | 

Doyenne Grins Sat 

66 WV hens nahn. 

fi Narieoated. ae. 
ff de Alencon ... 

‘ Delage ee 

as Oe uGe. ys in 

6 Downing Tyga 

“ de. Hiver.. ic 

6h de Saumer...... 

ray ae Shen Bx 

Duy de Nemours ......... 

Oct. Large, buttery, sweet and rich 
| | [flavor 
) Oct. |Medium, melting, j juicy, sweet, 

} | [rich flavor 
Sept. Large, buttery, Juicy, good 
Aug. |Medium, melting, rich, high 

| : perfumed ‘flavor ‘ 
Nov. |Large, rich, fine flavor. 
July. |Medium, juicy, melting, sweet, 

. [sprightly flavor 
Oct. |Large, melting, fine flavor. — 

Oct. (Large, rich, juicy, delicious 
Oct. |Large,melting, pleasant,vinous 

| [excellent 
| Oct. |Large, rich, well flavored, — 
Aug. |Medium, rich, vinous fiavor _ 
Sept. |Medium melting, perfumed,ex- 

[cellent 
Oct. Large, melting,very juicy,rich, 

[excellent 
Sept. Large, fine flavor. 

“Sept. Bae 5 j 6 a 

.| Sept. |Very large, melting,fine flavor 

| Sept. |Large, melting, beautiful 
Aug. |Large, melting,aromatic flavor 
Oct. |Large, melting, rich, juicy, ex- 
|  ) Gelkent 
Aug. |Large, melting, sweet, pleasant 
ais [flavor, best 
Sept. |Large, melting, sweet,pleasant 
Nov. |Medium, juicy, very rich, first 

| [quality 
Sept. [Medium to large, melting, 

[sweet, excellent 
jistjuly|Small, rich, high flavored, pro- 

. [ductive 
Sept. |Medium to large,melting, rich, 

[vinous flavor 
Nov. |Same as Doyenne de Alencon 
Oct. |A new French variety of first 

[quality 
Oct. |New, productive and fine. ~ 
Oct. |Large, rich, melting. 
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NAME. (RIPENS. | REMARKS. a 
Due de Aumale............ | Oct. New, promising well. 
Dupey Charles... Oat. Medium, melting, very juicy, 

| [excellent 
Damrey 6 ke. Ae | Aug. Medium, melting, sugaty, and 

Ags | [rich 
Hpargene 42.3.9: WATS o78 | June. Syn of Jargonelle : 
Hmile de Heyst............ | Oct. |Large, melting, very-fine, sug- 

| [ary perfume 
Eliza de Heyst pet eee: | | 

- Hehasséryfiel hk .. | Nov. |Medium, round, productive 
Epine Dumas........ wees) Nov. |Medium, melting, fine grower. 
Hpine de» Hiver.....:).0.0. | 
Hpiscopaligs: Sih _ Nov. |Medium, juicy, sprightly,keeps 

ies late 
Flemish Beauty...:.....00. _ Aug. |Large, beautiful, hia 

[ahve rich 
Figue de Alencon.......... Dec. |large, buttery, leche 

| \s [agreeable 
eiyirde Ne Wis.. iis. 3 | Sept. |Large, melting, buttery, good 

Fredericka Bremer ....:.; Sept. meee melting, sweet, vinous 
Fie [perfumed 

Fondante Septembre...... | Sept. eeaiom: rich, high flavored 
ae de Alencon .... 

.“ de Commice...., Sept. Large, juicy, rich, sugary, vi- 
| | [nous flavor 

Pe Malines .....| Sept. Medium, melting, fine, sweet 
| [perfumed flavor 

Hondante ON atnigue eet, Sept. Syn, with Duc Brofaut, excel- 
[lent 

arctan de Parmentier. Oct. | 
Horelle 222%; nace eae aoe Sept. |Medium, rich, slight vinous 

[flavor 
Heme .:s sie: 2a PEER ta Oct. | Large, melting, rich, high fla- 

[vored 
Prt hamid 2.0200: Stasi. Sass Oct. |Large. 
Mutton des foie skh septal 1p eee: Medium, round, rich, excellent 

[fiavor 
ibertis 22. oi se ee Dec. jLarge, keeps late. 
Glout Morceau ............ Nov. |Large, rich, sugary flavor,best 
Green Chisseli})... /.0.37553 1 June 'Small, green, juicy, pleasant, 

| [productive 
Gustave Bivort ............) Nov. |Large, rich, fine flavor. 
FeAevard fier 0.282 Geeeeee Aug. |Large, melting,excellent flavor 
Hacon’s Incomparable pay] Ae. Large, melting, rich, high fla- 

_ [vor 
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NAME. _  (RIPENS. | REMARKS. 

Harlequin Musque......... - |Medium, excellent. 
amebers, (5). ae accor, | Oct. Medium, ae vinous flavor, 

[good 
Henkelarn ye Pa aCe Sept. | Medium, melting, vinous, good 
Eteniy Ryne eee dimly’. Medium, rich, melting 
Hosenshenk 2.5.22 so roaly. Medium, melting, pleasant 
Howe’s Winter (Va.).... Nov. |Large, rich, sweet, productive 
Hampton’s Cluster........ July. Medium, rich, pleasant flavor 

ee Virgalieu ..... Aug. |Large, melting, rich sugary, 
| | | [productive 

Jaminette....... a oi Nov. Medium or large, rich,aromatic 
| | * [almond flavor 

Janconelles ss. eeu.pepee .| June. |Medinm to large, sprightly re- 
| [freshing flavor 

Jealeusee Fontenoe......! | ; 
Josephine Malines......... | Nov. |Medium, juicy, rich, sugary, 

[perfumed 
Julienne :.................... jn & jly| Medium, sweet, pleasant 
umes... Se a Ho New and excellent 
ERO Shenier emeey ON eNO .| Oct. |Medium, melting, juicy,sugary 
Kantian cc ....| Aug. |Medium, sweet, and pleasant 
IRV OB CRSINO IS eres eae Ang. |Medium to large, rich flavor 
ECE EY) ANA A a Np New, one of the best — 
Knights Monarch ......... | Oct. Large, rich, high flavored, ex- 

o [cellent 
Watehg eee: Be ot is Maree, . ley, rich flavor, ex- 

; [cellent 
Tahenardio haces Aug. |Large, rich, ort eile 
HigMOriCene rsa tne: oe. New, first quality 
SGawrenee (42 0. jae es Nov. |Large, rich, aromatic flavor 
aureus SC ye a Sept. |Large, melting. rich flavor, 

! [productive 
beapolo iy esha) eae ..| Nov. |Large, melting, sweet, juicy 

[keeps late 
Wias Canes. cos... ey a. Sept. |Medium, sweet, aromatic 
1B Ea 2S ee ag ee AS Dec. |Medium, juicy, rich in flavor, 

[perfumed 
La Hative (S. C2)... Dec. |Large, juicy, best flavor, pro- 

[ductive 
Lieutenant Poitevin....... Dec. |Large, juicy, melting, ae 

| [late 
Louise Bon Jersey........ Nov. |Large, rich, high flavor, pro- 

[ductive 
Livingston’s Virgaleau.... Aug. |Large, melting, high flavor, 

[productive 
Madeline, 2. cts. et eco sar | May. |Medium, juicy, refreshing 



NAME. 

Madeline Variegated ..... 

Madam Millet..........).... 

Martin See ..... oF a pak | 

Oe 4s Jaa 2 ident ok | 

Marshal le Ceur......... .. 
Marshal Dillon.............. 
Madam: Wiiaa. jot oss: 
Muscat Lalemand......... 
Mernegieiacas cigs =e atdee | 

Messier Porm: cece ss 

Napalconierg scott si sane<c: 

Ne Plus Muris............. | 

| Niel de -HMiver. 25. ses: . sss. 

ENS a rss ine Seat eta eS 

OMe ose aerdapees wo tt! 

Orange de Hiver........... 

Oliver's “Ruaset.<! sce 

Paradise d’Autome........ 

‘Passe Tardie.. oie. eae 
Pass Colmar ......... ar ny : 
Pare. Ct Nols Gs... sscceseaee 

Petit Musest.: 5.0. zit. 

RIPENS. | % “REMARKS. 

if 

Dee. 

| May. Medium, rather higher flavor 
[than the preceding 

Medium, melting, rich, per- 
[fumed, good keeper 

Smal pleasant, ood flavor, 
[keeps well 

‘Medium, good, rich flavor, pro- 
[ductive 

Large, rich, high flavor, best 
Large, rich , pleasant flavor 
Large, juicy, high flavor, good 

New, first quality 
. Medium, rich flavor, excellent 

Large, melting, productive 
. |Large, rich, pleasant, very pro- 

[ductive 
. |Large, pleasant flavor 
. |Medium, fine flavored, produc- 

[tive 
‘Medium, melting, with a pleas- 

fant flavor 
‘Medium, rich, high flavor, ex- 
| [cellent 
aa, rich, pleasant flavor 
Large, melting, sugary, rich, 

[vinous flavor 
es ‘oe, melting, exquisite flavor 

* Small melting ; ‘rich, fine flavor, 
[productive 

; totes melting, rich, high vi- 
[nous flavor 

. (Medium, rich, sugary, pleasant 
[perfumed fiavor 

. |Medium, rich, melting, fine fla- 
{vor 

. |Medium, rich, very productive, 
| [excellent 
HaarEe, melting, with a rich 

[aromatic flavor 
Lane melting, rich flavor 
RES melting,rich high flavor 

. [Large, , Juicy, vinous flavor 
f ‘Medium, melting, rich, fine fia- 
| [vor 

é Small, a favorite for its early 
[ripening 
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NAME. | RIPENS.|° ' REMARKS. } 

Petre. Ao aN ae Core ‘Gaeta 

Phalip Goes: 0. ius. ele ee 

Princes St. Germains.....| 

Princess Wagiemeester...| 
PYOV OSE\G i cee ee | 

Pratee S Re. eee Ee eC 

Ra tat Grisinci ital es sid 
Reine des Beloesiesct a.) 

Rouslet: Waite, ose as 
“7 ode Janivar...t.4 

Saluda-CSEO. jens: Wee 
pane un de. Hramees ina. ; 

re Che bal t@ sks 5 ae | 

Seraphim Ovyn.. + at RS ON 
Sire Marten ..... 0. A tll Sp 

Souvenir de Printems..... 
Ho eae. Bis periny le \. 

Soldat Eos ae SOS eee 5 

Sins: 6 Sa Tee aE 4 

| 

| 

Late, good keeper. 

Large, rich, melting fine flavor 
Lar; ge, melting, with a spicy 

[flavor 
Medium,fine melting g,perfumed 

[first quality 
[Large, melting, rich, high fla- 

[vor, excellent 
Large, promising durable © 
Large, melting, sweet perfumed 

[keeps well 
Medium, fine melting, sugary 
New and good 

. |Large, rich, good, excellent 
ee , pear great excellence 

66 66 ee, 

Hines rich, high flavored, ex- 
[cellent 

Medium, juicy, sweet, rich aro- 
[matic flavor 

Medium, rich, high flavor 
a3 Ge bc &6 

Rh A NG as | Gal inate 

Medium, rich, juicy, high flavor 
Medium, red fleshed, singular 
Medium, red fleshed, peculiar 
Small to medium, rich sugary, 

[high flavor 
- Medium, good flavor, excellent 
Medium, juicy,rich flavor,keeps 

[well 
Large, melting, rich, fine fla- 

| vored 
Large, melting, good and pro- 

[ductive 
Medium smelting, vinous flavor - 
Medium, high flavor 
Large, melting, juicy 
Medium, rich, good flavor 
Large, melting, rich. flavored 
Larse, rich, excellent 
Sweet, sugary, rich 
Medium, sugary, half iene 
Large, high flavored, keeps 

[late 



ia 

Loar Beauty ............. es 

4] 

NAME. 

Sibare,. wrote. Rae 
Supreme de Quimper...... 

Se Ghislain... aati | 
Surpasse Vergalieu........ : 
Steinmetz Catherine...... | 
La ylor, (Mab) a 6.05h a! | 
gig weh eae re cea 
Triomphe de Jodoigne.. 

~ de Haest....... ' 
Tyson 

Uweblinie i awe eh cs / 
Man Apsehe: 2553 ot | 
Van Mons leon le leeleric 
vale eR sis ee ae Dt: | 

Vicompt Spoelberg....... A 
Waller oe HAs AA 5 BAR Ls | 
Wasbimeton i i. 20), 
Wilkason GS als 
Witeconic Aig te rsh ss 

Zephirin Gregoire......... 

- |RIPENS. | ‘ 

Oct. 
| July. | 

SisDonthean. 0. LiKe: | Sept. 
July. 
Sept. 
July. 
Nov. 

| Oct. 
Oct. 

July. 
Oct. 

July. 
Sept. 
Oct. 

| Sept. 
Oct. 
Oct. 
Aug. | 

Sept. 
Oct. 
Oct. 
Sept. 
Dee. 

July. 
pee 

RE -EMAKS. 

‘Medium, high flavor, good 
Medium, juicy, melting 
Large, white, melting, rich 
‘Medium, rich, pleasant flavor 
Large, fine, melting, excellent . 
‘Sweet, sugary, ood. 
Medium, fine melting 
Medium, rich, excellent flavor 

Very large, juicy, sweet, good 
‘Medium, melting, rich 
Large, rich flavor, best. 

‘Medium, rich, aromatic flavor 
‘Large, melting, rich 
‘Large, rich, tree cracks 
LA ner" variety, Beeeaate syed 

aire: green, spicy flavor 
Medium, melting, juicy, good 
Large, almond flavor 
Medium, sweet, agreeable 
Medium, rich, high flavor 
‘Medium, perfumed, good 
Medium, fine flavor 
Large, fine, juicy, perfumed 
‘Large, keeps late, good. 
Medium, juicy, sweet 
‘Medium,sweet, perfumed flavor 

DESCRIPTIVE LEST OF CHERRIES. 

50 CENTS EACH. 

BELLE AGATHE—Medium, flesh firm, sweet ; ripe June. 

BELLE DE ORIENT—Medium, yellowish white, sweet and 
delicious; ripe Ist of May. 

BELLE MAGNIFIQUE—Large, red, excellent and productive 
ripe Ist of May. 

6 
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BELLE DE CHOISEY—Medium, amber color, juicy, with a 

peculiar delicious flavor ; ; ripe May. 

BIGARREAU DE site Tat red, flesh purplish, tender, 
sweet ; ripe last of April. 

BIGARREAU OLEVELAND—Large, sweet, delicious flavor ; 
ripe in June. 

BIGARREAU EARLY WHITE— Large, white flesh, firm, 
sweet, delicious ; ripe in May... 

BIGARREAU FLESH COLORED—Large, white, red cheek, 
sweet, firm, one of the best ; ripe in May. 

BIGARRBAU FLOREN re hagas, rich, red, crisp, sweet and 
productive ; ripe in June. 

BIGARRHAU GROS COURANT—lHarge, not yet tested fully — 
here ; ripe in June. 

BIGARREAU MONSTROUS DE BN ge, reddish 
purple, firm and sweet ; ripe in May. k 

BIGARREHAU PRINCESS—Larege, Sele high flavor, excel- 
lent ; ripe in May. 

BIGARREAU LATE—large, Sie with red cheek, flesh 
‘rich, firm, sweet, very superior ; ripe lst June. 

BIGARREAU ROCKPORT—Productive and good. 
BLACKHEART BUTNERS—Medium, pale yellow, produc- 

tive ; ripe in June. 

BLACKHBART—Medium, an old esteemed variety ; ripe in 
May. 

BAUMAN’S MAY — Small, dark red, sweet, an abundant 
bearer. 

BLACK HAGLE—tlLarge, black, rich high flavor ; “ripe in May. 
BLACK KNIGHTS HARLY—Large, rich, red, peti with a 

very high, rich flavor. 

ee TARTARIAN—Large, purplish black, rich high fla- 
vor ; ripe in May. 

CARNATION—Large, light, red, half tender, sprightly sub- 
acid, valuable for preserving ; ripe in May. 

CHRISE MONS TARDIFF—Large, excellent ; new foreign. 
variety ; ripe in June. 

CLUSTER—Medium, fruit in clusters, eaten red, rather 
acid ; ripe Ist June. 

COE’S ‘TRANSPARENT—Medium, I and red, rich, sweet, 
excellent ; ripe in May. — 

CUMBERLAND—Large, dark red, flavor rich and pleasant, 
blooms late, very productive ; ripe in May. 



DE KAULB—Large, red, juicy, sweet, very productive ; ripe in id, 
May. | 

DELICATE—Medium to large, rich amber yellow, flesh tender, 
sweet, delicious, high flavor ; ripe in May. * 

DOCTOR—Medium, Sacdlicte andred, sweet delicious*flavor; ripe 
in May. 

DOWNER’S LATE RED—Medium, red, delicious and sweet 
when fully ripe, very productive ; ripe in May. 

“ DOW NTON—Medium, red and yellow, sweet, juicy, good ; ripe 
in May. 

EARLY AMBER—Medium, amber, mottled with red, juicy, 
sweet, and productive ; ripe in April. 

EARLY WHITE HEART— Medium, white reddish, juicy, 
sweet ; ripe in May. 

BARLY PURPLE ‘GUIGNE—Medium, purple, juicy, sweet, 
excellent ; ripe Ist May. 

ELLIOTT’S FAVORITE—Medium, amber, yellow, with red 
cheek, flesh delicate and sweet ; ripe in May. 

ELTON—Large, yellow, with reddish cheek, sweet, rich, high 
‘\ flavor ; ripe in May. 

FLORENCE—Large, rich, red, flesh firm, crisp, sweet ; one of 
the most productive ; ripe last of June. 

GUINDOLE—Medium, a new variety not fully tested ; ripe 
in May. 

GOVERNOR WOOD Taree, rich, heht yellow, mottled, with 
a crimson flush ; fiesh rather firm, ‘sweet, rich, high flavor, one 
of the best ; ripe in May. 

HEREFORDSHIRE BLACK —A fine old English, flesh hard. 
HEREFORDSHIRE WHITE—A fine old English, flesh hard. 

_ KIRTLAND’S EARLY—Large, color light and dark red, firm, 
sweet, juicy, one of the best; ripe in May. 

MAY DUKE—Medium, rich, red, sweet and pleasant ; ripe last 
of May. 

MORELLO BUTNERS—Medium, rich, red, juicy, pleasant fla- 
vor; ripe in June. 

MORELLO ENGLISH—Medium, rich, red, juicy, excellent ; 
ripe in June. 

MORELLO IMPERIAL—Medium, rich, red, juicy, productive ; 
ripe in June. 

MORELLO RUMSEY’S—Mediun, rich, red, juicy, productive ; 
| ripe in June. 

N Shh ea white, firm, sweet, excellent ; ripe in 
: ay 7 

a ™ 
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OHIO BEAUTY—Medium, red with white, sweet, delicious ; 
ripe in May. 

PURPLE GRIOTTH—Larege, rich red, flesh juicy, sweet, high 
rich flavor ; ripe in may. 

REINE HORTENSE—Larege, rich red, flesh rich, sprightly, | 
one of the most desirable Fao ae te) 

cy EONCAE DUKE—Earge, dark red, juicy, sweet, very produe- 
tive ; ripe in May. 

ORNAMENTAL FLOWERING.—75 Crs. 

LARGE WHITE DOUBLE FLOWERING—Showy and beau- 
tiful. 

SMALL WHITE DOUBLE FLOW ERING—Showy and beau- 
tiful. 

FORTUNE’S DOUBLE FLOWERING—Superb, very, hand- 
some. 

/ 

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF PLUMS. 

50 CENTS EACH. is 

ALLSTON’S LATE RED, (S. C.,)—excellent for making jelly; 
Tipe Sept. | y 

APRICOT BLANCHE—A superior new rich plum ; ripe July. 
AUTUMN COMPTE—Best quality; ripe August. 
AUTUMN GAGE—Medium, surface pale, yellow, fiesh juicy, 

delicate, sweet and pleasant. 
BLUME, (N. C.,)— Purple, green, superior and productive. 

BLUE OF BELGIUM—Large, rich, and best flavor. 

ae: IMPERATRICE—Medium, deep purple, sugary, and 
rich. 

INKWORTH IMPERATRICE—Small, late variety, hangs 
well, and frequently forms prunes, if left han ging in the trees. 

BINGHAM—LTarge, yellow, very productive, one of the best 
ripe August 

BREEVORT’S PURPLE—Narge, good, productive ; ripe Aug- 
ust. 
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BLEEKERS: RED—Medium, reddish, excellent; ripe August. 
BUEL’S FAVORITE—Medium, rich, first qual: te ripe Aug- 

ust. 

CHERRY, or EARLY SCARLET—Medium, red, very produc- 
tive, and early ; ripe June. 

CHAPMAN’S PRINCE OF WALES—Large, rich, fine fla- 
vored; ripe August. 

CLEVIN GER Dee ge, purple, and very attics ripe Aug- 
ust. 

CLOTH OF GOLD D’ ESPERIN—Yellow with golden, rich 
and good; ripe July. ; 

CORSES ADMIRABLE— large, good bearer, and valuable 
ripe August. 

COOPER’S LARGH RED—Large, rich flavor, and productive; 
ripe August. 

COLUMBIA—Very large, purple, good; ripe August. 
COH’S LATE RED—Medium, very productive; one of the 

most valuable plums; ripe October. 
COH’S GOLDEN DROP—Beautiful, rich, excellent adie 

ripe August. 

COEH’S GOLDEN DROP VIOLET—A new, large, superb and 
excellent variety. 

CRUGER’S SCARLET—Small to medium, very rich and pro- 
ductive ; ripe July. 

DAMSON LARGE—A valuable and productive variety, uni- 
form bearer, good for table and drying; ripe July. 

DAMSON SMALL LATE—Small, very productive, fine for 
jelly, preserves, &c.; ripe October. 

DAMAS D’ SEPTEMBHR—A new foreign variety, excellent 
for preserving, very productive ; ripe September. 

DAMAS De MARGERON—Excellent, productive, valuable 
for drying and preserving; ripe August. 

DAMAS De ITALIAN—Excellent and productive; valuable 
for drying and preserving; ripe August. 

DENYER’S MGT ere rich, juicy, sweet flavor ; ripe 
August. 

De MONTFORT—Small, rich, high fiavored, excellent, ripe 
July. 

DES BEJ CNIERS—Very large, a new foreign variety, rich 
flavored, excellent. % 

DIAPER ROUGE OR MIMS—Very productive, rich flavored; 
excellent; ripe July. 

o” 
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- DOMINE DULL—A’ large and most valuable prune plum; a 
— August. 

DOWN ING’S HARLY—A fine early, purple, productive variety; ; 
ripe July. 

-DRAP Ds OR Dz ESPERIN—Rich g golden, beautifuk variety ; 
ripe July. 

DUANE’S PURPLH—Very large, productive, good variety ; 
‘ripe August. 

HARLY ORLEANS—A most excellent, early, productive va- 
riety; ripe June. 

HMERALD DROP—Small, rich, beautiful variety ; ripe June. 
FELUEMBERG—Medium, purple, excellent prune; ripe July. 

FLANAGAN, (S. C. Runa purple, productive, fine flavored 
‘i, VATICLY. introduced by the late Dr. Reuben Flanagan; ripe 

August. 

GAGE AUTUMN—Very productive, tat variety ; ee Aug- 
ust. 

GAGH CLINTON—Medium, very productive and good; ripe 
July.’ | 

GAGH GREEN—Rich and productive, best; ripe July. 
GAGH FROST—Valuable late variety, productive ; ripe Octo- 

ber. 3 

GAGH FLUSHING—Yellow, rich, excellent flavor ; ripe July. 

GAGE IMPERIAL—Yellow, juicy, rich, very productive; ripe 
July. i pales 

GAGE RED—Medium, great bearer, excellent; ripe July. 

GAGE POMARIA—Purple, greenish, superior to Green Gage ; 
ripe July. , 

GAGH PURPLE—Rich,. juicy, valuable variety ; ripe August. 
GERMAN PRUNE—Large, superior for drying and preserv- 

ing; ripe August. 
GENERAL HAND—Very large, yellow, dry, sweet flavor ; 

ripe August. 

GOLIATH—Large, rich, very good; ripe August. 
GURTHRIE’S APRICOT—Medium, yellow, with,rich apricot 

flowers; ripe July. | 
GURTHRIE’S RUSSET—Large, yellow, rich high flavor; ripe 

August. 

Oe HARLY—Very ete cite) sweet, rich flavor; ripe 
une o 

HULING’S SUPERB—Very large, excellent flavor; ripe Aug- 
ust. 
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IMPERIAL De yaa aoe oval, purple, juicy, sugary ; 
ripe September. 

IMPERIAL OTTOMAN—Small, very rich, beautiftil variety ; 
ripe July. 

IMPERIAL VIOLET—Large, beautiful, excellent flavor; ripe 
July. 
IMPERIAL PRUNE QUETSCHE—Superior prune set ig 
ripe August. 3 

JACINTH A—Ripe July. 
JEFFERSON 

ductive; ripe July. 

KNIGHT'S GREEN DRYING—Iarge, flesh yellowish, good 
for drying; ripe August. 

LAWRENCE—Large, yellowish, green, juicy, rich, excellent ; 
ripe July. 

Large, yellow, mottled, red, juicy, rich, pro- | 

LOMBARD—Mediun, violet red, juicy, pleasant flavor; ripe 
July. 

LUCOMBE’S eens roundish, ereen fleshed, 
excellent; July. 

MAGNUM “BON UM WHITE—Large, oval, valuable for pre= 
serving ; ripe August. 

MAGNUM BONUM PURPLE—Large, oval, valuable for pre- 
serving; ripe August. 

MANNING’S LONG BLUE—Large, juicy, sweet, pleasant, 
exeellent prune; ripe August. 

MARTIN’S SEEDLING—Large, yellow, dotted with red, 
juicy, good ; ripe September. 

MEDITERANEAN—Medium, productive, and good; ripe Aug- 
ust. 

MISER—Red, very productive, desirable for its earliness; ripe 
May 

McLAUGHLIN—Large, purple, very productive, good; ripe 
- July. .: . 
MONTFLEUR—Medium, excellent flavor; ripe July. 
MONSIEUR a’ FRUIT JAUNES—A new foreign variety of 

‘good promise. 
NECTARINE—Large, purple, very good; ripe July. 
ORANGE—Large, vatlow, productive, good flavor; ripe July. 
PEHACH—Large, purple, violet, early; ripe July. 
-PENOBSCOTT—Large, yellow, faint red cheek, sweet, pleas- 

- ant; ripe August. 

PERDRIGON ROUGE—Mediun, deep red, yellow flesh, ex- 
- cellent; ripe July. 
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PRESCOEH Dr TOURS—Medium, purple, juicy, sweet, per- 
fumed; ripe Ist July. 

RED S1LLOE—Valuable for making beautiful jellye. ripe Sept. 

RIVER’S EARLY—Medium, redish purple, juicy, sweet; ripe 
June. 

REINE CLAUDE Dr BAVAY — Large, resembling Green 
Gage; ripe. duly, j2 

REINE CLAUDE Dr OCTOBER—Large, ripening Ist Sept. 
REINH CLAUDE Dr VIOLET—Very large and superb, new 

plum. 

ROBY’S YELLOW—Large, very productive, excellent. 
ROYALEH—A choice medium sized plum, 
ROYAL De TOURS—Large, deep violet, Jmiey, and eee fla- 

vored; ripe July. 
Sr. CATHERINE—A superior productive } prune plum. 
ST. MARTIN’S QUESCH—A most'excellent late prune; ripe 

September. 
SHMIANA—Medium, purple, juicy, sub-acid, good. 
SIAMESH—A most productive and fine flavored plum. 

SHARP’S HMPEROR—Large, pleasant, rich flavor; ripe in 
August. 

SMITH’S ORLEANS 
ripe in September. 

SURPASSH MONSIEUR— Very large, rich, high flavored, 
foreign variety ; ripe in August, 

THOMAS—lLarge, mild pleasant flavor ; ripe in August. , 
THORN DYKEH—HLarge, very panten oe excellent ; ripe in 

August. 
W ASHINGTON—Very large, beautiful, juicy, Ghe flavored, 

superior preserving plum ; ripe in July. : 

Large, very productive, one of the best ; 

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF NECTARINES. 

50 CENTS EACH. 

BRUSSEL’S WHITE—A new foreign white variety of good | 
promise. 

BOSTON—Large, with a deep red cheek, pleasant, sweet, rich 
and productive. 
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DOWNTON—Medium +o large, roundish oval; pale green, 
with a violet cheek ; flesh melting, rich, and excellent. 

DUC DE TELLIERS—Large, melting, juicy, sweet and good 
ELRUGE—Green, with a violet cheek, melting, juicy, with a 

rich high flavor. 
EHARLY VIOLET—Large, purplish red, melting, juicy, rich, 

very high flavor. 

EARLY NEWINGTON C—large, pale green, nearly covered 
with bright red, flesh greenish white ; deep red at the stone, 
juicy, with a fine rich flavor. 

FAIRCHILD’S HEARLY—Medium, flesh yellow, with a dry 
sweet flavor. 

FEAGLE C.—A beautiful sweet rich new variety. 
FLUSHING—A new desirable and productive variety. 
GOLDEN C.—A rich excellent rich variety. 
HUNT’S TAWNEY—Orange, with deep red cheek, melting, 

juicy and good, a great bearer. 

HARDWICK E—large, roundish, resembles Elruge ; skin vio- 
let, red cheek on pale green, flesh juicy, rich, high flavored. 

MURRAY—Medium, sweet and of good flavor. 
NEW WHITE—Beautiful, pure white, fine for preserving. 

ORANGE—Beautiful, golden, excellent and productive. 
PETERBORO—Jnuicy, white to the stone, good. 

PITMASTONS ORANGE—Large, surface dark reddish, slight- 
ly streaked, on rich orange; flesh deep yellow, juicy, rich and 
fine flavored. 

RED ROMAN—Large, greenish yellow, with a reddigh brown 
cheek and russet specks ; flesh fine, greenish yellow, deep red - 
at the stone ; rich, vinous, high flavored. 

SOUTHERN QUEEN—New and beautiful. 

STANWICKE—Large, tender, juicy, rich, sugary and without 
the prusic acid flavor. 

DESCRIPTIVE LEISE OF APRICOTS. 

50 GENTS EACH. 

AMBROSIA—A new variety, promising to be very superior. 
BREDA—Small, orange, flesh deep orange, juicy, sweet, and 

pr oductive, 3 
7 



DE COULANGE—A new French variety of excellent promise. 
DESCARMES—Also new, promising’ well at the South. 

: DE HOLLAND—A synonsee of Breda. | 
PRARLY RED RIV BRS—Fine early rich flavored wating: 

~ LARGE HARLY—Medium, orange, bright red in the sun ; 
~ —-vich, juicy and excellent. 

HARLY DUBOIS GOLDEN—Small, juicy and sweet, very 
productive. 

HEMSK IRKE—Large, Brent orange, red in the sun, , tender, 
juicy, rich flavored, of the best quality. 

MONTAGAREST— 
MOORPARK—Large, orange, fine rich and luscuous, productive, 

one of the very best, 
MUSCH MUSCH—Rich, tender, very sweet and delicious. 

ORANGE—Productive, valuable for early cooking. | 
PEACH—Very large, orange, juicy, rich and high flavor. 

RED MASCULINE—Small, bright, deep yellow, with red 
spots, flesh yellow ; valuable for its early ripening. 

RED ROMAN “Vellow, sometimes dotted red, very good. 

Be erabaaet fine large French variety, fine, juicy, rich vinous 
avor 

ROYAL ALBERT—A new desirable high flavored variety. 
SCHUYLERS—Large, promising to be a first rate variety. 
SHIPLEYS—Large, oval, of a deep orange color, flesh juicy, 

tolerably rich ; a good variety. 
TURKEY—Ripens after Moorpark, one of the most certain 

bearers—valuable. : 
WHITE MASCULINE—Small, round, nearly white—closely 
_ resembles Red Masculine ; ripens a few days later. 

FIGS--50 Cents each, $5.00 per Dozen. 

ALICANTE—Large, oblong, dark reddish purple, sweet acid, 
delicious ; grown in open ‘air at Columbia and south. 

BROWN TURK EY—Medium, dark pene purple, flesh red, 
sweet, very hardy and productive. 

BLUE TURKEY—A variety of the ee equally good. 
CELESTH—Small, nearly black, sweet and sugary, ele 

flavor, hardy and very productive, one of the best, 
Ne 
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HAVANNA—Very ‘Jar ge, rich fine flavored, nearly wie Bee 
rather too tender to be grown North of Columbia. 

ISCHIA BLUE-—Mediim, dark violet, nearly black, flesh deep 
red, sweet and fine ; one of the most productive. . 

ISCHIA GREEN—Medium to large, greenish color. 
ISCHIA WHITE—Medium, nearly ite: chesnut, very sweet — 

and excellent. 

LARGE PURPLE—Large, purple or blue, fine flavored, one of 
the most productive. 

LONG GREEN—Large, green, fine flavored, rich and sweet. 

LEMON—Large, skin very thin, liable to crack in wet weather, 
when ripened i in clear weather, unsurpassed in flavor. 

LARGE YELLOW—A variety peey synonymous with the 
preceding. 

MADONNA OR BRUN SWICK—Large fine purple fig, rich 
and excellent, a fine grower. 

MARSELLES—Small, white, fiesh sweet and rich. 
NEREI—Mediun, neatly white, rich and delicate, exquisite fla- 

vor. 
WINE—A new variety of large size not yet tested. Also, 

several other varieties imported from Angers, France, which 
will be introduced as found worthy. 

> P \ : 

= 

POMEGRANATES=--25 to 50 Cents. 

COMMON FRUIT BEARING—Producing fine fruit with a 
slight preparation. 
SWEET FRUITED—A fine variety, bearing Sell: 

VIOLET FRUITED—Rich, red, rather acid. 

LARGE WHITE—50 CENTS—A superb foreign variety with 
large fruit fine flavor. 

LARGE FRENCH—50 CENTS—One of the best, excellent. 
SEEDLESS POMEGRANATE—$1.00—New, promising to be 

an acquisition. 

DOUBLE FLOWERING—50 Cents. 
+ . Red, show, abundant flavor 

she” 4§ Pale lemon color, beautiful — 
a“ capes Variegated, red and white, superb. 
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SERVICE TREE—50 CENTS—Ornaméntal, in foliage and in _ 
winter fruit ; bearing large clusters of berries, maturing after 
frost ; valuable for making beer, &c. 

PECAN NUTS—50 CENTS.—Bearing abundantly when plant- 
ed in this climate. 

- 

A BRIS GRAPPE—Excellent, ripening after frost. 
A TRES GROS FRUIT—A fine large productive variety. 
JUJUBE PLUM--A pleasant nice fruit, ripening in October. 

So 

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF QUINCES.--25 to 50 Cents. 

APPLE—Large, excellent for preserves; ripe August. 
ANGERS—Very large, fine for preserving ; ripe October. 
CONSTANTINOPLE—Very large, fine flavored, productiv e. 

CHINESE—Ornamental, large, asen fruit fine for Py 
ing. 

ORANGH—Beautiful gold, one of the best. 
MUSK—Large, fine flavored, excellent. 
PARIS, OR FONTENAY—Large, excellent. 

PORTUGAL—Large, best for preserving or baking. 
REAS’ SHEDLING—Very large, a superior new variety, $1. 
UPRIGHT—Not yet tested here. 

ALMONDS.--50 Cents. 

A TRES GROS FRUIT—Very large, sweet and good. 
COQUE THNDRE—Large, soft shell, sweet. 
HARD SHELL—Large, very productive, sweet. 

§ 



* MULBERRIES.--50 Cents cach. 

EVER BEARING—LIarge, sweet, productive ; ripe from Ist 
May to lst Aug. 

KEMPHER—Ornamental, with purple foliage. 
SULIVAN—A new ever bearing variety. 
JOHNSON’S LARGE—Very large and productive, beautiful 

foliage 

<> »>—__—__—___-_ -- 

English Walnuts--Madeira Nuts. 50 Cents 

ENGLISH WALNUT—Large, productive and good. 
A COQUE TENDRE—Soft shelled, sweet, excellent. 
A TRES GROS FRUITS—Large, sweet. 
FE RTILE—Late blooming, promises to be very productive. 

Spanish Marron Chesnuts. 50 Cents. 

MARRON DE CRAON | MARRON GOLDEN OF LYON. 
MARRON DU LIMORESIN. 

The Spanish Marrons are well adapted to our climate, fruit 
very large, sweet and palatable, and are very productive i in good 
soils—a tree at Pomaria bearing abundantly. 

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF HARDY NATIVE GRAPES. 

LENOIR — (Devareaux, and Thurmond of Georgia,) origin 
Sumter District, S. C. Bunches large and compact, some- 
times shouldered ; berries small, black, sweet and palatable, 
without pulp ; ripens early, about 25th July; excellent for 
table and wine. : 

RED LENOIR, OR PAULINE—Bunches large, crowded and 
compact, skin pale amber, sweet, delicious, excellent for table 
and good for wine ; enormously ’ productive, ten days or two 
weeks later than Herbermont ; a valuable variety. 



DELAWARE—Bunches small, compact and generally shoul- 
dered, berries small, skin thin, of a beautiful flesh color, free 
from pulp, sweet, vinous and aromatic ; ripens with Lenoir, 
and promises to be a valuable and productive variety. 

DIAN A—A seedling of the Catawba, of best quality ; bunches 
recular and large, , berries round, reddish lilac, thickly covered 
with bloom ; flavor rich, vinous and aromatic, Sas and » 
vigorous. 

TO-KALON—Bunches large, berries ane of a dark amber 
color, inclining to black, very delicate and tender ; ; perfectly 
sweet and luscious, with an agreeable aroma ; promises to be 
a valuable variety for the South. 

ISABELULA—Bunches large, berries oval, black, sweet, and 
when fully ripe, excellent, a great bearer, but ripens irregu- 
larly, unless the season is dry. Saluda, an accidental variety 
of this grape, promises to be worthy of cultivation. 

CATAWBA—Bunches medium in size, shouldered, berries large, 
pale red, deeper in the sun, with a thin lilac bloom. This is 
the oreat wine grape. There are many varieties of this 
grape, the best of which is Hardy, a seedling of Ashville, 
NO. 3 

ELSINBORO—A nice little desert grape, perfectly sweet and 
melting, without pulp ; of a chocolate color. _ 

GARRIGUHS—A ‘seedling of Isabella, bunches large, loose, 
shouldered ; berries large, oval, deep purple, well flavored, 
juicy, sweet ; ripe a few “days before Isabella. 

HOUISK Binchés medium, rather compact, sometimes shoul- 
dered ; berries round, inclining to oval; black, with blue 
bloom, somewhat the flavor of Isabella, but of better quality 
and ripening a few days earlier. 

REBHCCA--Bunches beautifully formed, compact, and some- 
times shouldered ; berries of medium size, oval, color light 
.green in shade, auburn or golden when exposed to the sun, 
with a bloom ; flesh somewhat pulpy, juicy, sweet, and de- 
licious, with an agreeable fiavor. 

ANNA---Bunches similar in form to Catawba, except in color, _ 
which 1s greenish, or pearly white, sometimes amber ; . flavor. 
rich, and ‘peculiar, sugary, vinous, and spicy, resembling the 
Muscat of Alexandria. “We pronounee this seedling of Dr. 
Grant’s one of the most valuable acquisitions that has been 
added to our native grapes. 

UNION VILLAGE--(Shaker.) Fine grower; dark color ; 
bunches very large. 

CHILDS SUPERB---Bunches large, berries amber cetera very 
large, flesh clear, crispy, watery, form fine, pulp rich and de- 
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licious , promises to be an excellent variety, flesh slightly pul- 
py, sweet, juicy, rich, aromatic and slightly musky. 

BLANDS, OR ROSE GRAPE---Fine table grape when well 
grown ; requires deep soil abounding in potash, bunches loose, 
berries large, and of a beautiful pale rose amber color ; skin 
thin, slightly pulpy, pleasant and well flavored. 

HERBERMONT MADEIRA-—(Warren of Georgia.) An ex- 
cellent wine, and most delicious table grape ; bunches large, 
long and shoulder ed; berries of medium size, free from pulp, 
extremely juicy and refreshing. 

CLINTON-—-Hardy, vigorous grower, and great bearer, bunch- 
es shouldered, berries black, covered with a thick bloom ; : 
juicy, with considerable acidity, and vinous flavor ; excellent 
when fully ripe, and relished by most tastes. 

CONCORD--Fine promising grape for the South; bunches 
compact, large, shouldered, berries large, globular, almost 
black ; thickly covered with bloom ; flesh moderately juicy, 
buttery, very sweet. It promises to be a good wine and table 
grape. 

SEPTEMBER BUACK--Bunches compact, berries black, with 
the peculiar flavor of the small winter grape ; not fit to eat 
until fully ripe, when it is pleasant and agreeable ; ripens 
latest of all grapes, and valuable for its late keeping. 

CLARA AND EMILY-—-Two seedling grapes produced by Peter 
Rabe, near Philadelphia ; havé not been tested as to hardi- 
ness ; their leaves and growth indicate that they are seed- 
lings of foreign grapes, which may prove valuable for the 
South ; flesh juicy, with little or no pulp ; best quality.. 

SCUPPERNONG--Bunches small, loose, composed of from four 
to six ; round, large, fiesh pulpy, when thoroughly ripe, juicy 
and sweet, with a peculiar aroma, they drop from the vine 
when fully ripe. The Black Scuppernong is similar in flavor. 
There are several varieties. which have pen brought into 
notice ; all are valuable for making wine of a peculiar aroma. 
Thomas, a variety produced i in this State, is one of the most 
promising. 

p _ > > 

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF STRAWBERRIES. 

ALBANY, OR WILSON’S SEEDLING—Fruit large, broadly 
conical ; deep crimson, fiesh of a bright ruby color and best 
flavor, the most productive, early and desirable variety we 
have grown ; continues long in bearing ; flowers perfect and 
the best fertilizer that can be planted. | 
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BURR’S MAMMOTH, or Burr’s Seedling—Vines vigorous and 
hardy; fruit large, light pale red, mild pleasant flavor, but 
too tender for transportation, 

LONGWORTH’S PROLIFIC—Flowers perfect, fruit large, 
often very large ; regular, roundish, rich, light crimson, with 
a delightful high brisk flavor. 

McAVOY’S SUPHRIOR—Flowers pistilate, feat very large ; 
deep glossy crimson, deep scarlet, very juicy, with an ex. 

‘ quisitely rich vinous flavor ; an indispensible variety in every 
garden. 

: McAVOY’S EXTRA RED—Fruit. very large, but too acid for 
most palates ; excellent for tarts and A and a good sub- 
stitute for the cranberry. 

BOSTON PINE—Requires deep rich at and a good space, 
to bring it to perfection, fruit large, deep rich sherry red on 
the exposed surface, with a sprightly agreeable flavor ; stam- 
inate and productive. 

HOVEY SEEDLING—Fruit large, deep shining scarlet, flesh 
firm, fine flavored, flowers pistilate, and with a good fertilizer 
this variety produces immense crops; bears carriage well. 

MOYAMENSING—Large, deep crimson, with a pleasant and 
excellent flavor, ripens gradually ; very productive with a 
good staminate. 

HOOKER—Large, conical, regular, deep crimson, almost ma. 
Foon ; of a rich fine flavor, “flowers perfect and an excellent 
productive variety ; promises to be one of the best varieties. ~ 

CRIMSON CONH—Fruit medium to large, regular elongated 
conic ; flesh firm, sprightly, rich acid fiavor ; a good market 
variety, and excellent for preserving. 

WALKER’S SHEEDLING—A most productive late variety, fruit 
large, deep crimson, juicy, with a fine fresh rich flavor. 

SCARLET MAGNATE—Berries large, rich fine flavored, very 
productive, and promising to be one of the~best. 

PRIMORDEAU—Fruit large, tender, rich flavored, productive, 
a fine variety for the amateur. — 

BURR’S NEW PINH—This fine variety is only suited for the 
amateur, the vines subject to die out ; flesh tender, sweet and 
palatable without sugar. 

JENNY’S SHEDLIN G—A good hardy, vigorous and produc- 
tive variety for market and preserving, fruit medium to large, 

conical, color dark red ; firm, sub-acid ‘and agreeable: 2m 
BARLY SCARLET—Sent without charge as a fertilizer. 

Many new varieties on trial, will be tested, and if found 

worthy, inserted in the next annual Catalogue. 
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CBNAMENTAL DEPARTMENT. 
DECIDUOUS TREES. 

The height given is an approximation to what it.is supposed 
the Trees will attain in this country, m order to serve as a 

guide in planting out. 

ACER PLATORIOIDES—Norway or Plane Maple; a very 
ornamental shade tree of great diversity of form and charac- 
ter, well adapted to our climate: 50 feet. Price $1 00. 

AMYGDALUS PERSICA—Double flowering peach. The nu- 
merous double flowers of the different varieties white, rose, 
and crimson, are a superb sight in early spring ; 15 to 20 feet. 
90¢, 

AMYGDALUS FORTUNA—Fortunes double white flowering. 
Kf FLORE RUBRA—Crimsofi double fiowering. 

CRETAGUS ARIA—Horn beam tree; a very ornamental low, 
spreading tree, with beautiful white flowers sesh in spring; 
20 feet. Price $1 00. 

CATALPA SYRINGIFOLIA—Common Catalpy. A tree of 
rapid growth; flowers white, delicately spotted with Se aa 
and violet ; 25 feet. Price 50 cents. 

ESCULUS—Horse Chesnut; exceedingly ornamental trees, 
. with magnificent spikes of ved and white flowers ; well adap- 

ted to any soil; 20 feet. 

ESCULUS FLORE PLENO—White flowering. 1 50. 
hee: RUBICUNDA—Red flowering. $1 50. 

FRAXINUS—Ash ; principally shade trees of the first class; 
adapted for avenues and lawns, They grow in any good soil. 
30 to 50. 

FRAXINUS CINEREA—Grey ash ; remarkable for their beau- 
tiful long leaves. $1 00. 

FRAXINUS ROTUNDIFOLIA—Round leaved ash, beautiful. 
~ $1 50. 
FRAXINUS PENDULA—Weeping ash; very graceful. $1 50. 

< AUREA—Golden bark ash; new and distinct. 
$1 50. : ; 

FRAXINUS FLORIBUNDA—Many flowering, beautiful $1.00. 

HIBISCUS—Althea, or Rose of Sharon; very ao arnc plants 
in thé decoration of the landscape, earden, with numerous 

white rose and pink flowers during summer and autumn. 
All Althias should be pruned closely every winter; 15 feet. 

8 
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HIBISCUS ALBA PLENO—Double, white, flowering, beauti- 
ful. “$100. 

HIBISCUS CAMELIA FLORA—Double, white, eine: 
purple center. $1 00. | 

HIBISCUS RUBRA PLENO—Double, red flowering. $1 00. 

iz PURPURCA PLENO—lLarge, double, purple 
flowering. $1 00. 

HIBISCUS PIOTU—Striped, purple flowering, or Painted 
Lady. $1 00. 

HIBISCUS FASTONOSA—Dark-red flowering, new uel beau- 
. tiful. $1 50. 
HIBISCUS TOR Ghee ge sclet Aomonnit new and bean tiftl 
$l 50. 

HIBISCUS FOLIS ee eae ae new 
and beautiful. $1 00. 

LARIX EUROPA—European larch. A beautiful, graceful, 
ornamental tree, Koft, green foliage; should be planted in 
the shade; 40 to 50 feet. $1 50. | 

MAGNOMIA” Drones Magnolia. The fame of this tribe of 
plants, every where precedes it: as ornamental trees they 
are unrivaled, either for symetry of form or grandeur of flow- 
ers, 29 to 30 feet. 

MAGNOLIA CONSPICUA—White flowering. $1 50. 
| fe SOULAUGIANA—Delicate purple-tinted flow- 

ine. ok OO, 

MAGNOLIA ALEXANDRINA—Bright pink flowering ; very 
beautiful. $2 00. 

MAGNOLIA STRIATA—Dark purple flowering, new. $2 00. 

MACLURA AURANTIACA—Osage Orange. <A fine orna- 
mental tree for lawns, with fruit resembling the orange; 35 
feet. 50 cents. . 3 

PAULONIA IMPHRIALIS—Empress Pauline. A magnifi- 
cent hardy shade tree, with large, round foliage; habit of the 
catalpa; produces large bunches of pale violet flowers, like | 
hyacenths, in the spring; 40 feet. 50 cents $1 00. 

QUERCUS PHELLOS—Willow oak. This variety is the most 
beautiful of the oak tribe; its long and narrow leaves, and ~ 
drooping branches, make it one of the finest trees for ave- 
nues or streets ; 40 feet. $1 00 to $1 50. 

RHUS COTINUS—Gum copal, purple mist or venetian sumac, 
is of low growing habit, highly ornamental for its panicle of 
bluish green, silk-like or mist flowers during the summer; — 
10 feet. 50 cents to $1 00. 
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SALISBURIA ADIANTIFOLIA—Ginko or Maiden hair tree; 
a tree of very symetrical habit, with distinct pale-green foli- 
age, of triangular form; very ‘ornamental ; 30 feet. $2 00. 

SALIX PENDENT A—TLaurelleaved Willow, with large, shin- 
ing leaves like the laurel; a great ornament for planting on 
the margin of ponds; 20 feet. $1 00. 

STERCULIA PLATINAFOLIA — Varnish tree; so called 
from its smooth, green bark; a rapid growing ‘shade tree, 
with immense leaves : 40 feet. 50 cents to $1 00. 

TAMA RIX—Tamaris ; Feleder growing trees; very graceful 
planted amid trees of stiff habit. The foliage is like that of 
a cedar or juniper, of a beautiful sea-green color, producing 
an abundance of delicate purple flowers They grow in any 
soil, and flourish beautifully on the sea cost; 15 feet. 

TAMARIX GERMANICA—German te $1 00. 

- GALLICA—French Tamarix. $1 00. 

«6 AFRICANAS—African Tamarix. $I 00. 
es INDICA—Eastern ; new and beautiful. $1 50. 

ULMUS—Elm. These are very graceful; well adapted as 
shade trees near buildings; beautiful ornaments for church 
yards: they grow well in any deep, rich soil; 50 to 75 feet. 

ULMS LATIFOLIA—Broad leaved European Elm; ‘beautiful 
and rapid grower. $1 50. 

ULMUS CAMPESTRES European Elm; fine for streets, 
lawns, and shade; compact foliage. $1 00. 

 ULMUS PYRAMIDALIS—Pyramidal Elm; fine pyramidal 
form. $1 50. 

ULMUS ee ms eee drooping branches, graceful, and 
very ornamental. $1 5 

VIRGELIA ag sire ini Ah wood; a beautiful growing tree, 
with numerous whitish pea-like flowers ; ; worthy of a place in 
every landscape; 30 feet. $1 50. 

Ris DECIDUOUS SHRUBS. 

AMORPHA—Bastard Indigo; very beautiful, and: vigorous » 
growing shrubs in dry and stoney soils, with large red and 
bluish flowers in spring. 

AMORPHIA CROCEA—Linear leayed, new and beautiful ; 
50 cents. 
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AMORPHA FRUTICENS«Gtacefal. 50 cents, 
64 GLABRA—Glabrous, one of the best. 75 cents.’ 

i LEWISSI—Lewis amorpha; new and beautiful ; 
75 cents. 
AZALEAS—American Azaleas. The flowers are considered 
among the finest in spring; all are perfectly hardy, and grow 
best in moist and shaded places. These flowers are of almost 
every color. $1 00. 

AZALEA PONTICA—Color yellow, shaded white and pink. 
oe ALBA FLORA—White flowering. 

é « gt: PLENO.Deable white flowering, 
beautiful. 

AZALEA GLAUCA—Red flowering, glaucus leaved. 
ie GRANDIFLORA.—Iarge, white shaded roses, sup- 

erb. 
AZALEA BICOLOR—Red and violet flowering. $1 00. 

ic COCINEHA—Crimson flowering beautiful. $1 00 
i «  GRANDIFLORA—Crimson, large, flower- 

ing, superb. $1 00. 
AZYLEA CUPECUM—Copper colored. $1 00. 

if KLEGANS—Graceful pink flowering $1 00. 
a INDICA ALBA—Indian, white flowering, fine. $1 
. MUNDIFLORA—Bright rose colored, fine. $1 00. 
« PURPURESCCUS—Purple flowering. $1 00. 
« © TRICOLOR—Red, pink, and purpleish flowered. $1 
“ VITATURA—Strained bright flowering. $1 00. 

BERBERIS—Barberry ; all beautiful low shrubs; admired for 
their foliage, flowers, and fruit; they grow well in any soil. . 

BERBERIS ATROPURPUREA — Purple leaved, succeeds 
finely. 950 cents. 
spe. ts FORTUNIS—Fortunes pink, flowering beauti- 
i 

BEBBERIS VIOLACEA—Purple leaved. 50 cents. 

« *  DULCIS—Sweet barbary, fine fruit. 50 cents. 
6s FRUITA ALBA—White, fruited, excellent: 950 

cents. ? 
BERBERIS WALLACIANA-—Wallachian, new, purple, fruited 

$1 00. 
BERBERIS SIN ENSES—Chinese bere new, and fies $1 

BUDLEHA GLOBOSA—Large leaved, orange, flowers globu- 

lar; form very beautiful. 50 cents. f 
BUDLEA LYNDLIANN—Showy, dark pipe spikes, flow- | 

ering abundantly the entire season. 50 cents. 
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sie popes SPLENDENS—Hawthorn; a beautiful “shrub. 
C 

VIRGINICA—Large, white, ood, they grow well in any sol. 
DEUTZIA—A genus of very popular shrubs, which bloom early 

insummer. The flowers are w yite and most abundant, high- 
ly esteemed for making bouquets 

DEUTIZA CREN ATA -Crenated leaved, beautiful. 

‘i GRACILIS—Graceful, very fine, profuse bloom. 
“ f SCABRA—Rough leaved, profuse bloom. 5d0c. 
s STAMINEN—Stiff, upright, harlet, strong grower. 

DIOCLEA GLYCINOIDES—A new and beautiful trailing vine, 
with bright red flowers, resembling Fuschias, fine for cover- 
ing beds. 

FORSYTHA VIRIDISSIMA—Golden Bell, blooms in Feb. and 
March, with numerous yellow bell-shaped flowers, beautiful 
for ornamental hedges. 0c. 

HYDRANGEA ALTISSIMIA — The Hydrangeas are well 
known ; they require to be grown in shade during summer, 
and must have damp soils to flourish well. 

HYDERANGEA JAPONICA—Japan, beautiful. . $1 00. 
% MERIA CORDALA—White heart fine leaved 
: NOVO SPECIES—A new beautiful and dis- 

tinct i kind. $1 00. - 

$1 00 
HYPERICUM JOHNSWORT— Dwarf shrubs, producing a 

profusion of yellow flowers throughout the season. 
HYPERICUM ELATUM—A large calyxed, beautiful. 50. 

as AMOENUM—Pretty, St. John’s wort. 50e. 
COTONEASTER—The beautiful small. white flowers and nu- 

merous red berries, make these shrubs a general favorite. 
They grow in dry soil. 

COTONEASTER FRIGIDA—Stiff, showy and distinct. $1 00. 
2 ROYLEANA—Royles, new, beautiful. $1. 
i TOMENTOSA—New and graceful. $1 00. 

CELTRA PANICULATA—Very remarkable for its bunches 
of white fiowers. 9d0c. - 

CORONILLA EMERUS, SCORPEON SENNA—Low shrub 
with immense pale, yellow, pea-like flowers, very beautiful. 
0c. 

CORIARA RUBICAULS—Esteemed for its Diaby and Pate 
page; and numerous pink flowers. 40c. 
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CYDONTA—Japan Flowering Quince. Shrubs of -the_ most 
ornamental class for their early blooming ; beautiful for or- 
namental hedges. 950c. 

CYDONIA JAPONICA—Red, crimson flowering, beautiful. 
«¢  * ALBA—White flowering, beautiful. 

«  SINENSIS—Pink flowering, beautiful. 50. 
CYTISUS—Laburnums. These are very fine shrubs, bearing 
-abundant yellow flowers in regular succession during the 
whole summer. They are well adapted for covering dry and 
ey spots, and will thrive well in almost any soil ; perfectly 
ardy. Pe ba ea 

CYTISUS CAPILUS—Large, dark yellow, flowers in round 
heads. 50c. | | 

CYTISUS LABURNUM—lLarge, bright yellow flowers, in 
levy bunches. 50c. . 

SYRINGA— 
W EGELIA—Beautiful ornamental shrubs, with rich foliage and 

numerous flowers. 
WEGELIA ROSHA—White, pink and rose flowers. 50c. 

z AMA BILIS—Beautiful, with rose colored flowers, 
blooming nearly the wholeseason. 50c. 

VIBURNUM OPULUS—Snowball. A strong growing shrub 
in immense white fleeces like the Hydrangea. 50c. 

——-_—_ -——____—@. 

, DECIDUOUS CLIMBERS. 
BIGNOMA GRANDIFLORA—Chinese Bignoma. A strong 
growing vine with large trumpet yellow flowers, grows rap- 
idly, beautiful. 950c. 

CLEMATIS—Virgin bower all, beautiful, flowering various, 
suitable for covering trillises and arbors. 50c. 

CLEMATIS ALPINE—Large dark blue, virgins bower grafted. 
ef AZUREA GRANDIFLORA—Large, light blue 

Chinese. 
CLEMATIS CRISPA—Bell, virgin bower, very beautiful. 

a FLAMULA—Sweet scented virgins bower. 
i RUBRA—Red flowering, very handsome. 
“ VITICELLA—Travler’s Joy. Dark purple,good. 
i _Virgineca—Large, white, good. 

DIOCLEA GLYCINOIDES—A new and beautiful trailing vine, 
with bright red flowers, resembling Fucheas, fine for covering 
beds, rock work, &. 90c. 
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JASMINUM MUNDIFOLIA—Jasamine, early yellow, a well 
known climber. 50c. 

JASMINUM NEPALEUSIS—Large yellow Nonpariel, beauti- 
ful. 50e. 

LONICERA HONEYSUCKUES—AII are fine climbers and 
well adapted for arbors ; known over the globe for their sim- 
ple beauty and delightful fragrance.  50c. 

LONICERA JAPONICA—Japan white, yellow woodbine. 
i FLORIBUNDA—Many flowing, beautiful. 

.  BELGICA—Belgian Honey suckle, sweet scented 
monthly, very fine. 

LONICERA OCCIDENTALIS —Purple flowering woodbine ; 
25¢e. 4 

LONICERA ROYLEIN—Upright, one of the best, new. 50c. 

bs CAPRIFOLIS—Yellow, monthly, fine. 

% PERYCLEU M—White, strained with rose, beau- 
tiful. 

LONICERA SINENSIS—Evergreen, flowers white, extremely 
fragrant. 25c. _ 

WISTERIA SINENSIS—Chinese Wistena, or Glycine vine 
A strong growing vine with long clusters of lilac flowers ; 
the best vine grown for covering arbors, &e. 

WISTERIA SIRIRSS VIOLACEA—Violet flowering, beauti- 
ful. $1 00. 

WISTEBIA FRUTESCHENEHS—- Rose Polored very pretty. 
$1 00. 

PUNICA-——Flowering Pomegranates. Beautiful ornamental 
shrubs with large double red, yellow and straw colored, and 
variegated flowers ; adapted to any soil. 50c. 

PUNICA RUBRA—Red, double flowering. 
cf COCINUA—Yellow double flowering. 
< VARIEGATEHD—Variegated, red and white. 50c. 

SPIREA—AII are beautiful dwarf shrubs, blooming from early 
spring till fall. They are all distinct in foliage and bloom 
rofusely ; adapted to any soil. 450c. 

SPIREA DOUGLASSI—Douglass’ pink flowering. 
a GRAN DIFLORA—lHarge flowering, superb. 
«  “PRUNIFOLIA—Double white, extremely pretty. 
“ IHEKOSII—Reves, pure white, beautiful. 

% ef FLORA PLENO— Reves’ new double 
white, beautiful. : me 
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SPIREA TOMENTOSA—Downy, most excellent kind, 50c. 
: SOLIRIFOLIA— Willow, leaved fine, white flowering 

i RAMOUN—Ramoun’s large double red. $1 00. 

Ks CALLOSA—New J apan variety, with large corynals 
of pink flowers. 950c. 

SYRINGA—Lilac, esteemed for their early bloom, embracing 
‘  CVERyEGOLOr from white to crimson. 50e. 
SYRINGA RUBRA INSIGNIS—Large, red flowering. 

ef SANGUINEA RUBRA—Dark, red flowering. 
ods VIOLAUA FLORE PLENO— Violet or blue. 

. PRINCE NUTGHR—Purple, large flowering. 
:  SINENSIS @BBY CHENESH—White flowering. 
ane ROYALIS—Royal’s new ae fence. 

HARDY EVERGREEN TREES. 

ABIES—The Spruce Fir. All the species are very ornamental 
shade trees. They will grow best in a dry argillous soil, with- 
out being too compact or too damp, they prefer hills exposed 
to the North ; hight of their growth from 60 to 80 feet. 

ABIES EXCELSIA—Norway Spruce. A majestic and lofty 
tree, admired very much for its regular conical growth. $1 
to $2 00. : 

ABIES SHPHALONICA—Sephalonia Spruce. An elegant tree 
with gracefully drooping branches and light green foliage. 
$2 00. 

ABIES SPERTABILLIS WEBBIANO--Webb’s purple coned 
Spruce. ‘This kind has large silberg, colored leaves with cones 
sometimes 9 incheslong. $2 90. 

ABIES NOBILIS—Noble or large bracted spruce, highly ad- 
mired by many for its growth and symetry. $2 00. 

ARAUCARIA—A noble genus of remarkable trees of majes- 
tic growth from the southern hemisphere. They grow freely 
ina sankyrich soil with a dry bottom; general height 30 to 
+0 feet 

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA—Chili Pine. Grows rigid,branch- 
es out in horizontal whorls, leaves dark green, Oe an oval 
luner shape, very distinct and beautiful. $3 00. 

ARAUCARIA CUNINGHAMI—Luningham’s Pine, a very 
’ symetrical growing fos of great beauty, and oe growth. 
$3 00. 
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CEDRUS—This family is the most celebrated and admired 
among the population of the globe. They all delight in a 
rich sandy soil, with a dry bottom. They are trees of a gi- 
gantic habit, with a contour of grandeur ; growth from 50 to 
90 feet. 

CEDRUS AFRICANA—Silber or Mount Atlas Cedar. Mag- 
nificent tree of remarkable vigour, of free growth and ele- 
gant habits. 

CEDRUS DEODORA—Deodara, or Julien Cedar. The large 
pendulous branches, with its beautiful glorious green leaves 
.make this tree a majestic one ; it isa native of the Himalaya 
Mountains, called there, Deodwara—Tree of God. 

CEDRUS LIBANI—Cedar of Lebanon, a large and beautiful 
tree celebrated in history, for its wood was employed in the 
construction of Solomon’s Temple. The foliage is dark green. 

CRYPTOMARIA—Japan Cedar, a tree of very distinct habits 
from Japan, its delight ; in rich soil is of pyramidal form, 
with large slender drooping branches ; growth from 30 to 50 
feet. 

CRYPTOMARIA PENDULA—Weeping Cedar. Elegant and 
remarkable gravefall, foliage bright green. 

CYPTOMARIA VIRIDIS—Gr een Cedar. The habit of this 
Species is more dwarf, and the branches more densely set with 
foliage of a dark green color. 

CUPRESSUS—Evergreen Cypress. A genusof very ornamen- 
tal trees, which will make a striking effect as single, superior 
among the shrubbery, or on the margin of walks. . Light and 
caliareous soils are preferable for their growth; all Cypress 
are hardy, and grow generally to the height from 39 to 50 
feet. 

CUPRESSUS FUNEBRIS—Weeping, or Sunnebrat Cypress. 
A new and very remarkable kind of weeping habit, very ap- 
propriate for cemetary lots. 

CUPRESSUS PYRAMIDALIS—Pyramidal Cy press. Magnfi- 
cent tree of rapid growth, forming large and beautiful pyra- . 
mids. 

CUPRESSUS HORIZONTALIS — Spreading Cypress. Its 
spreading branches and its delicate green Fase renders this 
tree one of the handsomest evergreen. 

CUPRESSUS TORULOSA—Twisted ar The branches 
and leaves are of a beautiful light green. / 

CUPRESSUS ERICOIDES—Heath Cypress. Very much ad- 
mired for its regular conical growth. 

ERIOBOTRYA JAPONICA—Japan Medlar or Logust. A 
small tree with large dark green foliage, nearly equal to the 

Q 
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Magnolia; bears flowers during the winter, which smell like 
Almonds, after which, follows ‘a ft uit similar to an Appricot; 
height from 15 to 25 feet. 

OUN IPERUS—J unipers are all very beautfful and classical 
trees, which resist our severest winter, they grow best in light 
and dry ground. The Jilant generally attain a bight from 15 . 

_ to, 20 feet. | | 

JUNIPERUS EXCELSIA—Tall HimilyaJunipar, with silbery 
foliage, regular conical growth, beautiful. 

JUNIPERUS OBLONG PEN DULA—Weeping Juniper, a del- 
icate and very pretty tree, with long pendulous branches. 

JUNIPERUS BERMUDIANA—Bermudas Cedar, very dis- 
tinet and beautiful. 7 

JU 
fine. 

JUNIPEH ERUS SUCECIA—Sweedish Juni iper, en a bril- 
liant effect by its thick whitish leaves. 

JUNIPRUS CHINENSIS—Chines Juniper, a pyramidal and 
elegantly shaped tree. 

JUNIPERUS SABINA—Savin is evpen very beautiful and re- 
markable. 

JUNIPHRUS DELBATA—Whitish foliage, very beautiful. 

JUNIPERUS PROSTRATA—Downing Juniper, distinct and 
new. 

MAGNOLIA GRANDIFLORA—Tree jlaurel of the South. 
With regard to the richness of foliage, the beauty of its flow- 
ers, OF the majestic habit of the tree, it has no superior. It 
requires deep rich damp soil, and attains a height from 60 to 
80 feet. 

PICHA—Balsam Fir. This genus differs in its natural habit 
from the Spruce, from its growing in lower situations, and will 
luxuriate in rich moisture where the Spruce would die ; ; they 
grow from 60 to 30 feet: 

I - , very upright and 

PICEA NOBILIS—Noble Sir, a very majestic and - metrical 
tree.: 

PICEA WEBBIANA—Webbianis Sir, remarkable foritssilvery . 
foliage, and its large purple cones. 

PINUS—Pine Tree. The pine grows in most every region of 
the globe, and some of the varieties are very beautiful speci- 
mens, distinguished by the length of their leaves, their 
color and their symetrical growth , height from 50 to 70 
feet. 

PINUS LARICO CORSICA—Corcian. Lath Sine, a era of | 
great vegetation and of a fine aspect. 
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PINUS MUGHUS—May vis Pine. Its silvery foliage makes it 
very ornamental. 

PINUS MARITIMA PINASTER—Cluster pine, conical habit, 
beautiful. 

QUERCUS—Oak. The evergreen Oaks are very beautiful and 
ornamental trees, which delight well in deep rich soil; attains 
generally a pace from 40 to 50 feet. 

QUERCUS SU Cork Oak. Very curious variety for its 
scolloped leaves ; its bark furnishes the corks. 

QUERCUS VIRENS—Green or Live Oak. This superb tree 
retains its beautiful green leaves all the winter through. 

TAXUS—The Yew tree is everywhere known and most fre- 
quently chosen for cemetry planting, as a evergreen, in mem- 
ory of the departed. They grow well in, -any soil ; their 
height is generally from 30 to 50 feet. 

TABUS BACATA—Common English Yew, fine. 

TAXUS HIBERNICA—Irish upright Yew, very distinct and 
beautiful. 

TAXUS PODOCAPRUS JAPUNICA—Chinese Yew. The 
leaves are of a shining bluish color, new and beautiful. 51 50. 

THUJA—Arbor Vite. Tree of Life. The whole genus are 
highly admired plants, if planted indoors, it will make a 
beautiful pallisada, and in clumps or single, becomes a large 
and gracefull tree. ‘They grow in most any soil, and attain a 
height from 10 to 15 feet. 

THUJA AUREA—Golden Arborvite, slow growth, conical 
form, beautiful foliage and compact. | 

THTJA LIBROCEDUS CHILENSIS—Chilian Silver Arbo- 
vite, its aspect is very picturesque, new and beautiful. 5, 

THUJA OCCIDENTALEIS—Chinese Arborvite, very pretty. 
:. PLICATA-—Fawn leaved Arbor vite, distinct and 

gracetul. 

THUJA PENDALE FILIFORMIS—Pendoulas, or Weeping 
'  Arborvite, very curious for its long and falling branches, 

like those of the Willow. $2 00. 

THUJA NEPALENSIS—Nepaul Arbor vitee, an elegant hedge 
‘plant, resembling very much the Golden, but is of stronger 
srowth, as THUJA AURBA. 

THUJA WARREN A—Warre’s Arborvite, its dark green foli- 
age and symetrical growth makes it a beautiful tree. 

THUJA SIBERICA—Siberian Arborvite, very good. e 

THUJA ORIENDALIS—American Arborvite, will make a 
beautiful evergreen hedge. | 

Pete cs 
Po a>, 
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Single Plant—s0 cents. 
Per Dozen Siu 5 a0 ic 
Per Hundred i Pwo feet High, $30 00. 

WELLINGTONIA—Wellington Large Pine, or the big tree of 
California, a tree of rapid and robust or owth, which grows, it 
is said, to the extraordinary height of 300 feet. 

{ 

HARDY EVERGREEN SHRUBS. 

ARBUTUS UNEDO—Strawberry trees are among the finest 
of all evergreen shrubs; their beautiful leaves and abundance 
of lovely flowers make it very remarkable ; their fruit resem- 
bles the strawberry ; they grow well only i in moist and shady 
places. 

_ARBUTUS UNEDO FLORA PLENO—White flowering. 
‘f i: ¢ RUBRA—Red flowering; this 

is the finest of the sort, on account of its beautiful bright vio- 
let flowers. 

AUCUBA JAPONICA—Japan Aucuba, or Gold Dust Plant, 
_ ‘with large, pale-green foliage, mottled with yellow or gold 

color, adapted only for shade spots in the garden; delights in 
rich, deep loam. 

BERBERIS—Hver ereen Bar bary, are pretty dwarf shrubs, 
with shining foliage of various colors, and all very pleasing ; 
their flowers are of a fine straw yellow; they grow well in 
any soil. 7 } 

BERBERIS DULCIS—Sweet barbary, with small, deep ereen | 
foliage, black fruit; very dwarf and beautiful. - 

BERBERIS GLAMARIA—A low, pretty shrub, with pale 
green pinated leaves. 7 

BERBERIS AQUAFOLIA—Holly-leayed barbary, very dis- 
tinct, new and beautiful. 

BUXUS—Tree Box; are very valuable plants, as they may is . 
trimmed into every imaginable shape. They like a strong, 
rich, loamy soil, and succeed well in a shady situation. 

BUXTUS ARGENTEA—Tree box, with silver edged leaves; 
fine. — 

‘BUXTUS AURERA—Tree box, leaves edged with yellow. 
ne LATIFOLIA—Broad leaved tree box, beautiful. 
in MYRTHIFOLIA — — Myrtle leaved tree box, os 

fine, new. 
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BUXUS GLAUCA—Glaucus or small-leaved tree box, pretty. 
« ARBORESCEUS LAURIFOLIS—-Common tree 

box, grows very rapidly, and is very hardy. 

BUXUS SEMPERVIROUS— Dwarf Box, well adapted for 
edging walks in the flower garden. $1 0U per yard. 

CERASSUS—The Laural. All shrubs of this genus have, in- 
deed, a very brilliant foliage, and are the finest and best or- 
nament of ‘the garden, not only during the summer, but also 
during the winter. They are not delicate as to the nature 
of the soil and the climate. 

CERASUSS LAURO CERASSUS—English Laural, with 
bright-green shining foliage, like magnolia grandifiora. 

CERASSUS LAURO CERASSUS LONGIFOLIA—A new 
and very distinct variety of English Laural, of beautiful as- 
ect. 

CERASSUS COLOHTRA—Colohira Laural, dwarf, and pretty. 

CERASSUS AUGUSTIFOLIS—Narrow leaved Laural, up- 
right, and fine, 

CERASSUS CAROLIENSIS—Mock Orange ; forms fine shade 
trees, and is one of the most suitable plants for a evergreen 
hedge. Single plants 2 feet high, 50 cts. Small plants for 
hedges, per 100, $10 00. . 

COTONEASTER—Dwarf shrubs, of a procumbet habit, much 
used in covering rock work and low walls. Their foliage is 
small, dark green ; their lovely white flowers surried by scar- 
let berries that are a brilliant garment during the winter. 
They grow well in most any soil. 

COTONEASTER MACROPHILLA—Small leaved, beautiful. 
- ROTUNDIFOLIA—Round leaved, distinct. 

‘¢ THYMEFOLIA—Thyme leaved, new and 
wood. ‘ . 

CNEORUM TRI-COLOR—A beautiful dwarf border shrub, 
with very distinct foliage. 

CORONILLAS—The worth of all coronillas is to fiower plen- 
tiful during the summer; the color of the bloom is orange 
yellow ; they require rather a shaded place. 

CORONILLA GLAUCA—Glaucus leaved, beautiful. 

CORONILLA CORNATA—Crowned Cornish, very pretty. 
ELEAGNUS— European wild olive; all are very beautiful 

shrubs for their rich foliage and strong growth. They de- 
light in most any soil. 

ELEAGNUS CRISPA—Crisped leaved, very fine. 
ELEAGNUS REFLEX A—A new and beautiful plants. 

“ ARGENTEA—The eaves of this kind are of a 
—_— color, very distinct. 

\ 
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ELEAGNUS VARIGATA—The dark green leaves, edged 
with yellow, makes this shrub a great favorite. 

HUONYMOUS—LEvergreen spindh trees, are strong growing 
shrubs, which grow freely in the sun and shade. They form. 
‘avery distinct evergreen hedge, and delights in most any 
soil. | 

_ EHUONYMOUS JAPONICA—Green leaved Euonymous. 
Large plants 50 cents. Small plants for hedges per yard, 

39 00. Small plants for hedges per 100, $20 00. 

EUONYMOUS ARGENTA—Silver edged,. pretty. 

EUONYMOUS, AURHRA—Golden edged, beautiful. 

EUONYMOUS FIMBRIATUS — Broad leaved, néw and dis- 
tinct. 

EUONYMOUS AUGUSTIFOLIA — Narrow ieaved, very 
dwarfish, fine. an 

BUONYMOUS LONGTIFOLIA—Long leaved, very distinct. 
S NANUS LINIFOLIA—A new variety, with 

_ long, narrow leaves, delights only in shady situations. 

ESCALLONIUS—All are charming and very floriferous shrubs, 
which only grow well in a strong, rich loam. 

ESCALLONIA FLORABUNDO — Bears an abundance of 
lovely white flowers during the whole season, pretty. 

ESCALLONIA MACRANTHE — Its brilliant foliage and 
large, red flowers are much admired, new. 

ESCALLONIA RUBRA—Red flowering, dwarf and fine. 

ESCALLONIA SHRATA —Serated leaved Escallonia, new, 

distinct and beautiful. | r 

GARRYA LAURIFOLIA—Laural leaved Garrya, flowers in 

January, and bears large caskins of flowers, which produce a 
admirable efiect. 

GENIST A — Broom, different. species of picturesque shrubs, 

which thrive wellin almost any soil, and make a very good 

effect. | 3 

GENISTA GERMANICA—German broom, bears large, yel- 

low, pea-like flower. | 

GENISTA MULTIFLORA ALBA — Bears an abundance of 

white flowers, beautiful. / 

GENISTA ROSCA—Rose colored fiowers, new and pretty. 

GARDINIA—Cape Jessamine; is an esteemed genus of plants: 

for their bright, shining, green foliage, and for their large, 

double, white, strong, scented flowers; they will only bloom 

fine if planted in a moist, rich spot in the garden. Ned 

GARDENIA CAPENSIS—Common Jessamine. 
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GARDENIA FLORIDA—Its double flowers very much re- 
semble Cammellia Japonica, beautiful. 

GORDONIA LASSIANTHUS—Lobbog, a beautiful little flow- 
ering shrub, which delights only in a deep, rich ground. 

HYPERICUM CALLYCIUM—A small, running shr ub, well 
adapted for covering dry, rocky places in the flower garden, 
and also excellent for the use in vases and garden pedestals : 
delights in any soil; foliage dark green. 

HELIANTH ENUMS—_Are little, dwarfish shrubs, exceedingly 
floriferous, and very proper ai borders in an ard soil. 

HELIAN Sogeh Wes VULGARE ALBA—White flowering. 

AUCANTICUM.,. FLORA, ..PLENO — 

Double erie flowering, beautiful. 

HELIANTHENUMN ROSCA—-Rose, double flowering, pretty. 

cc COCINEA—Crimson flowering, fine. 

“ AUROMTIACUM — Grandifiora, iarge, 
yellow fiowering, new and beautiful. 

{LE X—Huropean fancy holly, are beautiful evergreens for di- 
versity of character and beauty of foliage; no other family 
surpasses it; 1t delights in deep, rich soil. 

JLEX AQUABFOLIA—Enelish water holly, fine and distinct. 
= ABN Ae ALBA—White marginated leaved holly. 

AURHA—Y oe marginated leaved 
| fare 

ILEX KEROX—Feroxicously pinned leaved holly. 

a ¥ AURERA—Feroxicously yellow pinned leaved 
holly. 

JILEX FEROX ARGENTA—Fer ae white pinned leaved 
holly. 

TLEX FLAMMELA AURERA—Flamma, gold leaved holly 
. LONGIFOLIA—Dong leaved holly, graceful. 
“ LAUROFOLIS—Lautrel leay ed, beautiful. 

“ “y ARGENTEA — Silver edged laural 
leaved holly. 

ILEX LAUROFOLIA AURERA—Yellow edg ed laural leaved 
holly. ! 

ILEX LATIFOLIA JAPONICA—Japan broad leaved holly ; 
a beautiful kind, with leaves like magnolia grandiflora, very 
pretty. 

DLAURUS NOBILIS—Noble or spice laurel, a plant with dark 
green shining leaves, of spicy. Bayon, ibe well in. rich, 
shadey places. \ 

a 
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LIGUSTRUM—Prives shrubs, with beautiful green close foli- 
age, grow well in the sun or shade in most any soil, ane: will 
make very agreeable fancy hedges. 

LIGUSTRUM JAPONICA—Japan Privet, ane pling: 50e. 

Small plant, per dozen, $3 00. Daa 

Small plant, per hundred, $15 00. 

LIGUSTRUM LATIFOLIA—Broad leaved Privet, very fine. 

LIGUSTRUM OVIAFOLIS — Round leaved, resembles very 
much the fragrant Olive, beautiful. 

LIGUSTRUM ‘FOLIS aS edged Privet, 
pretty. 

LIGUSTRUM AURERHA—Yellow, or golden edged Privet. 

LOTUS HIRSUTUS—A new and distinct bedding a 
which grows in any soil. 

MAHONIA—The Mahonias are beautiful green leaved — 
produces in spring handsome byte. of yellow flowers, and 
grow in most any soil. 

MAHONIA REPENS—Has pale green foliage, good. 
c FACIALARS—With shining green foliage, and 

purple fruit. 

MAHONTA SERATA—Scented leaved Mahonia, beautiful. 

a DIV ERSIFOLIS—Various leaved, very beautiful. 

NEPALASIS LITIFOLIA—With large geen foli- 
age, dark purple fruit ; is very distinct, new, 

MAHONIA ROTUNDIFOLIA—Round ieaved, very pretty. 

MYRTUS—Mpyrtle trees are beautiful little shrubs, with pretty 
small white flowers and highly aromatic leaves. They grow 
best in a damp and shady place. 

MYRTUS COMMUNIS—Common Myrtle. 

MYRTUS FLORA PLENO----Many flowering Myrtle, good. 
MYRTUS BUXIFOLIA—Box leaved Myrtle, pretty. 
MYRTUS ROMANAE—Roman broad leaved Myrtle, very dis- 

tinct and beautiful. . 

NANDINIA DOMESTICA—Very fine shrub, with delicate red 
foliage, lately introduced from China; thrives well in shady 
places. 

OLEA FRAGRANS—Fragrant Olive, the dark delicate shin- 
ing foliage, and the cinnamon-tea scented little white flowers, 

- make this shrub a great favorite among the civilized popula. 
tion of the whole globe ; this plant only succeeds in a rich, 
moist, shady place. 

q 
: 
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PERNETTYNAS — Are small shrubs, bearing an immense 
quantity of little white flowers, like small bells, which are 
succeeded by lovely fruits of a reddish purple color. They 
grow well in any soil. 

PERNETTYNA MYCROPHILDA—Small leaved. 

PERNETTYNA MUCRONATA—Mucronata leaved, new and 
beautiful. 

PHLOMIS—Plants thrive best in a dry strong soil, they have 
white thick wooly leaves like Sage, and bear an immense 
quantity of yellow flowers. 

PHLOMIS TUBEROSA—Tuberosa, whitish leaves, fine bed- 
ding’ plant. 

PHLOMIS VIRCAS—Green leav ed Phlomis, beautiful. 

PHOTINIA—Evergreen Quinice. Shrubs with large and dis- 
tinct green shining foliage, like the Magnolia, and lovely 
flowers like Hawthorn, they do well in any soil, 

PHOTINIA SERULATA—Serated leaved, beautiful. 

PHOTINIA DENTATA—Marginated toothed leaves, pretty. 
PHYLLIRCAS—Beautifuland highly ornamental shrubs, which 

form thick bushes ; their flowers although not very showy, 
spreads an agreeable ordour ; they grow in any soil. 

PHYLLIRCA AUGUSTIFOLIA—Narrow Willow leaved, fine. 

+ CRISPA—Crisped leaved, beautiful. 
cb LATIFOLIA—Broad leaved, one of the best 

- MEDIA—Medi leaved, very pretty. 
re — OLEAFOLIS—Olive leaved, beautiful. 
f RACEMOSA—Ramous leaved, new and good. 

PITTISPORUM—Sperium of shrubs with handsome foliage, 
small white flowers in clusters and very fragrant. They grow 
best in damp, rich, shady places. 

PITTISPORUM TOBIRA—Green Chinese Pittisporum. 
. VARIEGATA--White edged Pittisporum, very 

distinct. 
RAPHDOLEPIS— Beautiful little shrubs, with lovely white 

flowers ; a rich moist soil is wanting for their growth. 

RAPHIOLEPIS RUBRA — Flowers white, with red centre, 
beautiful. 

RAPHIOLEPIS SABIFOLIA—Willow leaved, new and pretty. 
THEA COHEA—Tea plant, celebrated over - the worldas furnish- 

ing the domestic drug called “ Tea,” it only succeeds with us 
if planted in a damp platy place, sheltered from the rays of — 

- the sun. a 
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VIBURNUM TINUS—Laurustinus, a fine and bushy shrub, 
with small white flowers in large flattened panicles ; blooms 
during the winter and is for this reason a greet favorite ; pit 
delights well in rich dry soil. 

The soil best adapted for the growth of Roses is that of a 
strong, deep, rich loam, or vegetable mould, mixed with about 

one-fourth its bulk with well decomposed stable manure; to 

which add charcoal dust, whenever it is convenient to do so. 

- The best situation for them is an eastern or nothern expos- 
ure, rather than a southern, as the intense heat of our summers 

often affect injuriously the expansion of the flowers, their color 

and fragrance. Roses should be pruned every year. The 
hardy kinds in fall and during winter, and the more tender kinds 

in the spring. The principal objects in pruning are the remo- _ 

ral of the old wood, when the young wood produces large, fine 

flowers, and the shortening in and cutting back the strong 
young shoots one-third their length, that the root, having less 
wood to support, may direct all its nutriment to the size and 

beauty of the flowers. All budded roses will require some care 
and attention during the first season after transplanting. All 
sprouts should be rubbed off the stock as soon as they appear, 
until the bud forms a head of its own strong enough to take up 

all the sap which the root supplies; after which finer roses and 
hardier plants will be attained, than of roses grown on n their own 

roots. : 

All faded blooms shoul be removed from the plant, for if 
left to form geed vessels, much of the sap is diverted from the 

support of the young shoots. 

DAMASK PERPETUWALS. 

50 cENTS EACH—$5 00 A DOZEN, UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED. 

Blanche—Middle size, snow white, cupped, new. $1 00. 
Blanche VibettsW hite, yellowish on opening, globular. 
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Carmin Royal—Brigcht, red, and dark, crimson, cupped. 
Duchesse de Rohan—Large, deep rose, center marginated with 

lilac, globular. 
Joasine Hanet—Small size, redish purple, flowering in clusters ; 

globular. 
Lodoiska Maria—Large sized, rose incarnate on the outside, 

cupped, new. $1 OU. 
Madam Hardy—Pure white, large and full, cupped. 
Monstrous—Very large, bright rose, globular, new. $1 00. 
Maritorne—Middle size, fall, fleshy, ae fee: 

Portland Blanc—Middle size, pure white, full, cupped. 

Hybrid Perpetualis. 

50 cents EACH—$5 09 PER DOZEN, UNLESS OUTHERWISE NOTED. 

Roses that bloom most constantly from early spring until 

frost. In this class are found perfect form, fragrance and fine 
colors; at the same time they are the mest hardy. 

Alexander Backmetoff—Brilliant red, large and full, very fine, 
cupped. 

Augustine Mouchelet—Deep crimson, large, very fragr ant, cup- 
ped. 

Augustie Mie—Brilliant rose, large, very double, globular. 
Revdrdine Spekeay: rose, large and full, globular. 
Antigone—Dark rose, large, and full, blooming in clusters, cup- 

ped. 

Aubernon—Brilliant crimson, very fragrant, cupped. 
Adele Mauze—Dark rose, with pale edges, large, cupped. 
Alfred Colomb—Middle sized, bright rose, full, gloublar, new. 

$1 00. 

Alphonse d’ Lamartine—Middle size, full, sepaee rose, compact, 
new. $1 00. 

Adelaid Fontaine—lLarge, full, flesh colored rose, very fine, 
~ cupped. 
Blanche d’ Beaulieu—Rosy white, large and beautiful, globular, 

new. $1 00. 
Blanche Felicite Par mentier—Large, pure white, very fine, cup- 

ped. 

Bouton de Flora—Large size, light lilac, in clusters, cupped. 
Baron Provost—Very large, bright rose, superb, cupped. 

: 
- 
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Baron Delaage—Deep, purplish red, large and fine, cupped. 
a Herkerin—Large, bright rose, very double, cupped. 
ef Larrey—tLarge, full, deep crimson, fragrant, globular. 
fe Halez de Clapparede—Full, pillars crimson, beautiful, 
globular. 

Beranger—Full, beautiful, incarnate, globular. 

Colardeau---Full rose, incarnate, cupped, new. $1 00. 
Comptesse de Bathany—Pale, incarnate, large, and full, cupped. 

# « Rambateau—Full, beautiful rose, globular, new. 

een de Seine et Marne—Cupped ; large, brilliant, red, new. 

Chleostene—Globular ; middle size, vivid red, new. $1 00. 

Caroline de Sansal—Cupped ; large fall, incarnate blush, fine. 
Colonel de Roquemont—Hxpanded ; large full, brilliant red. 

ho de Foissy—-Compact ; middle size, full cherry rose, new. 

Duplessis Mornais—Full fiery crimson, brilliant ; cupped. 

Duchesse Montpensier—Large full light rose ; cupped. 

-~ 

ai de Charlel—Large, vivid red, fine; globular. 
“ of Sutherland—Beautiful, incarnate ; cupped. 

« de Orleans---Large vivid rose, fine; globular ; new. 

$1 00. | 
of de Peneiie somn vivid rose; globular; new. 

00 

7" de Praslin---Large, full, fine rose ; cupped. 

Duc de Aumale---Deep purple; cupped. 
‘¢ de Cambridge---Middle size, full red ; cupped. 
A de Alencon---Middle size, full brilliant rose ; cupped ; new. 
1 00. 

« de Jolay---Middle, full deep red, new; globular. $1 00. 
popeiee de Chambaron—Middle size, full, tender rose, globu- 

ar. 

De Assas—Large, deep crimson, beautiful; globular. 
Dr. Arnal—Large, cup round, crimson, good ; cupped. 

«  Marx—Red violet, beautiful ; cupped. 

“ de Varennes—Red, purple, large, full, beautiful, expanded ; 
new. $1.00. 

Doctor Raymond—tLarge spotted rose, very fine; cupped. 

Harnest Berea Lancet full brilliant rose ; counpal's new. 
$1 00. | nae 
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ere Napoleon—Middle size, double reddish crimson ; cup- 
ped. 

Enfant du Montcarmel—Violet crimson, large and fine ; com- 
pact. : 

Entendard de Marengo——-Large, deep fine crimson ; cupped. 
Edward Jessy—Bright violet, carmine, beautiful ; cupped. 
Fenelou—Brilliant red crimson ; cupped. 

Fleur Ponctieu—Fiery crimson, beautiful; cupped; new. $1. 
uae Perelli—-Middle size, full fleshly white, globular; new 

51 00. 
Fulgore—Large fine red ; globular. 
Felicete Rigneaux—Large, full, incarnate ; cupped. 
Genie de Chateaubrian—Large, full, vivid, violet, red ; cupped. 

“ de Delaneau—Large, full, deep lilac rose ; cupped ; new. 
S1 00. 

Gerbe des Roses—Middle size, very double lilac ; cupped. 
Glona de France—Large, full, crimson, beautiful ; cupped. 
Giant of Battles—-Deep purple, large and brilliant ; cupped. 
General Changarneer---Large, full, violet, purple; globular. 

“  Cavagnar---Imbricated cherry colored, fine ; cupped. 

Glona de Parthenay--Middle size, full, rose, beautiful ; cupped. 
Isabelle de Castile---Full, rosy, flesh brilliant ; globular ; new. 

$1 00. 

Inermis---Middle size, full deep rose ; globular. 
Ingre--Vivid, rose very durable ; expanded; new. $1 00. 

Imperatrice de la Francais--Large, full, flesh colored ; globu- 
lar; new. $1 00. 

Isabelle Dubois---Large, full, vivid rose; globular; new. $1 00. 
- Joseph Decaisne--Large, full vine rose ; cupped. | 

Julia de Fontenelle---Large, very durable rose, fragrant ; cupped. 
‘ Jules Margotten---Large, rich, cherry crimson ; globular. 
Jaques Laffitte---Light crimson, beautiful in clusters; globular. 

~ Jules Carreau---Middle size, full, vivid crimson ; cupped. $1 00. 

Leon des Combats---Large, deep crimson, full ; cupped. 
Louis Bonaparte---Large, full, red rose ; cupped. 
Louise Peronnay---Large, clear rose, very fragrant ; cupped. 
Louis Bourdillen---Large, full, vivid rose ; globular. 

Louis Odier--Large, full, bright rose, fragrant; globular. 

Leonia Vergier---Large, full, flesh white, in clusters ; cupped. 

Ludovic Letaud--Middle size, full, fine rose ; cupped. 
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Lady Alice Peel---Rosy, carmea, beautiful ; cupped. 
Laura d’Barcate d’Montazon---Middle size, full brilliant LOSE ; 

globular; new. $1 00. 

La Brugiere---Lilac rose, beautiful; globular. 
Lady Wilson---Middle size, full, violet rose ; globular; new. $1. 
Louise & Chacon eran: full, rosy, crimson ; cupped. 

$1 00. 
La Fontaine---Rosy, lilac, fine ; expanded. 

Lord Palmerston--Middle size, full, brilliant red ; By 81. 
“ Raglan---Fiery crimson, full, middle size; cupped. 

Lindley---Vivid red, beautiful ; globular ; new. $1 00. 
Lady Fordwick---Large, purple red, fine ; globular. 

La Bouquestiere---Middle size, full, rosy lilac; globular. $1 00. 

Lane---Large, full, rich rose ; cupped. 
La Reine---Very large, rosy, lilac, beautiful ; cupped. 

Lilace---Middle size, full lilac, rose colored. 

Mrs. Elliott---Middle size, full lilac crimson ; globular. 
“« Cripps--Red violet, full and beautiful; globular. 

Margarite de Anjou---Strained rose, brilliant ; expanded ; new. 

ol 00. | 
Marquise Bocella---Incarnate, pale pink, fine ; cupped. 

: «  Babliano--- Vivid rose, superb in clusters ; cupped ; new 
1 00 

Masturm Reenier---Large, full, fine rose ; elobular. $1 00. 

Melaine (oaw SAMMI ddlol Mire: full, red violet ; cupped. 91 00. 

Marshal Soult---Large, red, rosy red, fine ; eaepca: 
Marea Decaisne---Middle size, rosy, flesh Calon ; globular ; new. 

ol 00. 
Mademoiselle io Leroy---Large, full, flesh color ; globular ; 

new. $1 0 

Mademoiselle rae Gibbon---Middle size, full, vivid rose. $1 00. 
Madame Lamoracier---Large, bright Bie satiny ; cupped. 

“© Hillaire--Middle size, superb, rose blush ; globular. 

«  Trudeau---Large, full, dark crimson ; cupped. 

«  Laffay---Large, fine, rosy crimson ; cupped. 

« Jabez Desgaches---Large, full, vivid rose, fine ; cupped. 
«  Flory---Large, full, lilae rose ; cupped. 
«  Tellier---Bright pink, very fragrant ; cupped. 
cs Verdier---Bright rose, fine and new ; cupped. 
fs Raowberiti ide crimson, large and 2 ash eae expanded ; 

x * 
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Madame de Manoel---Large, full, rosy crimson ; cupped ; new. 
$1 00. 

Mad: “an Camiel d’Isly---Very large, vivid crimson; cupped; new. 
$1 0 
ee Humbolt---Large size, full, superb rose ; cupped. $1. 

«“  Vidot---Large, full, rosy white ; globular. 
“ Louise Astaix---Middle size, vivid crimson; globular ; 

new. $1 00. 
Madame Masson---Large, full, vivid crimson ; cupped; new. 

$1 00. 
Madame Guizard---Middle size, full, rosy blush ; expanded. 

“ Domage---Large, full, bright red, fine; expanded. $1. 

“«  Fuller---Large, full, bright rose, fine; cupped. $1 00. 
« ~ Hector Jaquin--Large, fnll, rosy lilac globular ; new. 

$1 00. , 
Madame oe tae full, brilliant crimson ; cupped; new. 

$1 00. 
Madame Hitz---Middle size, full, rich, incarnate ; cupped. $1 00. 

te de St. Louis---Large, full, white tinted blush, fine ; globu- 
ar. 

Ninion---Large, full, vivid crimson. 
Palais de la Judustoie---Large, full, copper rose*; cupped. $1 00. 
Perfection---Middle size, full, imbricated crimson; cupped. $1 00. 
Pius [X--Full, incarnate crimson, fine form ; cupped. 
Prince Albert---Purple crimson, fine ; cupped. 

Pauline Laurzeur---Middle size, full, rich crimson ; globular. 
51 09. 

i aie s viele MAMI size, incarnate, fine ; globular. $1 00. 

Panache de Orleans--Blush white, aude striped with rose ; 
cupped. $1 00. 

Paul Dupuy---Large, full, violet crimson ; cupped. $1 00. 
Prince Noir—Deep, rich, cupped, velvety Lin nearly black, 

the finest rose of this color, new. $1 00. 
Prince Imperial—Very large, full, brilliant rosy pink, globular. 

$1 00. 
Prince Chipitowzikof—Middle size, fine, crimson, globular. 

Princesse de Salerno—Full, incarnate, superb, globular, new. $1. 
vig « Belgiajosa~-Full, deep rose, beautiful, cupped, new. 

$1 00. | 

Proserpine---Purple violet, beautiful, globular. 

Queen Victoria-- Very large, full, white shaded, with pink, 
papEed, fine. $1 00. 
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Rosabella--Vivid crimson, very fine bloomer, cupped. 
Reine des Fleurs---Rosy lilac, fine, free bloomer globular. 
Robin Hood---Rosy carmine, beautiful, fine rose,.cupped. 

ate de Castile---Large and full, deep, rich, crimson , expanded, 

Rebecca---Violet red, middle size, beautiful, dmped $1 00. 
Rose et Blanche---Middle size, fine, light rose, globular. $1 00. 
Striee---Vivid crimson, full, large, and fine, globular. 
Sappo---Large, white, in fine clusters, cupped. 

Standard a ee full, brilhant crimson, fine, ahs 
lar. $1 00. | 

Sydonie---Large, delicate, rose colored, fine, cupped. 
ee Reine des Belges.--Large, full, vivid crimson, globu- 

lar. - $1 00. 

Souvener Leveson Gower---Large, full, deep red, cupped. $1. 
Theodose Martel---Large, full, vivid crimson, globular. | 

Therese Appert---Middle size, full, deep violet, cupped. $1 00. 

Triamphe de le Hxposition---Large, full, purple, crimson, cup- 
ped. $1 00. 
rie de Beauty--Larg ge, full, deep rose, beautiful, rue 

Volta---Large, full rose, globular. 
Virginie Baltet---Middle size, full, fine rose, flowering in pan- 

iels, cupped. $1 00. 

Vicomptesse Laur de Geronde--Large, beautiful form, rose, fine, 
cupped. $1 00. 

William Jesse---Large, full, deep rose, fine, cupped. 
“  Griffith--Rose incarnate, large and fine, cupped. 

_.Yolande de Aragon---Large, rosy pale fine, cupped. 
Dr. Rocques---Medium, purple vermillion, fine, cupped. $1 00. 

Dr. Lespestre---Large, full, deep, vivid crimson, fine, cupped. $1. 

Edouard Desfosce---Bright rose, with regular petals, cupped, 
fine. 

Enfant d’ Ajacio---Brilliant, scarlet crimson, fine pillar, cupped. 

i Etoile du Matin---Large, full, deep, violet rose, cupped. 
. Eliza Flory---Vivid crimson, fine form, expanded. $1 00. 

Glorietta---Middle size, full, fine, red, cupped. 
Gloire de Rosamont---Very large, deep scarlet, cupped, fine. 
Glorie de a, ce full, deep rose, beautiful, globular. 

$1 00. 
| 

General Taylor---Vivid crimson, new and beautiful, globular. 
$1 00. 

\ 
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Hermosa---Large, pale rose, profuse bloomer, one of the best, 
globular. : 
ow Clay---Rosy carmine, fine form, and bloomer, cupped. 

51 00. 
Henry Lecoq---Violet crimson, clouded with purple, cupped. 
Imperatrice Josephine---Light blush, free, blooming in clusters, 

fine pillar, cupped. 
Jupiter---Violet red, fine foliage, and good pillar; cupped. 
Joseph Gourdon---Dark, rosy lilac, large and full; globular. $1 
Julia de Fontanelle--Crimson purple, fine pillar rose ; cupped. 
Leon de Combats---Middle size, vivid crimson ; cupped. 
Levison Gower---Large, deep rose, an old favorite ; globular. 
Louis Chaix---Large, full, brilliant crimson, perfect; cupped. $1. 
Larteg---Large, full, vivid crimson; cupped. 
Lia Pudeur--Middle size, full, flesh colored, fine; globular. $1. 
Lady Stanley--Large, full rose, fine ; cupped. | 
Marshall d Villers---Large, fine, violet rose, great bloomer; 

globular. | 
ew Francois---Middle size, blush, white; cupped; new. 

1 00. 
Madame Varogot---Large, full, bright rose; globular. $1 00. 

4 Haman---Violet, crimson, fine ; compact. 
«  Nerard---Silvery, blush, flowers small, superb; cupped; 

$1 00. 
Madame Desprez---Lilac rose, blooming in clusters, fine; cupped. 

Beurbon Reses. 

PRICE 590 CENTS EACH, AND $) 00 PER DOZEN, UNLESS OTHERWISE 

NOTED. 

The Bourbon Roses are among the most beautiful, having 
generally bright and glowing colors, with superb, finely formed 
flowers, and being in constant blooming, without any temporary 
cessation, from early spring until December, make them most 
desirable for general cultivation. 

Aeeidalie---Large, blush, white, full, the nearest to pure white in 
this class, superb; globular. 

Appoline--Large, mottled blush, in clusters, fine pillar; cupped. 
Adelaide Bougere---Middle size, dark, velvety, purple, fine; 

globular. $1 00. i. | ' 
Blanche Laffitte---Middle size, full, white, with rose center fine; ~ 
“compact. Re tes ks ‘a 
Beauty Lyonaise--Large, full, brilliant crimson, fine pillar; 

cupped. © hr ere “vt piora’ ah eta es 
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Bourbon Queen---Middle size, full, fine flesh, cold rose; cupped. 
Ceres---Dwarfish habit, bright rose, fine ; cupped. 
Cardinal Fesch---Deep crimson, large, full, fine pillar. 

a Pattrizzi---Large, rich, dazzling, crimson; cupped. $1. 
Coquette d’ Malines---Flesh colored, “blooming in clusters; 

cupped. 
Compte de Hau---Purplish crimson, fine bloomers ; cupped. 

« de Bobrinsky-- Large, fall brilliant, scarlet erimson ; 
ed. 

Sora de Rambuteau---Large, crimson, tinged with lilac; 
cupped; new. $1 00. — 

Comptesse de Meltraeti--Large, full, vivid crimson, fine ; globu- 
lar. $1 00. 

Comic de Tarn et Garonne---Very fine form, brilliant crimson ; 
cupped. $1 00. 

- Delille---Crimson, or deep rose, fine; globular. 
De Candole---Large and full, bright purple, fine; expanded. 
Duchesse de Normandie---Purple, with light center, imbricated, 

fine; globular. 
Duil de Due @ Orleans--Blackish crimson, the darkest of the 

Bourbons; expanded. $1 00.. 
Desgaches---Large, bright rose, fine for pillars; cupped. 
Due de Broglie---Large, full, purplish red ; cupped. 
Madame Contessee---Large, full, brilliant, flesh color ; cupped. 

$1 00. 
Madamoiselle Caroline--Blush, white, beautiful ; cupped. 

‘ Mane Brecey---Large, full, blush fine, pillar rose ; 
cupped. 

Marquis de Moyria—Carmine, shaded with vermilon, fine ; cup- 
ped. $1 00. | 

Marquis de Ivry—Large, full, delicate rose, beautiful ; cupped. 
$1 00. 

Mrs. Bosanquet—Large, flesh bluish white, constant bloomer, 
one of the best; cupped. 

Omar Pasha—Deep purple, incarnate, beautiful; cupped. $1. 
Paupre de Inge—Purplish red, splendid ; cupped. $1 00. 

“ Parfait—Violet crimson, purple, fine; cupped. $1 00 
Paul and Virginia—Large, full, ‘shaded, incarnate ; globular. 
Prince of St. Chening—Middle s1Ze, violet, red ; expanded ; 

new. $1 00. 
Proserpine—Brilliant crimson, shaded, fine ; cupped. 
Bist i des Chapennes—Satiny, rose color, imbricated ; «Hie 

ed. $1 00. 
tists St. Cyr—Large, fine pale rose, free bloomer ; cupped, 
Paul Joseph—Violet crimson, fine) firm, constant bl oomer ; ; cup- 

ed. 
Pecton: Se full, rosy crimson, fine, superb ; cupped. 
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Rasalba—Vivid red, fine rose ; cupped. 
Rachel—Large, full, red crimson ; expanded. $1 00. 
Reveil—Large, full, dark purple, nearly black, very distinct ; 

$1 00. 
Souchet—Vivid crimson, shaded purple, fine ; cupped. 
Souvenir de Malmaison—Clear flesh, bluish center, one of the 

finest roses grown ; cupped. | 
Souvenir de Anselme—Brilliant crimson, fine pillar ; globular. 
Triumph de la Duchere—Delicate rose, blooming finely in clus- 

ters ; cupped. 
Vicompte de Cussey—-Bright cherry red, large and full; cupped. 
Valerie—Bright flesh color, fine ; cupped. 
Vorace—Large and full, crimson violet ; cupped. 
William the Conqueror—Bright crimson, fine and good ; glob- 

ular. | 

Noisette Roses. 

50 CENTS EACH, $5 PER DOZEN, UNLESS NOTED. 

The Noisetts are mostly constant bloomers, and usually bloom 
in large clusters. They are free growers, and many of them 
climbing roses, admirably adapting them for covering arbors 
and pillars. They are highly fragrant. The following list em- 
braces the finest of this class and many introduced from abroad 
for the first time. 

Auguste Vacher—Large, full, incarnate, yellow, in clusters, fine; 
globular. 

Amie Vibert—Pare white, beautiful in clusters; cupped. 
Beauty of Greenmount—Bright rose,in clusters, beautiful; glob- 

ular. $1 00. 
Belle Massallaise—Dark crimson, ;very distinct ; cupped. $1. 
Clara Wendel—Pale fawn, changing to straw, fine ; cupped. 
Caroline Marrinesse—White, very durable flower, in large clus- 

ters ; globular. 
Cloth of Gold—Large, bright yellow, a superb rose, and a gen- 

eral favorite ; cupped. | 
Desprez—Aurora, rosy yellow, fine and good ; cupped. 
Delphine—Pale lemon, beautiful; globular. 
Euphronsine—Pale fawn, very fragrant, fine for pillars; cupped. 
Fellemberg—Bright crimson, fine, blooming in clusters; cupped, 
Isabella Gray—Dark yellow, brilliant, tender; globular. $1. 
Joan of Arc—Pure white, fine pillar rose ; cupped. 
Jagues Amyot—Rosy lilac, middle size ; globular. $1 00. 
Julia de Loynes—Middle size, straw white, fine ; cupped. 
Lamarque—Creamy white, very large and full clusters ; cupped. 
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Lafayette Cluster—Bright carmine rose, in clusters, beautiful 5 
globular. $1 00. 

Madame Deslongchamips—Uar ge, full, white, incarnate, fine ; 
cupped. 

Madame Schultz—Shaded yellow, middie size, full, good ; cup- 
ed. 

Madamoiselle Celine Forestier—Middle S1Ze, Saag yellow, fine ; 
globular. $1 00. 

Musque—Blooms in clusters, very double ; cupped. 
_Narcisse—Pale yellow, splendid : cupped ; new. $1 00. 
* Ophire—Bright salmon and fawn , afine pillar ; cupped. 
Octavia—Red purple, full, fine bloomer ; cupped. 
Phaloe—White, tinged with fawn, superb pillars ; cupped. 
Prudence Roeser—Middle size, full, rose fine ; cupped. 
Sir Walter Scott—Clear rose, free bloomer, fine ; cupped. 
Solfaterre—Large, full, fine deep yellow, equal to Cloth of Gold ; 

globuler. 
Vittelina—Rosy, white with yellow center, in clusters. “cupped. 

$1 00. 
Woodland Margaret—Pure white, very fraotant, large and full, 

in clusters, superb pillar rose ; . cupped. $1 00. 

Bengal or China Rose. 

50/CENTS EACH, $5 PER DOZEN. 

The Chinese roses are abundant and constant bloomers through- 
out the whole season. They number in their class, some of the 
finest and richest crimson roses in form and color. 

Agrapina——Rich, brilliant crimson, fine and good ; cupped. 
Archeduke Charles—Rose, changeable to crimson ; cupped. 
Assuerus—Deep purplish crimson ; cupped. 
Belle de Monza—Dark red, changing to dark purple, good ; 

upped. 
Cells ilar, bles beautiful, very fragrant ; cupped. 
Citogene des Deux Modes—Deep purple, beautiful ; globular ; 

$i 00. 
Hugene Pirolle—Rosy purple, good 5 cupped. 

“  Beauharnois—Bright amaranth, distinct and beautiful ; 
cupped. 

Kugene Jorin—Pale flesh, tinged with fawn ; cupped. 
Granville—Deep red, changing to crimson ; ‘euyped. 
General Soyez—Bright crimson, purple, eood ; cupped. 
Henry 1V—Very double, bright rose, fine ; cupped. 
Indica Alba—Pure white, beautiful in bud, fine ; cupped. 
Margolin—Large, dark red, very fine ; elobular. 
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Mere de Labulais—Cream colored, edged. with rose, fine ; cup- 
red. 

* ETRE dark erimson, almost black. 
Prince EHugene—Rico, crimson scarlet, fine ; compact. 
Purple of T'yre—Crimson purple, fine rose ; globular. 
Superba—Large, firm pink, beautiful ; cupped. 
Sanquinea—Rich crimson, dwarf habit ; cupped. 
Reine de Lombardy---Cherry color, profuse bloomer ; cupped. 
Triumphans---Crimson, very changeable, fine ; cupped. 
Triumph de Gaud-—-Rosy purple, fine rose ; cupped 
Thelaire---Pure white, in clusters, beautiful ; globular. 

Wea-Scented Roses. 

50 CENTS EACH, $) PER DOZEN. 

The Tea Roses are uniuersal favorites, and are admirably 
adapted to our climate, asthey fiower constantly throughout the 
season. Many of them have thick rich petals, delightful fra- 
grance, fine foliage and beuutiful colors, and are, ther efore, most 
desirable. 

Adam—tLarge, rich ruse, fine shape, fragrant; cupped. 
Archduchesse Therese Isabelle—Creamy white, large and beauti- 

ful ; cupped. 
Archduchesse Maria—Straw Bolo: very distinct ; globular. 
Burnet—Large, deep rosy pink, fine bloomer ; cupped. 
Bougere—Salmon, rose, bronzed, large and full ; cupped. 
Boutraud—Large, bright rose, very fine ; cupped. 
Caroline—Pale rosy pink, with deep center, very fragrant ; cup- 

ed. 
Camelia Blanche—Pure white, beautiful ; cupped. 
Clara Sylvain--Large, full, pure white, cream center ; ; globular. 
Clara Wendell--Pale fawn, changing to straw, fine ; cupped. 
Cerise--Purple, velvety, fine, full rose ; cupped. 
Charles Reybaud---Very large, pale, rose color, fine; globular. 
Cornella Koch---Creamy white, very large and sweet, rivalling 

Devonienses ; cupped. 
Devonienses-—-Creamy white, sometimes blush, superb; cupped. 
Hmille Duvall---Light crimson, constant bloomer; globular. 
Fragoletta-—Rosy blush, large and good ; elobular. 
Gloire de Dijon--Bronzy yellow, with orange, very large, and 

double, the most beautiful of all the Teas; “elobular. 
Gigantesque--Very large, pale rose, excellent ; globular. 
Goubault—-Salmon pink, wery fragrant ; cupped. 
Hymene---White, with yellow center, fine ; cupped. 
Lucile Dubourg---Creamy white, beautiful, good; cupped. 
Laurette---Large, full rose, salmon tint, fine ; globular. $1 00. 
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Lady Warrender---Pure, white, blush center, superb ; duties 
La Pactole---Yellow, large, and fine variety ; cupped. 7 
Mere du Labulais---Creamy white, origett with pink, fine; 

ed. 
Maas ae Willermoz--Large and full, white, tinted with fawn ; 

cupped. 
Madame Desprez---Large, full, pure white, fine form; cupped. 

s Bravey---Pure white, center blush, fine form ; cupped. 
Mirabella---Yellow, aurora, very fine ; cupped. 
Marchell---Large, yellowish, white, fine; cupped. 
Moire---Cream, shaded with rose, very fine; globular. 
Nesida---Fawn colored rose, very fine; globular. 
Odoratissima---Blush, with red center, fine ; cupped. 
Pauline Lebonte---Bronzed rose, very distinct; cupped. 
Princess Maria---Buff rose, shaded, very large, and fine; globu- 

lar. 
Safrano—Large, lovely in bud, fawn, a great favorite; cupped. 
Superba—Large, bright rose, fine; cupped.. 
Sylphide—White, very fine bloomer ; cupped. 
Sombreuil—Creamy, white, blush, large, superb ; cupped. 
Trumphe de Luxemburg—Very large, rosy, buff and salmon, 

superb; globular. 
Thelaire—Pure white, firm, fine bloomer ; cupped. 
White Daily—An old ‘favorite, white variety ; ; cupped. 
Vicomtesse de Cazes—Large, full, brilliant, yellow, coppery 

tinge, the best yellow Tea, splendid ; cupped. 
Yellow Thea or Flaviscens—Pure yellow, the most fragrant of 

all the Teas. Large, full, fine bloomer, rich and beautiful in 
bud ; cupped. : | 

Perpetual Moss Roses.--$1 each. 

Roses that make distinct separate bloom through the season. 

Alfred de Dalmas—Middle size, white, large flowers ; cupped. 
General Drouet—Large, full, purple red, fine ; ; cupped. 

Reine de Anjou—Middle size, full, deep rose ; globular. 
Salet—Bright, changeable rose, fine ; cupped. 

Moss Rosses.=-50 cents. ! 

Which only bloom in the spring. 

Alice Leroy—tilac rose, large flowersy, cupped. 
‘Angelique Quelleer—Blush, curious and distinet foliage ; ; cupped. 
/Kitna—Deep crimson, beautiful ; cupped. 
Beranger—Blush rose, excellent ; ; globular. i 
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Crestata—Bright rosy pink, with crested buds ; globular. 
Common—Rose color ed, an old favorite ; globular. 
Comptesse de Mareneis—Pale fiesh, changing to pure white ; ; 

cupped. 
Diana de Castro—Large and full blush, rose fine ; cupped. 
Duchesse de Abrantes—Large, incarnate rose, fine ; globular. 
De Colmar—Middle size, full buff, fine ; cupped. 
Elizabeth Row—Pale rose, spotted white, fine; globular. $1. 
Fontenelle—Large, full rose, fine ; cupped. 
Heloeise—-Large, full, rosy, red fine ; cupped. 
Gloire des Mosses—Large, full, rosy incarnate, fine ; cupped. 
Indiana—Pale rose, erect and distinct habit ; cupped. 
Jeaune de Montfort—Flesh rose, mottled with violet, fine ; cup- 

ped. $1 00. 
Maria de Blois—Large, full, pale rose, fine ; globular. 
Madame de Rochelantre—Large, full, "red ; ’ globular ; new. $1. 

«de Malozin—Large, full, ood rose ; cupped. 
Primas Royal—Deep crimson, marked with violet; cupped. $1 
Perpetual White—Large, blooms sometimes through the season ; 

cupped. 
Purpurea Rubra—Middle size, red crimson, fine; globular. $1. 
Ratroon—Rosy, red, lilac, fine; cupped. 
Sage Leaved—Bright rose, distinct ; expanded. 
Seur Martha—Full rose, beautiful ; cupped. 
Vanquelen—Deep violet, purple, fine; cupped. 
William Lobb—Middle size, violet, crimson ; ; cupped. 
Zerbina—Large, full, a rose ; cupped. 

Banksea Roses=---50 cents. 

All the Banksea Roses bloom only in spring, but their rapid 
growth, and fine, beautiful, evergreen foliage, without thorns, 
their abundant yellow and white fragrant flowers, makes them 
a favorite with every one. They are admirable for covering 
walls, arbors, and make beautiful pillars. 

Banksea White Grandeflora—Large, in clusters. 
«« _Epenease de Chine—New and beautiful. 
« — Fleuss Jaunes. 
«  White—Fragrant, in ostoms 
«  Yellow—Superb, in clusters. < 
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Garden Reses--25 cemts each. 

These are beautiful’ and unequalled while in bloom Sela 
Spring. 

Aspasin—Delicate blush. 
Blanch Fleur—French, white, fine form. 
Baron Cuvier—Durple, very double and lar "oe, 
Belle de Crecy—Very rich, deep violet. 
Bon Genevieve. 
Chendole—Light, vivid crimson, beautiful and fragrant. 
Comte de Flanders—Deep red, superb. 
Comtesse Mole—Rose, very large and fine. 
Coupe de Hebe—Delicate, bright rose. 
Donna Sol—Brilliant red, "spotted withiflesh, distinct. 
Duke of Sussex—Deep rose, fine form. 
George 1V—Deep velvety crimson. | 
Madame Plantier—Pure white, abundant bloomer. 
Princess Clementine—Pure white, large and fine. 
Russell’s Cottage Multiflora—Beautiful, in cluster. 
Venus—Pure white, blush center. 
Village Maid—White, with stripes of rose and purple. 
William’s Double Sweet Briar--Buff. : 
Persian Yellow---Deep yellow, bert of its class, and the deepest — 

yellow rose known. 
Banksea Gran idifiova:Beanipit white ciusters, 50 cts. 
Banksea---Yellow, in clusters. 50 cts. 
Banksea---Fragrant, white, in clusters. 950 cts. 

DALERHAS. 

The soil best adapted for Dalhias, is a sandy loam, not retentive, 
of moisture, and not too rich, as they will grow to leaves and 
branches; producing few flowers, and even them imperfect ; not 
too poor, as in such they will be very indifferent, meagre in size 
and general appearance If the soil is too rich and heavy, a 
portion of sand should be mixed with it, but if too poor, incor- 
porate with the sand well decomposed manure, and when the 
plants are planted, a stake should be put with it, to which they 
must be carefully tied as they grow, never allowing more than 
one stem to each plant 

A choice collection of premium Dalhias, of the finest and most | 
fancy varieties, and of all colors, have been procured and flow- 
ered. These embrace the most beautiful kinds of the globe ; ; 
and all the varieties are of proper form, color and S1Ze. 

V 
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SINGLE PLANTS $1 00. $5 00 ro $10 OU a DOZEN. 

Anibal Bliquet—Rosy lilae, large size, perfect form. 
Aurora——Rosy salmon, large petal, beautiful. 
Alfred Salter—Lilac, changeable. 
Amphititre-—Buff, tipped and striped with purple. 
Ajax—-Dazzling crimson, superb. 
Alexander Leroy—Crimson, striped and edged white, very large. 
Attraction—Pure white, amaranth, striped. 
Annie—Purple lilac, unsurpassed, fine. 
Amazone—Straw yellow, carmine spotted, beautiful. 
Admiral Stofford—Scarlet, very dark. 
Adeline—Yellow, striped and edged with cherry. 
Abbe Boquillon—Scarlet, spotted with white, pretty. 
Antagonist—Pure white, extra fine. 
Antoinette Chelman—Purple, tipped white, perfect form. 
Bregdel—Bright rose,-deep crimson tipped, superb. 
Belle Zail—White, purple specked, very good. 
Beauty of Provinz—Fine lilac, shaded white. 
Beauty of Maer—Cherry red, edged with dark crimson. 
Beauty de Saintry—Rich velvet crimson, 
Beauty of the Grove—Buff, carmine edged. 
Beauty of Bath—Clear yellow, perfect form. 
Beauty of St. Marceau—Lilac, fine form, beautiful. 
Barmaid—White, spotted and edged with pink. 
Buffon—Scarlet, mottled. 
Baron Chenau—Searlet, lilae blotted, fine. 
Baron Villers—Purple lilac, large flowers. 
Baron von Erkins—Crimson, striped lilac. 
Baron Tritton—Bright salmon, rich and delicate. 
Baron Alderson—Straw yellow, white tipped. 
Bonnant—Rosy purple, rich and superb. 
Bombe of Sebastopol—Saffron, large and extra fine. 
Belle Blonde—White, shaded with light purple. 
Belle de Provinz—White, shaded with rosy lilac, superb. 
Belle de Paris—Rosy lilac, large and compact. 
Brilliante—Dazzling scarlet, superb. 
Bretona—Dark purple, large and good. 
Bishop of Hereford—Rich dark velvet, very showy. 
Constancy—Yellowish bluff, purple blotted, good. 
Count de Flanders—Rich rosy purple. f 
Cemet—Straw yellowish, pink edged. 
Colonel Baker—Clear sulphur yellow. 
Claudia—Dark purple, white mottled. 
Cakotoo—Deep purple, large and fine. 
Coquette de Guizard—White, shaded with pale rose, fine. 
Coquette de Dugney—Dark lilac, perfect Dalhia. 
Comptesse de Ce purple tipped. 
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Criterion—Salmon, shaded with rose, fine. 
Chamelion—Yellow, white and buff, i ie fine. 
Duchesse de Aremberg—Fawn color, light purple shaded. 
Earl Clarendon—Sscarlet, a very showy “plant. 
Elizabeth—Amethyst lilac, tipped with white, extra. 
Empress— Yellowish white, ‘shaded with lilac. 
Edouard Billon—Bright rosy purple, very good. 
HKmile—Yellowish salmon. 

_ Fire Column—Dazzling crimson, large and purple. 
Favorite—Quilled lilac, very pretty. 
Frand Durr—-Crimson, edged white, superb. 
Gem of the Grove—Deep purple crimson, good. 
General Faucher—Cinamon, crimson shaded. 
General de Guyon—Deep cherry red, shaded lilac, fine. 
General Tom Thumb—Rich crimson, dwarf habit, very large 

and superb. 
Grandisiima—Purple hlac, buff mottled, fine. 
Glory—Superb scarlet, fine and large. 
Gasparine—-Dark velvet, nearly black, superb. 
Governor—Rose flaked with cherry, edged white. 
Graefin von Shoenberg—Bufl, tipped with cherry. __ 
Gruss Heldesheim—-Rich Salmon, very perfect and large. 
Harry Cargil—Violet crimson, very fine. 
Hoste—Light rosy purple, good. 
Herzogin von Brabant—Lilac, white shaded, superb. 
Indispensible--- Yellow, tipped with buff, fine. 
Jaune de Passy---Straw yellow, large and perfect. 
Jaune de Marseille---Superb orange yellow. 
Jules Jaumes---Rich crimson, superb. 
Kant---Pure white, beautiful and perfect. 
Kleber---Dark purple, large and superb. 
La Comet--Yellow, spotted and edged with crimson. 
La Phare---Dark scarlet, one of the best of plantg. 
La Roserie---Rosy lilac, tipped with crimson, superb. 
Lady Mary Laboucher--- White, edged with buff, good. 
Lady Falkstone---Buff, tipped with purple. 
Lady Cathcart--Blush, laced with lilac. 
Lady Flora---Straw yellow, tipped with crimson. 
Luta Abba---White and yellow, perfect and fine. 
Louis Ebling---Quilled lilac, very perfect flower. 
Le President.--Exquisite buff, beautiful. 
Leuchtende von Kostriz--Fine, salmon quilled, nectect 
Le Defi---Fine salmon, shaded with cherry, superb. 
Miss N ewman— White, beautiful. 

‘. Fanny. Morceau—Deep violet, mottled with purple. 
«¢ Mead—Rosy lilac, superb. 
“« Mather—Deep rose, white edged. 
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Miss Wenthworth—Purple lilac, large and pretty. 
‘« Susan Sainsburry—Pure white, tipped with rose. 
“  Carolina—White, tipped with lavender. 
“Charlotte Mason—Blush and white. 
«  Blackmore—White stained, purpled edge, superb. 
‘“  Bathurst—Rosy lilac, tipped with white. 

Madam Francon—Yellow, purple mottled and edged, good. 
-“ ~~ Baudouin—Dark purple, spotted white, superb. 
«  Zopher—Buff, edged with amber, perfect. 
« — Dressen—Rosy purple, mottled white, fine shape. 
‘««  Hansard—Yellow, tipped with clear white. 
«  Anceaun—Light purple, fleeked with deep, rich, purple 

fawn. 
Madam Berchion---Pale rose lilac, superb. 
“de Assy---Buff, tipped ight cherry, beautiful. 

Madamoiselle Hugene Buhler---Deep lilac, spotted white. 
a de Abbe---Rosy lilac, edged yellow,. beautiful. 
«¢ > Michalet---Rosy lilac, perfect form, fine. 
- Alexander Bulorg--- Rosy purple, mottled with 

lilac, fine. | 
Mount Blanc-—Clear white, large, and superb. 
-Madonia---Satin lilac, perfect form, beautiful. 
Model---Yellowish white, shaded with rose. 
Maria---Rosy salmon, a perfect gem. 
Maria Christine---Rosy lilac, superb. 
Marquis de le Fora---Light purple, beautifully quilled. 
Monsieur Forst---Rich purple marrow. 

« Eugene Bulher---Rosy purple, large and superb. 
«  Affre---Rose, edged and tipped with white. 

Marshall St. Arnand---Pale yellow, edged with crimson. 
Re Couvereaux---Rich purple, variegated, white edge. 

Mary Bathelemy---Rich crimson velvet, superb. 
Migonette---Rich golden salmon, perfect. 
Mutabillis---Changeable crimson, large and fine. 
Mrs. Rousling’s---White, shaded with pink, excellent. 
Maria de Brandois---Rich crimson, shaded purple, fine. 
Mrs. F. Hering---Yellow, mottled with cherry, superb. 
Napoleon III---Rich crimson, large, and changeable. 
Nepaules Chief--Yellow, tipped. crimson, superb. 
Picotee---Dark velvet, mottled white, perfect. 
Plymouth---Lively crimson, shaded white, very distinct. 
Phenix—-Rich crimson, very compact and fine. 
Princess Wagram---Bright, showy orange, good. 
Port Royal--Amer, edged with crimson. 
Painted Lady---Crimson, white striped, superb. 
Purist---Rich salmon shaded violet. 
Picciola---White, tipped with purple, perfect flower. | 
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Princesse Camelia de Rohan---Dazzling crimson, superb, 
Pheabus---Rosy scarlet, very fine. 
Reine des Belaes—Dark lilac, striped with crimson. 
Rosea Hleganz---Rosy lilac, exquisite flower. 
Rose of England---Biush, large, perfect, and superb. 
Roundhead---Buff, tipped lilac, very fine. 
Rainbow---Rosy salmon, tipped white, exquisite, changeable. 
Richartl Cobden---Crimson, tipped lilac, superb. 
Sir F. Bathurst---Dark crimson, beautiful. 
Sir R. Whittington---White rosy lilac, large and fine. 
Sarah---Mottled violet, and crimson. , 
Star of Meidling---Dark yellow, spotted with — 
Star Brage---Rosy purple, superb. Hen 
Satirist---Dark purple, most excellent. 
Scarlet King---Scarlet, superb. 
Sonne von St. Louis---Dark purple, very pray 
Surpasse Bathenai---Dazzling crimson, fine. 
Triumph de Ascq---Rosy purple, fine quilted, perfect flower- 
Triumph de Roulaix---Buff, edged with salmon, superb. 
Triumph de Essonnes---Rich rosy: salmon, fine. 

-Toisen de Or---Golden orange, large and beautiful. 
Tom---Dark crimson, large and superb. 
Unanimity---Yellow, flanked with searlet. 
Victorine---Deep, rich purple, superb. 
Victorie de Alma---Deep scarlet, large and perfect. 
Yellow Queen---Orange yellow, spotted with rose, fine. 

I 

CRYSTAN THEM MSs. 

To grow these 3 in perfection, they require rich, light soil, and 
about the end of the month of March, the roots should be lifted, 
divided and planted into fresh soil, either by giving them a new 
situation, or changing the earth they were in. ‘wo or three 
stems together are quite sufficient. The flowers, by the above 
treatment, will be much larger, more double, and finer in color ; 
where they are wanted to grow low and bushy, top them i in 
June. They are in flower from the Ist of October until severe 
frost ; thus beautifying our gardens at a season when they 
would be destitute of one single attraction. The followiug list 
we can admit as now unrivalled : 

The finest new varieties, introduced last year from Hiway, 
$3 00 per dozen; all others, $2 50 per dozen. 

J 
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Large Flowered. 

Baron de Solomon--Rosy crimson, dark center. 
_Erine--- Violet, purple edged, dark center. 
Gil Blas---Golden yollow, rose spotted. _ 
Gluck---Splendid orange yellow, very double. 
Henrietta Chauvire---Blush, shaded crimson. 
Larty---Rosy crimson, creamy white center. 
Newman---Orange yellow, spotted with rose. 
Payueretta---White, shaded crimson. 
Poudre de Or---Rosy lilac, purple edged. 
Rose Mystico--Bright purple, white ring near the petal, 
Sacramento---Dark yellow, red center. ) 
Sappo---White, striped violet, pale yellew center. 
Singot de Or---Yellow, edged crimson. 
Triumph de Bordeaux---Dark, shaded blush. 
Vartigene---Crimson, pale red center. 

Pomperne or Lilliputian Ficwered. 

Aureus---Canary yellow, edged with crimson. 
Auais---White, rose tinged. . 
Alfred Salter--Blush rose, fimbricated. 
Aigle de Or---Pale yellow, tinged with rose. 
Bijou de la Horticulture--Pure white, purple edged. 
Braviero---Fiery crimson, dark center. 
Croustignea--Orange yellow, striped violet. 
Captain Tardifi—Rosy white, purple spotted, yellow center. 
Circe—Cream white, rose spotted. 
Cedo Nully—Rose, salmon mottled. 
Cybella—Amber, yellow spotted. 
Ducatlet—Imbricated, white and violet. 
Dition—-White, pink shaded, yellow center. 
Dame Blanche—Pure white. 
Etoile de Matin—Blush, white, large petal, extra fine. 
Hariet Lebois—Rosy carmine, yellow center. 
Justine Tescies—Pure white, edged violet, yellow center. 
Jonas—-Orange yellow, outer ring violet. 
La Vapour—Fiery crimson, dark center. 
La Gitana—Violet, purple edged and spotted. 
La Jonyleur—Pure yellow, rose edged. 
Lelia—tLilac, purple edged, very pretty. 
Lady Telfourd—Rosy lilac, dark center. 
Larty—Rose crimson, very beautiful. 
Model— White, rose striped and edged. 
Marron—Fiery crimson, yellow center, very dwarfy. 
Mrs. Anne—White, purple edged. > 
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Madame Hine—Rose, edged white. 
Madame Vogel—Crimson, dark center, very dwarfy. 
Madame Schmidt—White, violet edged. 
Madame Logre—White, purple shaded and edged. 
Madame Adle Renand—Dark purple, large, white petals. 
Nonsuch—F ine yellow violet edged. 
President— White, outer ring rosy, yellow center. 
Pouldetta— White, violet edged, dark center. ae 
Pompone de Or—White, with bright crimson edge. 
Parpoillet—Violet, crimson edged, yellow center. 

_ Rosinante—White and purple. 
-Rononcula—Crimson, white spotted, yellow center. 
Rose Pompone—Creamy white, purple spotted 

- Robert, le Diable—Fiery crimson, yellow centre, large petal. 
‘Trophei—Violet, purple edged, black center. 
Temple of Solomon—Yellow, with large white petal. 
Vicompte de Coumound—Rose, yellow center. 
Yellow Daisy—Bright yellow, full and very dwarfy. 
Zebra—Purple, crimson edged. ) 
Zenobie—Yellow, violet center, very pretty. 

CAMELITAS. 

These have been selected with great care from the best col- 
- lections in France; the plants two to three fect high show fine 

flower buds, and ‘will bloom freely in February _ March. 
Price $2 to $3 each. 

Adrian Lebrun---Imbricated, fine rose color. 
Agnesii---Very fine rose, imbricated. 
Altueefiora---Dark red, superb. 
Archduchesse Augusta--Imbricated, deep red, striped white. 
Augustina Superba-—-Imbricated red, very fine. 
Abba Imbricata Novo--Imbricated white, very fine) 
Amalthea---Imbricated deep red, large flower. 
Arista---Imbricated red with white stripe. 
Baltimore---Imbricated white stripe rose. 
Beneyii---Imbricated crimson, white striped. 
Blackburniana---Red, very fine flower. 
Bikolu---Cherry color, white striped, biden ) 
Brooklyniana--Imbricated, red purple, striped white. 
Compte de Paris---Imbricated crimson, mottled. 
Comtesse de Negro---Brilliant: rose, striped. 
De la Reine---Imbricated whi fine. 
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Dourklarii---Red, spotted white. 
Drouard Gouillon—-Peoney? flowered, white, large. 
Duchesse de Orleans--Rosy white, carmine ‘spotted. 
Elphistone---Deep rose, beautiful. 
Emilia Congrioni—Imbricated white, handsome. 
Eximani—Inbricated white, very fine. 
Fimbriated Alba—Imbricated white fringe petals. 
Forbesii—Imbricated cherry, beautiful. 
General Washington—lImbricated white, shaded, and striped. 
Grand Frederick—Imbricated rose, spotted white. 
Halleyi—Inbricated brilliant crimson. 
Imperalii—Deep red, shaded. 
Imbricata Alba—Imbricated white shaded rose. 
Le Signora di Monja—Fine rose, beautiful. 
Latifolia Rosca—Peony flowered, deep rose. 
Lawrenciana Americana—Red, spotted white. 
Leand Superba—Rose imbricated, fine. 
Manetti—Globular, full,flower. 
Manzoni—Beautiful, fine rose. 
Maria Theresa—Imbricated white striped rose. 
Mazuihelli Cherry Rose—Cherry rose, large flower. 
Mrs. Gunnell—White, beautiful. 
Monteroni—Spirated, red, fine. 
Orfera—Imbricated white. 
Parnii—Light rose, streaked red. 
Picturatrta—Pcena flora, white spotted carmine. 
Queen Victoria—Imbricated red, streaked white. 
Reine des Fleurs—Imbricated, red, beautiful. 
Rosca Sinensis—Rose, very large and fine. 
Sassanguea Rosa—Small flower, rose beautiful. 
Spofortiana---White streaked, crimson. 
Torneilli---Crimson, white, spotted. 
Triphosa---Peona flowered, rose color. 
Variagata---Rose, spotted white. 
Vespasia--Cherry, rose, full, superb. 
Viscounte nova Rosea---Double, imbricated, str eaked carmine. 
Walitohii--Imbricated carmine. 
W odosia---Imbriested rose, very large flowered. 
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Pampas Grass--Gynerium Argentum. 

This is a beautiful ornamental grass, with long linear leaves, 
four to five feet long, gracefully inclined on every side. Flow- 
ers in large silvery pikes, forming elegant plumes two feet long 
—with its gracefully drooping leaves, makes this a beautiful and 
striking object for ornamental purposes, while its rapid increase 
by tussocks, like the gama grass, promises to make it a valuable 
forage plant: It is a native of the Argentine republic. Price 
$1 00 per plant. | : ) 

‘Medicage Lupilina--Lemon Grass. 

Resembles very much in leaves and foliage the Pampass 
Grass. The leaves give a. delightful lemon perfume, requires 
slight protection in winter, but.is rapidly increased by tussocks, 
when planted in the open, ground in spring. Price 25 cents. 
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